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Introduction to Using VMware 
Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen 1
This documentation page is the opening page for the Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - 
next-gen documentation. This page provides a brief introduction to VMware Horizon® Cloud 
Service™ - next-gen and then provides links to the various pages that will help you understand 
what to read next to begin using the service.

You typically use this content after you are already subscribed to the service and you are ready 
to begin using it.

If you are still in the decision-making phase, you might consider getting started by requesting a 
60-day Horizon Universal Subscription trial and reviewing Tech Zone's Horizon Cloud Service - 
next-gen Architecture.

Note   If you are a Managed Service Provider (MSP), you are onboarded to Horizon Cloud Service 
first-gen and not to next-gen by default. For questions regarding this default behavior, contact 
VMware Support. See the info that follows in this topic about contacting VMware Support

Brief Introduction

Horizon Cloud is a modern cloud-first Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) deployment with thin-edge 
infrastructure.

With Horizon Cloud, you have a global view of your desktops and applications spanning your 
cloud-connected Horizon deployments.

Benefits Overview

VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen provides a variety of benefits that improve the Horizon 
Cloud experience over its predecessor.

Note   In the current release, some of the predecessor’s features are not yet available in VMware 
Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen. Those features are being added with iterative releases. You 
can regularly check the Release Notes page's What's New sections to see each release's new 
features.

Some of these benefits are:

Lower cost
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A Horizon Edge with thin-edge infrastructure and pod-less deployments provide for lower 
operational costs, faster time to value, and reduced maintenance by eliminating the Horizon 
infrastructure components.

Improved visibility and troubleshooting

Using the same model across all platforms improves visibility and troubleshooting capabilities 
with proactive alerting and advanced reporting through integration with Workspace ONE 
Intelligence.

Seamless cross-environment experience

Providing common administrator and end-user experiences across environments streamlines 
administration and increases end-user productivity.

Advanced automation

The API-driven platform supports advanced automation and integration with third-party apps 
and services for day-1 and day-2 processes.

Unprecedented scalability

A Horizon Edge with thin-edge architecture and cloud-native architecture increases scalability 
across all platforms.

Overview of Key Architectural Characteristics

This section briefly describes the key architectural characteristics that distinguish this next 
generation of Horizon Cloud from the preceding generation. For in-depth details of the 
architecture, see the Horizon Cloud Service next-gen Architecture chapter of the Horizon 
Reference Architecture at VMware Digital Workspace Tech Zone.

A key benefit of this next-generation service over its predecessor is that many of the 
infrastructure components that were previously deployed into your organization's environment 
now reside as services in the cloud control plane.

This architecture provides for a pod-less deployment that is easier to operate and manage.

The following diagram illustrates the relationship between the control plane and an initial Horizon 
Edge deployed into Microsoft Azure Cloud (Horizon Edge-1). In the deployment wizard, the 

administrator chose to have two Unified Access Gateway instances.

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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The core infrastructure elements that VMware uses to provide the service to you are:

n Horizon Control Plane

n Horizon Edge Gateway instance. For Microsoft Azure Cloud as the provider, the deployer 
deploys an Azure load balancer with this instance.

n Unified Access Gateway instances and a load balancer for those instances

For more details of the architecture, read Tech Zone's Horizon Cloud Service next-gen 
Architecture chapter.

When You Read About a Feature Here That You Don't See 
in Your Live Environment

The Horizon Universal Console displays elements for features based on your subscription. 
See the VMware Horizon Subscription Comparison Matrix for Horizon subscription licensing 
information. You will not see elements in the Horizon Universal Console for features that your 
subscription does not support.

How to Get Started

The first step to using Horizon Cloud - next-gen is to onboard to the service.

Onboarding requires you to fulfill some specific requirements:

1 First review the checklist that corresponds to your desired deployment type and fulfill the 
requirements.

n Chapter 3 Requirements Checklist for Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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n Chapter 2 Requirements Checklist for Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge

2 Then complete some environment preparation steps. The steps are linked from the following 
overview pages. Read the page that corresponds to your desired deployment type:

n Chapter 5 Microsoft Azure Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy

n Chapter 4 Horizon 8 Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy

3 Then start the steps described in the page Chapter 6 VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-
gen Deployment and Onboarding.

Intended Audience

These documentation pages in Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen are for anyone 
who wants to deliver virtual desktops and apps at scale to end users within their organization 
and efficiently manage those virtual desktops and apps using the next-generation Horizon cloud 
control plane and Horizon Universal Console.

To explore the documentation for the Horizon family of related solutions, see VMware Horizon 
Documentation - Horizon 8, Horizon Cloud Service, and Horizon Clients. From that page, use the 
left navigation tree to discover and read guides about various areas of the Horizon family.

Horizon Cloud Community

Use the VMware Horizon Cloud Service Community to ask questions, explore answers given for 
questions asked by other users, and access links to useful information.

Contacting VMware Support

Contact VMware Support when you need help with your Horizon Cloud environment.

n You can submit a support request to VMware Support online using your VMware Customer 
Connect account or by phone.

n KB 2144012 Customer Support Guidelines provides details for getting support depending on 
the issue encountered.

n In the console, clicking  provides a way to request support.

VMware Technical Publications Glossary

VMware Technical Publications provides a glossary of terms that might be unfamiliar to you. 
For definitions of terms as they are used in VMware technical documentation, visit http://
www.vmware.com/support/pubs.
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Requirements Checklist for 
Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge 2
Complete the following tasks to prepare your Horizon 8 components for onboarding to the 
Horizon Cloud control plane. Ensure that the requirements are satisfied as described in the 
following sections to complete a successful onboarding.

Checklist Audience

Some of the requirements listed in the following sections are needed to successfully onboard 
Horizon components for the purpose of using a subscription license with a Horizon Edge 
deployment. Some requirements are those needed for the key tasks that are performed after 
that initial onboarding to enable the use of Horizon Cloud Control Plane services with the Horizon 
components.

Horizon Edge Gateway and Horizon Connection Server 
Requirements

☐ For interoperability between Horizon Edge Gateway and Horizon, the Horizon Connection Server must be 
7.13.2 or later. Then, to use the latest cloud services and features with the cloud-connected Horizon Edge, 
Horizon Connection Server must run the current version of Horizon Edge services.

☐ For new deployments, it is strongly recommended to use the newest Horizon Edge Gateway version.

The Horizon Edge Gateway appliance deployment procedure uses:

n Static IP

n DNS forward and reverse lookup records

☐ Resource requirements for the Horizon Edge Gateway virtual appliance. The resource requirements 
depend on the deployed Horizon Edge's architecture. The lists below reflect which versions are currently 
supported for new deployments for each design.

Version 2.2.0

8 vCPUs, 16 GB memory (RAM), 40 GB datastore
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DNS, Ports, and Protocols Requirements

☐ Specific ports and protocols are required both for onboarding a Horizon pod to Horizon Cloud and for 
ongoing operations of the pod with the Horizon Cloud Connector paired with that pod, and Horizon Cloud 
Connector with the Horizon Cloud control plane. See Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to 
Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a Horizon 8 Environment.

Licensing for the Microsoft Windows Operating Systems

Horizon Cloud does not provide any guest operating system licensing required for use of 
Microsoft Windows operating systems that you use in the course of using the Horizon Cloud 
workflows. You, the customer, have the responsibility to have valid and eligible Microsoft licenses 
that entitle you to create, perform workflows on, and operate the Windows-based desktop VMs 
and RDSH VMs that you choose to use in your Horizon Cloud tenant environment. The required 
licensing depends on your intended use.

☐ Licensing for one or more of the following types: Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows 10

☐ Licensing for one or more of the following types: Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2, Microsoft Server 
2016, Microsoft Server 2019

☐ Microsoft Windows RDS Licensing Servers — for high availability, redundant licensing servers are 
recommended

☐ Microsoft RDS User or Device CALs or both

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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Requirements Checklist for 
Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge 3
The purpose of this checklist is to inform you of the required elements for a Horizon Cloud on 
Microsoft Azure deployment.

Important   A Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment refers to a native Microsoft Azure 
infrastructure.

Checklist Audience

This checklist is for Horizon Cloud customer accounts that have never had a Horizon Cloud on 
Microsoft Azure deployment in their tenant environment. You might hear such tenants referred to 
as clean-slate environments or greenfield environments.

You must perform some items that follow before you deploy Horizon Cloud. You can defer some 
items until after the deployment is finished and running.

Microsoft Azure Subscription Requirements

☐ Valid Microsoft Azure subscriptions in a supported Microsoft Azure environment (Azure Commercial, Azure 
Government). If you want to deploy Horizon Edge appliances, which includes Horizon Edge Gateway and 
Unified Access Gateway instances, in their own dedicated provider (Microsoft Azure subscription), obtain 
another valid Microsoft Azure subscription to deploy pools.

Note   Horizon Cloud supports most Microsoft Azure regions.

☐ Valid Microsoft Azure administrative privileges in each Microsoft Azure subscription, for you to use the 
Microsoft Azure portal and perform the Chapter 5 Microsoft Azure Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing 
to Deploy.

☐ Create one or more service principals in each Microsoft Azure subscriptions, noting the Subscription 
ID, directory ID, and application ID, and assign the appropriate role to each service principal in your 
subscriptions.

n See Create a Service Principal for the Microsoft Azure Subscription.

n To use a custom role for your service principal, see To Use a Custom Role for Horizon Cloud App 
Registration.

Note   When you create multiple service principals, they share the Subscription ID and directory ID, but 
each service principal has its own application ID.
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☐ Create a Microsoft Azure User Managed Identity.

Horizon Edge using an AKS cluster requires a user managed identity with the Network Contributor 
role at the management VNet’s resource group scope and the Managed Identity Operator role at 
the Microsoft Azure subscription scope. See Microsoft documentation about managing user-assigned 
managed identities.

☐ Register the required resource providers for your Microsoft Azure subscription, See Confirm That the 
Required Resource Providers Are Registered in Your Microsoft Azure Subscription.

☐ Create a custom role that provides READ permissions to the Azure Compute Galleries in your subscriptions 
and assign that custom role to all service principals configured for a given Horizon Edge.

☐ The subscription must allow the creation of resource groups that do not have tags on them.

Microsoft Azure Capacity Requirements

Where the following table refers to Microsoft Azure capacity, no manual installation is necessary. 
As long as the stated capacities are available in the subscription, the deployer automatically 
instantiates the described VMs.

☐ Microsoft Azure capacity for the core Horizon Edge resources to deploy into that subscription.

n Horizon Edge Gateway – 4 x Standard_D2s_v3 VMs

n Going forward, Horizon Cloud deployments make use of an Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) 
cluster, which requires 4 x Standard_D2s_v3 VMs for capacity.

During the normal operation of the AKS cluster, four Standard_D2s_v3 nodes are required. One 
additional node is required and used during the upgrade process.

n Run commands to check for the availability of the Microsoft Azure VM model and to check the 
regional CPU output. See Check the Availability of the Microsoft Azure VM Model.

n Previous deployments made use of a 1 x Standard D4s v3 VMs

n Unified Access Gateway instances – Minimum of 2 x of the supported sizes that follow. The default and 
recommended size is Standard_F8s_v2.

n Standard_A4_v2

n Standard_D8s_v4

n Standard_D16s_v4

n Standard_D8s_v5

n Standard_D16s_v5

n Standard_F8s_v2

n Standard_F16s_v2

Note   The A4_v2 VM model is only sufficient for proofs-of-concept (PoCs), pilots, or smaller 

environments where you know that you will not exceed 1,000 active sessions on the Horizon Edge.

When your Horizon Edge instance is ready to use, your capacity in Microsoft Azure cloud also must 
accommodate the imported VMs, images, pool VMs, and App Volumes app-capture VMs that you create in 
that Horizon Edge instance. See the Image Management System Requirements section.

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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Network Requirements

The following network requirements include the details necessary to provide high availability to 
your Horizon Cloud deployment. These requirements include support for the configuration of 
Horizon Edge Gateway using an AKS cluster. Configuring Horizon Edge Gateway using an AKS 
cluster provides you with a more easily scalable solution.

☐ Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) created in your target Microsoft Azure region with applicable 
address space to cover required subnets. See Configure the Network Requirements.

☐ The following subnet requirements are minimum. For larger environments, larger subnets might be 
required.

n Management subnet — /26 minimum

Configure a NAT gateway for the Management subnet because a Horizon Edge using an AKS cluster 
needs a NAT Gateway for outbound connectivity.

n Desktop (tenant) subnet - Primary — /27 minimum, but sized appropriately based on the number of 
desktops and RDS servers. You can add more subnets as required.

n DMZ subnet — /27 minimum for the cluster of Unified Access Gateway instances (not required for 
Internal Unified Access Gateway Access Type).

You must create subnets manually on the VNet as a prerequisite. See Configure the Network 
Requirements As a best practice, do not attach other resources to the subnets.

When you choose to use a dedicated provider to deploy Horizon Gateway appliances (Horizon Edge 
Gateway and Unified Access Gateway) you must create backend subnets in the provider from which 
desktops will be deployed.

☐ If you select the cluster outbound type value as NAT gateway at the time of Edge creation, configure a 
NAT gateway on the Management subnet to enable outbound connectivity for the Horizon Edge Gateway. 
If you select the cluster outbound type value as User defined routes at the time of Edge creation, 
configure a route table on the management subnet having the default route 0.0.0.0/0 pointing to a next 
hop of type VirtualAppliance or VirtualNetworkGateway.

☐ Gather the following CIDR IP address ranges, which you need to configure the Horizon Edge Gateway 
during deployment.

Note   Ensure that these ranges do not conflict with other ranges in use in your environment.

n Service CIDR — /27 minimum

n Pod CIDR — /21 minimum

n Docker Bridge CIDR — /26 minimum

To successfully deploy an AKS cluster, you must comply with the following Microsoft Azure requirement. 
At the time that you deploy Horizon Edge using the Horizon Universal Console, ensure that the Service 
CIDR, Pod CIDR, and address space of the Management subnet's VNet do not conflict with the following IP 
ranges:

n 169.254.0.0/16

n 172.30.0.0/16

n 172.31.0.0/16

n 192.0.2.0/24

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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☐ Configure the VNet (Virtual Network) DNS server, pointing to a valid DNS server that can resolve both 
internal machine names and external names. See Configure Required DNS Records After Deploying 
Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway.

For internal endpoints, AD server is an example.

For external endpoints, outbound Internet access on the VNets you are using for the gateway deployment 
must resolve and reach specific DNS names using specific ports and protocols. This is required for 
deployment and ongoing operations.

☐ Outbound Internet access on the VNets you are using for the Horizon Edge deployment must resolve and 
reach specific DNS names using specific ports and protocols. This is required for deployment and ongoing 
operations. For the list of DNS names and ports, see Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to 
Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a Microsoft Azure Environment.

☐ Optional. Microsoft Azure VPN/Express Route configured, when you want networking between the VNet 
and your on-premises corporate network.

☐ Regarding Horizon Edge using an AKS cluster, if the VNet you are using for the Horizon Edge deployment 
has a custom DNS server, you must add the Microsoft Azure DNS IP address 168.63.129.16 as an upstream 
DNS server.

Ports and Protocols Requirements

☐ Specific ports and protocols are required for deployment and ongoing operations of your Horizon Cloud 
environment. See Horizon Cloud Port and Protocol Requirements for Your Horizon Cloud Deployment in 
Microsoft Azure.

Unified Access Gateway Requirements

A cluster of Unified Access Gateway VMs is associated to a pool, which enables clients to have 
trusted HTML Access connections to the VMs in that pool.

You use the Horizon Universal Console to configure Horizon Cloud with the Unified Access 
Gateway. The items below are required for that type of configuration.

☐ Outbound Internet access to *.horizon.vmware.com is required in all configuration types.

When Allow Internal Access Over a Corporate Network is the Unified Access Gateway Access Type, 
either user defined routing or NAT Gateway can be applied to the Management subnet to allow outbound 
traffic.

When the Unified Access Gateway Access Type is configured externally with a DMZ network, external 
access to *.horizon.vmware.com must be configured on the DMZ network.

☐ FQDN is required for the Unified Access Gateway configuration.

☐ Certificate or certificates for the Unified Access Gateway in PEM format matching the FQDN.

Note   If the certificate or certificates that you supply for this purpose use CRLs (Certificate Revocation 
Lists) or OCSP (Online Certificate Status Protocol) settings that refer to specific DNS names, then you must 
ensure outbound Internet access on the VNet to those DNS names is resolvable and reachable. During 
configuration of your supplied certificate in the Unified Access Gateway configuration, the Unified Access 
Gateway software reaches out to those DNS names to check the certificate's revocation status. If those 
DNS names are not reachable, deployment fails. These names are highly dependent on the CA that you 
used to obtain the certificates, which is outside VMware's control.

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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Identity Provider Requirements

☐ When Microsoft Azure Active Directory is your identity provider, a user with Global Administrator 
privileges must do the following.

n Approve the requested permissions.

n Provide consent for the entire organization.

☐ When Workspace ONE Access is your identity provider, a user with admin privileges must do the 
following.

n Approve the requested permissions.

n Provide consent for the entire organization.

Active Directory Requirements

The console's Active Directory registration workflow mandates the following items.

☐ One of the following supported Active Directory configurations:

n On-premises Active Directory Server connected via VPN/Express Route

n Active Directory Server located in Microsoft Azure

n Microsoft Azure Active Directory Domain Services

☐ Supported Microsoft Windows Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain functional levels.

n Windows Server 2016

n Windows Server 2012 R2

n Windows Server 2012

Supported Microsoft Windows Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) OS Versions.

n Windows Server 2019

n Windows Server 2016

n Windows Server 2012 R

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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☐
Domain Bind Account

Active Directory domain bind account (a standard user with read access) that has the 
sAMAccountName attribute. The sAMAccountName attribute must be 20 characters or less and cannot 
contain any of the following characters: "/ \ [ ] : ; | = , + * ? < >
The account must have the following permissions:

n List Contents

n Read All Properties

n Read Permissions

n Read tokenGroupsGlobalAndUniversal (implied by Read All Properties)

You should also set the account password to Never Expire to ensure continued access to log in to your 
Horizon Cloud environment.

n If you are familiar with the VMware Horizon on-premises offering, the above permissions are the 
same set that are required for the Horizon on-premises offering's secondary credential accounts.

n Generally speaking, the domain bind accounts should be granted the default out-of-the-box read-
access-related permissions typically granted to Authenticated Users in a Microsoft Active Directory 
deployment. However, if your organization's AD administrators have chosen to lock down read-
access-related permissions for regular users, you must request those AD administrators preserve 
the Authenticated Users standard defaults for the domain bind accounts you will use for Horizon 
Cloud.

Reference: Creating Active Directory Domain Bind and Domain Join Accounts

☐
Auxiliary Domain Bind Account

Must be separate from the main domain bind account. The UI will prevent re-using the same account in 
both fields.

Active Directory domain bind account (a standard user with read access) that has the 
sAMAccountName attribute. The sAMAccountName attribute must be 20 characters or less and cannot 
contain any of the following characters: "/ \ [ ] : ; | = , + * ? < >
The account must have the following permissions:

n List Contents

n Read All Properties

n Read Permissions

n Read tokenGroupsGlobalAndUniversal (implied by Read All Properties)

You should also set the account password to Never Expire to ensure continued access to log in to your 
Horizon Cloud environment.

n If you are familiar with the VMware Horizon on-premises offering, the above permissions are the 
same set that are required for the Horizon on-premises offering's secondary credential accounts.

n Generally speaking, the domain bind accounts should be granted the default out-of-the-box read-
access-related permissions typically granted to Authenticated Users in a Microsoft Active Directory 
deployment. However, if your organization's AD administrators have chosen to lock down read-
access-related permissions for regular users, you must request those AD administrators preserve 
the Authenticated Users standard defaults for the domain bind accounts you will use for Horizon 
Cloud.

Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen
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☐
Domain Join Account

Active Directory domain join account which can be used by the system to perform Sysprep operations 
and join the virtual computers to the domain. Typically a new account that you create for this express 
purpose. (A domain join user account)

The account must have the sAMAccountName attribute. The sAMAccountName attribute must be 20 
characters or less and cannot contain any of the following characters: "/ \ [ ] : ; | = , + * ? < >
The use of white spaces in the account's user name is currently unsupported.

You should also set the account password to Never Expire to ensure continued ability for Horizon 
Cloud to perform the Sysprep operations and join the virtual computers to the domain.

This account requires the following Active Directory permissions, applied to the Computers OU, or to 
the OU that you will enter into the console's Domain Join UI.

n Read All Properties - this object only

n Create Computer Objects - this object and all descendant objects

n Delete Computer Objects - this object and all descendant objects

n Write All Properties - Descendant Computer objects

n Reset Password - Descendant Computer objects

Regarding the target Organizational Unit (OU) that you plan to use for pools, this account also requires 
the Active Directory permission named Write All Properties on all descendant objects of that target 
Organizational Unit (OU).

For more details, see Creating Active Directory Domain Bind and Domain Join Accounts.

In Microsoft Active Directory, when you create a new OU, the system might automatically set the Prevent 
Accidental Deletion attribute which applies a Deny to the Delete All Child Objects permission for the 

newly created OU and all descendant objects. As a result, if you explicitly assigned the Delete Computer 
Objects permission to the domain join account, in the case of a newly created OU, Active Directory might 
have applied an override to that explicitly assigned Delete Computer Objects permission. Because clearing 
the Prevent Accidental Deletion flag might not automatically clear the Deny that Active Directory applied 

to the Delete All Child Objects permission, in the case of a newly added OU, you might have to verify and 
manually clear the Deny permission set for Delete All Child Objects in the OU and all child OUs before using 

the domain join account in the Horizon Cloud console.
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☐
Optional Auxiliary Domain Join Account

Active Directory domain join account which can be used by the system to perform Sysprep operations 
and join the virtual computers to the domain. Typically a new account that you create for this express 
purpose. (A domain join user account)

The account must have the sAMAccountName attribute. The sAMAccountName attribute must be 20 
characters or less and cannot contain any of the following characters: "/ \ [ ] : ; | = , + * ? < >
The use of white spaces in the account's user name is currently unsupported.

You should also set the account password to Never Expire to ensure continued ability for Horizon 
Cloud to perform the Sysprep operations and join the virtual computers to the domain.

This account requires the following Active Directory permissions, applied to the Computers OU, or to 
the OU that you will enter into the console's Domain Join UI.

n Read All Properties - this object only

n Create Computer Objects - this object and all descendant objects

n Delete Computer Objects - this object and all descendant objects

n Write All Properties - Descendant Computer objects

n Reset Password - Descendant Computer objects

Regarding the target Organizational Unit (OU) that you plan to use for pools, this account also requires 
the Active Directory permission named Write All Properties on all descendant objects of that target 
Organizational Unit (OU).

In Microsoft Active Directory, when you create a new OU, the system might automatically set the Prevent 
Accidental Deletion attribute which applies a Deny to the Delete All Child Objects permission for the 

newly created OU and all descendant objects. As a result, if you explicitly assigned the Delete Computer 
Objects permission to the domain join account, in the case of a newly created OU, Active Directory might 
have applied an override to that explicitly assigned Delete Computer Objects permission. Because clearing 
the Prevent Accidental Deletion flag might not automatically clear the Deny that Active Directory applied 

to the Delete All Child Objects permission, in the case of a newly added OU, you might have to verify and 
manually clear the Deny permission set for Delete All Child Objects in the OU and all child OUs before using 

the domain join account in the Horizon Cloud console.

☐ Active Directory organizational unit (OU) or units (OUs) for virtual desktops and RDS session-based 
desktops or published applications or both.

In Microsoft Active Directory, when you create a new OU, the system might automatically set the Prevent 
Accidental Deletion attribute which applies a Deny to the Delete All Child Objects permission for the 

newly created OU and all descendant objects. As a result, if you explicitly assigned the Delete Computer 
Objects permission to the domain join account, in the case of a newly created OU, Active Directory might 
have applied an override to that explicitly assigned Delete Computer Objects permission. Because clearing 
the Prevent Accidental Deletion flag might not automatically clear the Deny that Active Directory applied 

to the Delete All Child Objects permission, in the case of a newly added OU, you might have to verify and 
manually clear the Deny permission set for Delete All Child Objects in the OU and all child OUs before using 

the domain join account in the Horizon Cloud console.

Image Management System Requirements

Your Microsoft Azure subscription must accommodate the following requirements depending on 
the types of images you want to provision from the deployed Horizon Edge.
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☐ Base for the image. One or more of the supported Microsoft Azure VM configurations.

n Microsoft Azure generation 1 and 2 VMs are supported.

Ensure you have enough quota for the model you want to use for the base VM. The following model types 
are the default and recommended.

Non-GPU:

n Standard_DS2_v2

GPU-Enabled:

n Standard_NV12s_v3

Model types besides the Non-GPU and GPU-Enabled types listed are supported, though not necessarily 
verified. Ensure you have enough quota in your subscription if you select one of these models.

Pool VM Requirements

Your Microsoft Azure subscription must accommodate the following requirements depending on 
the types of pool VMs you want to provision from the deployed Horizon Edge.

☐ Model selection for the VMs in pools — any of the Microsoft Azure VM configurations available in the 
Microsoft Azure region, except for those not compatible with Horizon Cloud desktop operations.

Consider the following details when selecting a VM model.

n The decision to select between a GPU-enabled model type and Non-GPU model type depends on the 
VM selected during image creation.

n To create a multi-session pool, select an image created using a multi-session operating system.

n For production environments, VMware scale testing recommends using models that have a minimum of 
2 CPUs or larger.

n See Microsoft Azure VM Types and Sizes for Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen (89090) to learn about 
the compatibility of different Microsoft Azure VM types and sizes with VMware Horizon Cloud Service - 
next-gen.

n Microsoft Azure generation 1 and 2 VMs are supported in pools.

Horizon Client and Horizon HTML Access (the web client) 
Requirements

☐ To enable end-user access to entitled resources in your Horizon Cloud environment, ensure that they use 
one of the following supported clients.

Horizon Client

End users can use the following Horizon Client versions:

n Horizon Client for Windows 2111 or later

n Horizon Client for Mac 2111 or later

n Horizon Client for Linux 2206 or later

n Horizon Client for Android 2303 or later

n Horizon Client for iOS 2303 or later

Horizon HTML Access

End users can connect to the version of HTML Access built into the Horizon Cloud environment.
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Horizon 8 Deployments, Horizon 
Edge - Preparing to Deploy 4
To onboard the next generation of Horizon Cloud, you must set up your Horizon Edge with 
Horizon Connection Server as described in the following sections.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a Horizon 
8 Environment

n Port and Protocol Requirements for Deploying Horizon 8 Edge

Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a 
Horizon Edge Gateway in a Horizon 8 Environment

To create a Horizon Edge deployment and install or update appliance modules, you must allow 
the appropriate URLs on the respective ports.

For the following table, the listed purposes are in the context of a Horizon Edge Gateway with 
Horizon Connection Server.

Allow URLs for the Management Subnet

Allow the appropriate URLs according to your site location and needs.
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Destination (DNS name) Port Protocol Purpose

n *.blob.core.windows.net

n horizonedgeprod.azurecr.io

443 TCP Used for programmatic access to the 
Azure Blob Storage.

Used to download the Docker images 
from those DNS addresses that the 
appliance's module requires.

*.azure-devices.net, or one of the region-
specific names that follows, depending 
on which regional control plane applies 
to your tenant account:

North America:

n edgehubprodna.azure-devices.net

Europe:

n edgehubprodeu.azure-devices.net

Australia:

n edgehubprodap.azure-devices.net

Japan:

n edgehubprodjp.azure-devices.net

443 TCP 
(requirement 
means HTTP, 
HTTPS, and 
WSS)

Used to connect the appliance to 
the Horizon Cloud control plane, 
to download configurations for the 
appliance's module, and to update the 
appliance's module's runtime status.

Port and Protocol Requirements for Deploying Horizon 8 
Edge

This page is a reference for all of the possible ports and protocols used for communication for 
a typical Horizon Edge with Horizon Connection Server. Use this table to ensure your network 
configuration and firewalls will allow the communication traffic that is required for a successful 
deployment and for day-to-day operations.

The specific ports and protocols required for your particular deployment will in part depend on 
which features you select to use for your Horizon Edge deployments. If you do not plan to use 
Splunk Enterprise for monitoring, you can ignore the ports associated with Splunk Enterprise.

Important   In addition to the ports and protocols described here, a Horizon Edge deployment 
and the corresponding day-to-day operations have specific DNS requirements. For details, see 
Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a Horizon 8 
Environment.

Ports and Protocols Required by Horizon Edge

When you activate Horizon Infrastructure Monitoring , Horizon Edge is deployed and configured 
in the associated subscription. The following table lists the ports and protocols that are needed 
during the activation process which deploys the appliance and configures the manager VMs so 
the appliance can collect the monitoring data it is designed to collect from those components. 
This table also lists the ports and protocols that are needed during steady-state operations of 
collecting the data the appliance is designed to collect.
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Table 4-1. 

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge Horizon Connection 
Server

443 HTTPS License configuration

Horizon Edge Splunk Enterprise 8000 and 8088 HTTP

HTTPS

Monitoring data 
collection

Horizon Edge DNS server 53 TCP

UDP

DNS services.

Horizon Edge *.blob.core.windows.
net

443 TCP Used for 
programmatic access 
to the Azure Blob 
Storage and to 
upload the Edge 
logs as and when 
required.

Horizon Edge horizonedgeprod.azu
recr.io

443 TCP To download the 
Docker images to 
create the edge 
required modules 
which are useful 
for monitoring, SSO, 
UAG updates, etc.

Horizon Edge *.horizon.vmware.co
m

443 TCP Appliance used to 
communicate with 
the cloud control 
plane, download 
configurations for the 
appliance's module, 
and update the 
appliance's module's 
runtime status. 
Current concrete 
endpoints are:

North America:

n edgehubprodna.a
zure-devices.net

Europe:

n edgehubprodeu.a
zure-devices.net

Australia:

n edgehubprodap.a
zure-devices.net

Japan:

n edgehubprodjp.a
zure-devices.net
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Table 4-1. (continued)

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge login.microsoftonline.
com

443 TCP Generally used 
by applications to 
authenticate against 
Microsoft Azure 
service.

Horizon Edge management.azure.c
om

443 TCP Used for Edge 
API requests to 
the Microsoft Azure 
Resource Manager 
endpoints for 
using Microsoft 
Azure Resource 
Manager services. 
Microsoft Azure 
Resource Manager 
provides a consistent 
management layer 
to perform tasks 
through Azure 
PowerShell, Azure 
CLI, Azure portal, 
REST API, and client 
SDKs.

Horizon Edge NTP Server 123 UDP NTP services
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Microsoft Azure Deployments, 
Horizon Edge - Preparing to 
Deploy

5
To deploy the next generation of Horizon Cloud in Microsoft Azure, you must set up your Horizon 
Cloud environment as described in the following sections and you need to redeem the Welcome 
email that VMware sends to the administrator account.

For information about redeeming the Welcome email, see Chapter 6 VMware Horizon Cloud 
Service - next-gen Deployment and Onboarding.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Setting Up Your Identity Provider

n Configure the Network Requirements

n Configure the DNS Server Settings for Your Horizon Cloud Deployment in Microsoft Azure

n Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a 
Microsoft Azure Environment

n Horizon Cloud Port and Protocol Requirements for Your Horizon Cloud Deployment in 
Microsoft Azure

n Create a Service Principal for the Microsoft Azure Subscription

n Obtain Licensing for the Microsoft Windows Operating Systems 

n Check the Availability of the Microsoft Azure VM Model

Setting Up Your Identity Provider

Horizon Cloud relies on an external identity provider and currently supports Microsoft Azure 
Active Directory and VMware Workspace ONE® Access™. The identity provider you configure 
with Horizon Cloud performs the authentication required when users attempt to access their 
desktops.

In either case, for Microsoft Azure Active Directory or Workspace ONE Access, you must connect 
an on-premises Active Directory to the external identity provider.

If your identity provider is not yet integrated with your on premises Active Directory, perform the 
applicable instructions that follow depending on your chosen identity provider.
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Configure Microsoft Azure Active Directory as Your Identity Provider

If you are using Microsoft Azure Active Directory as your identity provider, and Microsoft Azure 
Active Directory is not yet integrated with your on-premises Active Directory, perform the 
following steps.

Complete the Microsoft Azure registration and synchronization tasks.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have access to Horizon Cloud. To create a login, see Chapter 6 VMware 
Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen Deployment and Onboarding.

n Verify that the on-premises active directory server is supported.

Procedure

1 If you do not have an existing tenant, create a new Microsoft Azure tenant. See the 
appropriate Microsoft documentation, such as Quickstart: Create a new tenant in Azure 
Active Directory.

2 Create a user on Microsoft Azure with a Global Administrator role.

3 Synchronize your on-premise active directory to Microsoft Azure.

a On the on-premise active directory server, create users and groups.and assign users to 
the groups.

Verify that all users are a member of a group.

b Install Microsoft Azure AD Connect on the on-premise active directory server to link 
Microsoft Azure. For installation instructions, see the Microsoft documentation, such as 
Prerequisites for Azure AD Connect

c When the Microsoft Azure AD Connect configuration is complete, verify that the users 
and groups are created in Microsoft Azure AD.

What to do next

Create the required Active Directory domain accounts. See Creating Active Directory Domain 
Bind and Domain Join Accounts

Configure VMware Workspace ONE Access as Your Identity Provider

If you are using Workspace ONE Access as your identity provider, and Workspace ONE Access 
is not yet integrated with your on-premises Active Directory, perform the following steps.

Prerequisites

n Verify that you have access to Horizon Cloud. To create a login, see Chapter 6 VMware 
Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen Deployment and Onboarding.

n Verify that the on-premises active directory server is supported.
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n Verify that you have a Workspace ONE Access tenant.

Procedure

u Integrate your on-premises Active Directory withWorkspace ONE Access

See the VMware Workspace ONE Access documentation. For example, see Directory 
Integration with VMware Workspace ONE Access.

What to do next

Create the required Active Directory domain accounts. See Creating Active Directory Domain 
Bind and Domain Join Accounts. Then complete the following tasks, which are required to use 
Workspace ONE Access as your identity provider for Horizon Cloud.

n Configure Workspace ONE Access User Attributes for Integration with Horizon Cloud 

n Configure Workspace ONE Access People Search for Integration with Horizon Cloud

Creating Active Directory Domain Bind and Domain Join Accounts

After you configure your identity provider, create two domain bind and two domain join accounts 
on your on-premise Active Directory. Later, you will use the Horizon Universal Console to provide 
the details of these accounts to Horizon Cloud.

Horizon Cloud requires that you specify two instances of the following AD accounts to use as 
service accounts.

n A domain bind account that is used to perform lookups in your AD domain.

n A domain join account that is used for joining computer accounts to the domain, removing 
computer accounts from the domain, and performing Sysprep operations

Important   Observe the following guidelines for the Active Directory accounts you specify for 
these service accounts.

n If both the primary and auxiliary domain bind accounts expire or become inaccessible, single 
sign-on does not work and you cannot join to new desktops. If you do not set Never Expires 
on the primary or auxiliary domain bind accounts, ensure that they have different expiration 
times. You must keep track as the expiration time approaches and update your Horizon Cloud 
domain bind account information before the expiration time is reached.

n If both the primary and auxiliary domain join accounts expire or become inaccessible, single 
sign-on does not work and you cannot join to new desktops. If you do not set Never Expires 
on the primary or auxiliary domain join accounts, ensure that they have different expiration 
times. You must keep track as the expiration time approaches and update your Horizon Cloud 
domain join account information before the expiration time is reached.
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Domain Bind Account - Required Active Directory Permissions

The domain bind account must have read permissions which can look up AD accounts for all the 
AD organizational units (OUs) that you anticipate using in the Desktop-as-a-Service operations 
that Horizon Cloud provides — operations such as assigning desktop VMs to your end users. 
The domain bind account needs the ability to enumerate objects from your Active Directory. 
The domain bind account requires the following permissions on all the OUs and objects that you 
anticipate and expect to use with Horizon Cloud:

n List Contents

n Read All Properties

n Read Permissions

n Read tokenGroupsGlobalAndUniversal (implied by the Read All Properties permission)

Important   Generally speaking, the domain bind accounts should be granted the default out-
of-the-box read-access-related permissions that are typically granted to Authenticated Users 
in a Microsoft Active Directory deployment. In an out-of-the-box Microsoft Active Directory 
deployment, those default settings typically granted to Authenticated Users usually give a 
standard domain user account the ability to do the required enumeration that Horizon Cloud 
needs for the domain bind account. However, if your organization's AD administrators have 
chosen to lock down read-access-related permissions for regular users, you must request those 
AD administrators preserve the Authenticated Users standard defaults for the domain bind 
accounts you will use for Horizon Cloud.

Domain Join Account - Required Active Directory Permissions

The domain join account is configured at a tenant level. The system uses the same domain join 
account that is configured in the Active Directory registration for all of its domain-join-related 
operations with all of the pods in your tenant's fleet.

The system performs explicit permission checks on the domain join account within the OU you 
specify in the Active Directory registration workflow (in the Default OU text box in that workflow) 
and within the OUs you specify in the farms and VDI desktop assignments you create, if those 
farm and VDI desktop assignment Computer OU text boxes are different from the default OU in 
the Active Directory registration.
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To cover the cases where you might ever use a sub-OU, a best practice is for you to set these 
required permissions to apply for all descendant objects of the Computer OU.

Important  
n Some of the AD permissions in the list are typically assigned by Active Directory to accounts 

by default. However, if you have limited the security permission in your Active Directory, you 
must ensure that the domain join account has these permissions for the OUs and objects that 
you anticipate and expect to use with Horizon Cloud.

n In Microsoft Active Directory, when you create a new OU, the system might automatically 
set the Prevent Accidental Deletion attribute which applies a Deny to the Delete All Child 

Objects permission for the newly created OU and all descendant objects. As a result, if 
you explicitly assigned the Delete Computer Objects permission to the domain join account, 
in the case of a newly created OU, Active Directory might have applied an override to 
that explicitly assigned Delete Computer Objects permission. Because clearing the Prevent 
Accidental Deletion flag might not automatically clear the Deny that Active Directory applied 

to the Delete All Child Objects permission, in the case of a newly added OU, you might have 
to verify and manually clear the Deny permission set for Delete All Child Objects in the OU and 

all child OUs before using the domain join account in the Horizon Universal Console.

Configure Workspace ONE Access User Attributes for Integration 
with Horizon Cloud

If you are using Workspace ONE Access as your identity provider for Horizon Cloud, use the 
Workspace ONE Access console to configure the mandatory user attributes.

The purpose of this procedure is to add additional Workspace ONE Access attributes that are 
mandatory to successfully configure Workspace ONE Access as the identity provider for Horizon 
Cloud, and to map those required attributes to your Active Directory attributes.

The userPrincipalName, objectGuid, sid, and netBios Workspace ONE Access attributes are 
mandatory and must be mapped to the appropriate Active Directory attributes as described 
in the following steps.

Prerequisites

Before you can configure user attributes in the Workspace ONE Access console, you must install 
the Workspace ONE Access connector and set up directory integration with Active Directory.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Workspace ONE Access console.
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2 Select Identity & Access Management > Setup

3 Click User Attributes.

4 Add the required attributes as illustrated in the following list and click Save.

Important   Make sure that you enter the case-sensitive attributes exactly as they appear in 
this list.

n objectGuid

n sid

n netBios

Even though userPrincipalName is also mandatory for this integration, because it already 
appears in the list of default attributes, you do not have to add it.

5 Using the Manage area of the Workspace ONE Access console's Identity & Access 
Management area, map the Workspace ONE Access attributes to your Active Directory 
attributes.

a Using the Manage part of the Workspace ONE Access console's Identity & Access 
Management area, navigate to the screen where directories are configured and click the 
directory that contains the users and groups that have Horizon Cloud entitlements.

b In the screen for that directory, open the Sync Settings screen, then navigate to its 
Mapped Attributes page.

c Map the Workspace ONE Access user attributes to the Active Directory attributes as 
indicated.

Workspace ONE Access Attribute Active Directory Attribute

userPrincipalName userPrincipalName

objectGuid objectGUID

sid objectSid

netBios msDS-PrincipalName

6 Click Save.
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7 Verify that you selected all the users and groups that sync to your Horizon Cloud 
environment.

In the Workspace ONE Access console, you can view and edit the lists of users and groups 
by navigating from the directory's Sync Settings screen into the Users tab and Groups tab.

8 In the Workspace ONE Access console, return to that directory's page and click Sync to sync 
users and groups to Workspace ONE Access, now using all of the correct user attributes.

Configure Workspace ONE Access People Search for Integration 
with Horizon Cloud

If you are using Workspace ONE Access as your identity provider for Horizon Cloud, confirm that 
the Workspace ONE Access console People Search feature is enabled, which also enables user 
search in Horizon Cloud.

When Workspace ONE Access is the identity provider for Horizon Cloud, the Workspace ONE 
Access People Search feature must be enabled to allow user search to work in the Horizon 
Universal Console.

Prerequisites

Before you can enable People Search in the Workspace ONE Access console, you must install 
the Workspace ONE Access connector and set up directory integration with Active Directory.

Procedure

1 Log in to the Workspace ONE Access console.

2 Select Catalog > Settings.

3 Select People Search > Enable People Search and click Next.

4 Select the directory.

5 Select the businessUnit attribute and click Next.

6 To map Attribute Name in VMware Workspace ONE Access to Attribute Name in Active 
Directory, select the respective attribute name in Active Directory and click Next.

For the managerDN attribute, you can define a custom attribute, so that it can also be 
mapped.
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7 In the Specify the user DNs text box, if the default applies, accept the default, if not, enter the 
user DN (such as OU=Organization,DC=example,DC=com) and click Save & Sync.

Results

When you eventually log in to Horizon Universal Console and perform a user search, the search 
succeeds.

Configure the Network Requirements

Your Horizon Cloud deployment requires subnet support in the Microsoft Azure region, which 
requires the existence of a Microsoft Azure Virtual Network (VNet) in that region.

Create a VNet in a Microsoft Azure region with applicable address space for the required 
subnets.

For Horizon Cloud, you must create subnets in advance.

Procedure

u Create three non-overlapping subnet address ranges in classless interdomain routing (CIDR) 
format in the VNet.

The following subnet requirements are minimum. For larger environments, larger subnets 
might be necessary.

a Create the Management subnet by configuring a NAT gateway because a Horizon Edge 
using an AKS cluster needs a NAT Gateway for outbound connectivity.

Ensure that the Management subnet does not conflict with the following IP ranges.

n 169.254.0.0/16

n 172.30.0.0/16

n 172.31.0.0/16

n 192.0.2.0/24

b Create the desktop (tenant) subnet.

For the primary desktop (tenant) subnet, create /27 minimum subnets, but size 
appropriately based on the number of desktops and RDS servers. You can add more 
subnets as required.

Note   If you are using an internal load balancer, ensure that all VM subnets for your 
desktop VMs fall in the IP ranges described in RFC1918.

c Create the DMZ subnet.

Create /27 minimum subnets for the cluster of Unified Access Gateway.
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Configure the DNS Server Settings for Your Horizon Cloud 
Deployment in Microsoft Azure

The VNets that your Horizon Cloud environment is deployed into must have the ability to resolve 
both internal machine names and external names. The ability to resolve internal virtual machine 
(VM) names is needed for the Horizon Cloud Active Directory domain-join operations with the 
VMs that get deployed in your Microsoft Azure environment.

Prerequisites

n Ensure your Microsoft Azure region has the VNet topology that you plan to specify when you 
deploy a Horizon Edge instance.

n Ensure that the DNS server settings that you or your networking team are going to configure 
for that VNet topology can reach and resolve Active Directory and the addresses listed 
in Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a 
Microsoft Azure Environment.

Procedure

1 From the Microsoft Azure portal's left navigation bar, click  (Virtual 
networks) and then click the virtual network that you are going to use for your Horizon Edge 
deployment.

2 Display the virtual network's DNS server settings by clicking DNS servers.

3 Using the Custom option, add the address of the DNS server you want to use for name 
resolution and click Save.
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Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a 
Horizon Edge Gateway in a Microsoft Azure Environment

To create a Horizon Edge deployment and install or update appliance modules, you must allow 
the appropriate URLs on the respective ports.

For the following tables, the listed purposes are in the context of a Horizon Edge deployment.

Allow URLs for the Management Subnet and Check URL Access

Allow the appropriate URLs according to your site location and needs.

Destination (DNS name) Port Protocol Purpose

n *.blob.core.windows.net

n horizonedgeprod.azurecr.io

443 TCP Used for programmatic access to the 
Azure Blob Storage.

Used to download the Docker images 
from those DNS addresses that the 
appliance's module requires.

*.azure-devices.net, or one of the region-
specific names that follows, depending 
on which regional control plane applies 
to your tenant account:

North America:

n edgehubprodna.azure-devices.net

Europe:

n edgehubprodeu.azure-devices.net

Australia:

n edgehubprodap.azure-devices.net

Japan:

n edgehubprodjp.azure-devices.net

443 / TCP TCP Used to connect the appliance to 
the Horizon Cloud control plane, 
to download configurations for the 
appliance's module, and to update the 
appliance's module's runtime status.

vmwareprod.wavefront.com 443 TCP Used for sending operation metrics 
to VMware Tanzu® Observability™ by 
Wavefront. VMware operators receive 
the data with which to support 
customers.

Tanzu Observability is a streaming 
analytics platform. You can send your 
data to Tanzu Observability and view 
and interact with the data in custom 
dashboards. See the documentation 
for VMware Tanzu Observability by 
Waveftont.
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Destination (DNS name) Port Protocol Purpose

*.data.vmwservices.com, or one of 
the region-specific names that follow, 
depending on which regional Workspace 
ONE Intelligence target applies to your 
tenant account:

n eventproxy.na1.data.vmwservices.co
m

n eventproxy.eu1.data.vmwservices.co
m

n eventproxy.eu2.data.vmwservices.co
m

n eventproxy.uk1.data.vmwservices.co
m

n eventproxy.ca1.data.vmwservices.co
m

n eventproxy.ap1.data.vmwservices.co
m

n eventproxy.au1.data.vmwservices.co
m

443 TCP Used for sending events or metrics to 
Workspace ONE Intelligence.

See Workspace ONE Intelligence.

If your firewall or network security group 
(NSG) supports the use of service tags, 
apply Azure service tag AzureCloud. If 

your firewall or NSG does not support 
the use of service tags, use the host 
name monitor.horizon.vmware.com.

1514 and 1515 TCP Used for system monitoring.

azcopyvnext.azureedge.net 443 TCP Used to upload deployment logs to 
Azure Blob Storage for troubleshooting 
purposes.

n management.azure.com

n login.microsoftonline.com

n mcr.microsoft.com

n *.data.mcr.microsoft.com

n packages.microsoft.com

n acs-mirror.azureedge.net

443 HTTPS Used for patching Microsoft 
components of the Horizon Edge 
Gateway.

ntp.ubuntu.com 123 UDP Used for time synchronization.

n security.ubuntu.com

n azure.archive.ubuntu.com

n changelogs.ubuntu.com

n motd.ubuntu.com

80 HTTP Used for patching Ubuntu components.

Determine If the Management Subnet URLs Are Reachable

The Horizon Cloud Service next-gen Edge Subnet URL Checker tool is a VMware Fling 
that you can use to check the preceding list of management subnet URLs. If you are not 
registered at https://flings.vmware.com/, sign up now.
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After you are registered, visit https://flings.vmware.com/horizon-cloud-service-next-gen-
edge-subnet-url-checker. The tool is a .exe file. To download and use the tool on the 

Windows 10 or later based virtual machine on the network where your Horizon Edge resides, 
perform the steps that follow.

1 Download the Horizon Cloud Service next-gen Edge Subnet URL Checker onto your 
Windows virtual machine deployed on the Horizon Edge network.

2 Double click the file to run the executable.

A dialog box appears.

3 Click Yes.

4 Open the output folder at C:/VMwareURLCheckerOutput/.

The folder contains the output files for each regional control plane.

5 Open the output file of the region where you are deploying the Horizon Edge to 
determine if the necessary URLs are accessible.

The following details apply.

n The file displays the status of the required URLs for the Management subnet.

n The expected status for each URL is REACHABLE.

n When a URL has a status of UNREACHABLE, view the error message and make the 
necessary changes to unblock the issue.

6 Rerun the executable as necessary until the status for all domains in your desired region 
is REACHABLE.

Allow URL for the Tenant (Desktop) Subnet - Global VM Hub DNS 
Hostname

If using a global VM Hub instance suits the needs of your site, when you deploy a Horizon Edge 
Gateway, allow the URL listed in the following table.

Destination (DNS Name) Port Protocol Purpose

*.horizon.vmware.com 443 TCP For agent related operations, such as 
certificate signing using VM Hub and 
renewal.

Allow URLs for the Tenant (Desktop) Subnet - Regional VM Hub DNS 
Hostnames

If using regional VM Hub instances suits the needs of your site, when you deploy a Horizon Edge 
Gateway in a given region, use the two corresponding URLs, as indicated.

The port, protocol, and purpose for each regional VM Hub instance matches those for a global 
VM Hub instance, as such.
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Port 443

Protocol TCP

Purpose For agent related operations, such as certificate signing 
using VM Hub and renewal.

For the Following Azure 
Regions

Allow the Following Destination (DNS Name) URLs

n westus2

n westus

n westus3

n westcentralus

n centralus

n cloud-sg-us-r-westus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-westus2-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

n eastus2

n eastus

n southcentralus

n northcentralus

n canadacentral

n canadaeast

n brazilsouth

n brazilsoutheast

n usgovvirginia

n cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

n northeurope

n norwaywest

n norwayeast

n uaecentral

n uaenorth

n uksouth

n ukwest

n westeurope

n cloud-sg-eu-r-northeurope.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-northeurope-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

n germanywestcentral

n germanynorth

n swedencentral

n swedensouth

n francecentral

n francesouth

n switzerlandnorth

n switzerlandwest

n cloud-sg-eu-r-germanywestcentral.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-germanywestcentral-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

n japaneast

n australiaeast

n jioindiawest

n cloud-sg-jp-r-japaneast.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-jp-r-japaneast-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com
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Horizon Cloud Port and Protocol Requirements for Your 
Horizon Cloud Deployment in Microsoft Azure

This page is a reference for all of the possible ports and protocols used for communication within 
a typical Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure deployment. Use these tables to ensure your 
network configuration and firewalls will allow the communication traffic that is required for a 
successful deployment and for day-to-day operations.

The specific ports and protocols required for your particular deployment will in part depend on 
which features you select to use for your Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure deployment. 
If you do not plan to use a specific component or protocol, then its required communication 
traffic is not necessary for your purposes, and you can ignore the ports associated with that 
component. As an example, if your end users will only use the Blast Extreme display protocol, 
then allowing the PCoIP ports is not a requirement.

Important   In addition to the ports and protocols described here, a Horizon Edge deployment 
and the corresponding day-to-day operations have specific DNS requirements. For details, see 
Make Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a Microsoft 
Azure Environment.

Ports and Protocols Required by Horizon Edge

When you activate Horizon Infrastructure Monitoring , Horizon Edge is deployed and configured 
in the associated subscription. The following table lists the ports and protocols that are needed 
during the activation process which deploys the appliance and configures the manager VMs so 
the appliance can collect the monitoring data it is designed to collect from those components. 
This table also lists the ports and protocols that are needed during steady-state operations of 
collecting the data the appliance is designed to collect.
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Table 5-1. 

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge Unified Access 
Gateway VMs

9443 HTTPS This port is used 
by the Edge 
VM over the 
Management subnet 
to configure settings 
in the Edge's Unified 
Access Gateway 
configuration. This 
port requirement 
applies when initially 
deploying a Unified 
Access Gateway 
configuration and 
when editing 
an Edge to 
add a Unified 
Access Gateway 
configuration or 
update settings 
for that Unified 
Access Gateway 
configuration also 
monitor the session 
statistics from the 
UAG.

Horizon Edge Domain controller Kerberos: 88

LDAP: 389, 3268

TCP

UDP

Registering your 
Horizon Cloud 
NextGen with 
Domain and for SSO 
login and periodic 
discovery of domain 
controllers.

This port is required 
for LDAP services 
when LDAP will be 
specified in that 
workflow. LDAP is 
the default for most 
tenants.

Target is the server 
that contains a 
domain controller 
role in the 
Active Directory 
configuration.

Horizon Edge DNS server 53 TCP

UDP

DNS services.
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Table 5-1. (continued)

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge n *.blob.core.windo
ws.net

n *.file.core.window
s.net

n

n *.blob.storage.az
ure.net

443 TCP Used for 
programmatic access 
to the Azure Blob 
Storage and to 
upload the Edge 
logs as and when 
required.

Horizon Edge horizonedgeprod.azu
recr.io

443 TCP To download the 
Docker images to 
create the edge 
required modules 
which are useful 
for monitoring, SSO, 
UAG updates, etc.

Horizon Edge *.horizon.vmware.co
m

443 TCP Appliance used to 
communicate with 
the cloud control 
plane, download 
configurations for the 
appliance's module, 
and update the 
appliance's module's 
runtime status. 
Current concrete 
endpoints are:

North America:

n edgehubprodna.a
zure-devices.net

Europe:

n edgehubprodeu.a
zure-devices.net

Australia:

n edgehubprodap.a
zure-devices.net

Japan:

n edgehubprodjp.a
zure-devices.net
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Table 5-1. (continued)

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge vmwareprod.wavefro
nt.com

443 TCP Used for sending 
operation metrics 
to VMware Tanzu® 
Observability™ by 
Wavefront. VMware 
operators receive the 
data with which to 
support customers.

Tanzu Observability 
is a streaming 
analytics platform. 
You can send 
your data to 
Tanzu Observability 
and view and 
interact with the 
data in custom 
dashboards. See 
the documentation 
for VMware Tanzu 
Observability by 
Waveftont.
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Table 5-1. (continued)

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge *.horizon.vmware.co
m

443 TCP To send events 
or metrics to 
Workspace ONE 
Intelligence for 
monitoring data.

See Workspace ONE 
Intelligence.

Current concrete 
endpoints are:

n eventproxy.na1.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

n eventproxy.eu1.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

n eventproxy.eu2.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

n eventproxy.uk1.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

n eventproxy.ca1.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

n eventproxy.ap1.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

n eventproxy.au1.d
ata.vmwservices.
com

Horizon Edge login.microsoftonline.
com

443 TCP Generally used 
by applications to 
authenticate against 
Microsoft Azure 
service.
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Table 5-1. (continued)

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge management.azure.c
om

443 TCP Used for Edge 
API requests to 
the Microsoft Azure 
Resource Manager 
endpoints for 
using Microsoft 
Azure Resource 
Manager services. 
Microsoft Azure 
Resource Manager 
provides a consistent 
management layer 
to perform tasks 
through Azure 
PowerShell, Azure 
CLI, Azure portal, 
REST API, and client 
SDKs.
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Table 5-1. (continued)

Source Target Ports Protocols Purpose

Horizon Edge *.horizon.vmware.co
m

Region specific

US

n cloud-sg-us-r-
westus2.horizon.v
mware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-
eastus2.horizon.v
mware.com

n cloud-sg-
us.horizon.vmwar
e.com

EU

n cloud-sg-eu-r-
northeurope.horiz
on.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-
germanywestcen
tral.horizon.vmwa
re.com

n cloud-sg-
eu.horizon.vmwar
e.com

JP

n cloud-sg-jp-r-
japaneast.horizon
.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-
jp.horizon.vmwar
e.com

443 TCP Appliance used to 
communicate with 
the cloud control 
plane and for Day2 
operations.

Horizon Edge NTP Server 123 UDP NTP services

Unified Access Gateway VM Ports and Protocols Requirements

In addition to the primary ports and protocols requirements listed in the table above, the ports 
and protocols in the following tables are related to the gateways that you have configured to 
operate for ongoing operations after deployment.

For connections configured with Unified Access Gateway instances, traffic must be allowed from 
the Unified Access Gateway instances to targets listed in the table below.
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Table 5-2. Port Requirements for Traffic from Unified Access Gateway Instances

Source Target Port Protocol Purpose

Unified 
Access 
Gateway

*.horizon.vmwar
e.com

53 or 443 
on DMZ 
network

TCP

UDP

Unified Access Gateway needs to be able to resolve these 
addresses at any time or the user will not be able to launch 
the session, because the Unified Access Gateway fetches 
the JWK set from:

cloud-sg-<region>-r-<DC>.horizon.vmware.com.

Current concrete endpoints are as follows:

n US

n cloud.horizon.vmware.com

cloud-sg-us-r-westus2.horizon.vmware.com

cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud.horizon.vmware.com

cloud-sg-us-r-westus2.horizon.vmware.com

cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2.horizon.vmware.com

n EU

n cloud.horizon.vmware.com

cloud-sg-eu-r-
northeurope.horizon.vmware.com cloud-
sg-eu-r-germanywestcentral.horizon.vmware.com

n JP

n cloud.horizon.vmware.com

cloud-sg-jp-r-japaneast.horizon.vmware.com

Unified 
Access 
Gateway

Horizon agent in 
the desktop or 
farm RDSH VMs

22443 TCP

UDP

Blast Extreme

By default, when using Blast Extreme, client-drive redirection 
(CDR) traffic and USB traffic are side-channeled in this port. 
If preferred, the CDR traffic can be separated onto the TCP 
9427 port and the USB redirection traffic can be separated 
onto the TCP 32111 port.

Unified 
Access 
Gateway

Horizon agent in 
the desktop or 
farm RDSH VMs

9427 TCP Optional for CDR and multimedia redirection (MMR) traffic.

Unified 
Access 
Gateway

Horizon agent in 
the desktop or 
farm RDSH VMs

32111 TCP Optional for USB redirection traffic.

Unified 
Access 
Gateway

NTP Server 123 UDP NTP services

VDI Ports and Protocols Requirements

The following table provides the ports and protocols that are required for the desktop (VDI or 
tenant) subnets configured in your environment.
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Table 5-3. VDI Ports and Protocols Requirements

Source Target Port Protocol Purpose

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

*.horizon.vmwar
e.com

443 TCP 
MQTT

For agent-related operations, such as certificate signing using 
VM Hub and renewal. Current concrete endpoints are:

US:

n cloud-sg-us-r-westus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-westus2-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

EU:

n cloud-sg-eu-r-northeurope.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-northeurope-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-germanywestcentral.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-germanywestcentral-
mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

JP:

n cloud-sg-jp-r-japaneast.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-jp-r-japaneast-mqtt.horizon.vmware.com

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

Domain 
controller

88 TCP

UDP

Kerberos services. The target is the server that contains a 
domain controller role in an Active Directory configuration. 
Registering the Edge an Active Directory is a requirement.

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

Domain 
controller

Kerberos: 
88

LDAP: 
389, 3268

TCP

UDP

This port is required for LDAP services for VM to domain 
controller connectivity, in case the VDI is unable to reach any 
domain controller, then session launch will not be possible

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

DNS Server 53 TCP

UDP

DNS Services

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

NTP Server 123 UDP NTP services

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

*.blob.core.wind
ows.net

443 TCP DCT log bundle upload. When a customer admin clicks on the 
DCT log collection for any VM after request processing, the 
bundle will be uploaded from VDI to blob to make that bundle 
available to download from the Horizon Universal Console.

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

Horizon Edge 31883 TCP 
MQTT

UDP

Horizon agent running on VM to MQTT running on Edge.

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

Horizon Edge 32443 TCP

UDP

SingleSignOn.
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Table 5-3. VDI Ports and Protocols Requirements (continued)

Source Target Port Protocol Purpose

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet 
and 
Managem
ent 
Subnet

softwareupdate
.vmware.com

443 TCP VMware software package server. Used for downloading 
updates of the agent-related software used in the system's 
image-related operations and automated agent update 
process.

Desktop 
(tenant) 
Subnet

Private Link 
Endpoint

443 TCP Desktop connectivity to the connection service in the cloud 
control plane.

End-User Connection Traffic Ports and Protocols Requirements

For detailed information about the various Horizon Clients that your end users might use with 
your Horizon Edge Virtual Appliance, see the Horizon Client documentation page at https://
docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-Horizon-Client/index.html. Which ports must be opened for traffic 
from the end users' connections to reach their virtual desktops and remote applications depends 
on the choice you make for how your end users will connect.

Table 5-4. End User Connection Traffic Ports and Protocols

Source Target Port Protocol Purpose

Horizon 
Client

Microsoft Azure 
load balancer 
for these 
Unified Access 
Gateway 
instances

443 TCP To carry CDR, MMR, USB redirection, and tunneled RDP traffic.

SSL (HTTPS access) is enabled by default for client connections. 
Port 80 (HTTP access) can be used in some cases.

Horizon 
Client

Microsoft Azure 
load balancer 
for these 
Unified Access 
Gateway 
instances

8443 
or 
443

TCP Blast Extreme via Blast Secure Gateway on Unified Access Gateway 
for data traffic from as Horizon Client.

Horizon 
Client

Microsoft Azure 
load balancer 
for these 
Unified Access 
Gateway 
instances

443 UDP Blast Extreme via the Unified Access Gateway for data traffic.

Horizon 
Client

Microsoft Azure 
load balancer 
for these 
Unified Access 
Gateway 
instances

8443 UDP Blast Extreme via Blast Secure Gateway on Unified Access Gateway 
for data traffic (adaptive transport).
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Table 5-4. End User Connection Traffic Ports and Protocols (continued)

Source Target Port Protocol Purpose

Browser Microsoft Azure 
load balancer 
for these 
Unified Access 
Gateway 
instances

443 TCP To carry CDR, MMR, USB redirection, and tunneled RDP traffic.

SSL (HTTPS access) is enabled by default for client connections. 
Port 80 (HTTP access) can be used in some cases.

Browser Microsoft Azure 
load balancer 
for these 
Unified Access 
Gateway 
instances

8443 
or 
443

TCP Blast Extreme via Blast Secure Gateway on Unified Access Gateway 
for data traffic from the Horizon HTML Access client (web client).

Horizon 
Client/
Browser

*.horizon.vmwar
e.com

443 TCP After login and listing the launch items, when the customer clicks 
on to launch desktop the redirection of the protocol traffic to 
UAG happens from one of these URLs based on the customer 
org location selected at the time of onboarding. Current concrete 
endpoints are:

n cloud-sg-us-r-westus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-us-r-eastus2.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-northeurope.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-eu-r-germanywestcentral.horizon.vmware.com

n cloud-sg-jp-r-japaneast.horizon.vmware.com

Create a Service Principal for the Microsoft Azure 
Subscription

For Horizon Cloud Service on Microsoft Azure deployments, the service uses API calls to deploy 
resources into a Microsoft Azure subscription and to manage those resources. To provide the 
ability for Horizon Cloud to use its API calls in the Microsoft Azure subscription, you create a 
service principal, which is called an app registration in Microsoft Azure Active Directory.

Create a maximum of four unique service principals for a provider. To support a total of 5,000 
VMs, add four service principals. When you have multiple service principals, they share the 
Subscription ID and directory ID, but each service principal has its own application ID.

Important   Use the same role for each service principal.

You create a service principal to access and use your Microsoft Azure subscription capacity for 
Horizon Cloud. The Microsoft Azure subscription ID, directory ID, and application ID and key are 
used in Horizon Cloud.

Note   Perform the tasks in this section in the Microsoft Azure portal. You can find the 
configuration details in the Microsoft documentation, Use the portal to create an Azure AD 
application and service principal that can access resources.
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The Horizon Cloud service principal must have an assigned role in the subscription. Typically, 
Horizon Cloud uses the built-in Contributor role with the subscription.

The Contributor role is used because this role covers all of the API calls that Horizon Cloud must 

perform within the subscription. The role assignment must be a direct assignment. The use of 
a group-based assignment of a role, in which the role is assigned to a group and the service 
principal is a member in that group, is not supported.

If your organization prefers to avoid the use of the Contributor role in the subscription, Horizon 

Cloud supports use of a custom role instead. If used, the custom role needs to provide for the 
specific API calls that Horizon Cloud needs to use. For more information, see To Use a Custom 
Role for Horizon Cloud App Registration.

The following steps provide the settings to use for your Horizon Cloud environment:

Procedure

u Configure up to four service principals and client secrets for the subscription.

a Set the expiration duration of the client secret to your preferred length, such as 24 
Months.

b Save a copy of the client secret for future reference.

c Assign the appropriate role to each service principal to allow the service principal to 
manage resources in the subscription.

What to do next

Register the required resource providers. See Confirm That the Required Resource Providers Are 
Registered in Your Microsoft Azure Subscription.

Confirm That the Required Resource Providers Are Registered in 
Your Microsoft Azure Subscription

In the Microsoft Azure subscription, the following resource providers must all have Registered 
status. You might see that some of the resource providers in this list already have Registered 
status while others do not. This potential variation in status is a result of standard Microsoft 
Azure behavior, where they have a set of resource providers typically registered for all Azure 
subscriptions.

Ensure that these listed resource providers have Registered status before deploying Horizon 

Edge. The final step of the Horizon Edge deployment validates that these resource providers 
have Registered status and prevents the start of the Horizon Edge deployment if one is 

unregistered.

Verify that the following, required resource providers are registered in the Microsoft Azure 
subscription:

n Microsoft.Authorization

n Microsoft.Compute
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n Microsoft.ContainerService

n Microsoft.KeyVault

n Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering

n Microsoft.ResourceGraph

n Microsoft.Network

n Microsoft.Resources

n Microsoft.Security

n Microsoft.Storage

To verify the resource providers in the Microsoft Azure subscription:

1 Log in to the Azure portal and search for the subscription into which you plan to deploy the 
Horizon Edge instance.

2 Click the subscription name and scroll down until you see  (Resource 
providers).

3 Look for the resource providers in the preceding list and verify that they each display 

 (Registered) status.

Use the Azure portal to register any resource provider from the preceding list that has a 
status of NotRegistered.

To Use a Custom Role for Horizon Cloud App Registration

The Contributor role is commonly used to enable the Horizon Cloud app registration process 

to make API calls in the Microsoft Azure subscription. If you prefer to avoid the use of the 
Contributor role, you can create a custom role for this purpose. The custom role has certain 

required and optional permissions that you must be aware of when you create a service principal.

To create a custom role, use a tool, such as Azure PowerShell or Azure CLI and create a custom 
role definition that, at minimum, includes the mandatory permissions listed in this topic. See the 
JSON example that follows. For details about the specific Microsoft Azure permissions listed on 
this page, see Azure resource provider operations.

Mandatory Permissions

Table 5-5. Microsoft Azure Resource Operations that Must Be Permitted in the Custom Role When Assigning Permissions 
at the Subscription Level

Operation

Microsoft.Authorization/*/read

Microsoft.Compute/*/read

Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/*
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Table 5-5. Microsoft Azure Resource Operations that Must Be Permitted in the Custom Role When Assigning Permissions 
at the Subscription Level (continued)

Operation

Microsoft.Compute/disks/*

Microsoft.Compute/galleries/read
Microsoft.Compute/galleries/write
Microsoft.Compute/galleries/delete
Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/*
Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/*

Microsoft.Compute/images/*

Microsoft.Compute/locations/*

Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/*

Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/*

Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachineScaleSets/*

Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/delete

Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/read

Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/write

Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/commandResults/read

Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/runcommand/action

Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/upgradeProfiles/read

Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/*/assign/action

Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/*/read

Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering/offertypes/publishers/offers/plans/agreements/read
Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering/offertypes/publishers/offers/plans/agreements/write

Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/*

Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/*

Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/*

Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read

Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/write

Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/checkIpAddressAvailability/read

Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/*

Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/virtualNetworkPeerings/read
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Table 5-5. Microsoft Azure Resource Operations that Must Be Permitted in the Custom Role When Assigning Permissions 
at the Subscription Level (continued)

Operation

Microsoft.ResourceGraph/*

Microsoft.Resources/deployments/*

Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/read

Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/*

Microsoft.ResourceHealth/availabilityStatuses/read

Microsoft.Storage/*/read

Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/*

Optional Permissions

The following permissions are not mandatory for the deployment of Horizon Edge in Microsoft 
Azure. However, functionality in the Horizon Universal Console that relies on these optional 
permissions does not work if you do not include them.

Table 5-6. Microsoft Azure Resource Operations that Are Optional in the Custom Role When Assigning Permissions at the 
Subscription Level

Operation

Microsoft.KeyVault/*/read

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/*

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/secrets/*

Key vault 
permissions are 
required for disk 
encryption of 
pool VMs.

Microsoft.Network/natGateways/join/action This permission 
is required 
when the Azure 
Private Link 
connectivity type 
is selected at 
the time that 
the Horizon Edge 
is created, and 
the management 
subnet has a 
NAT gateway 
associated. The 
permission is 
required to 
create the 
private endpoint 
resources.
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Table 5-6. Microsoft Azure Resource Operations that Are Optional in the Custom Role When Assigning Permissions at the 
Subscription Level (continued)

Operation

Microsoft.Network/natGateways/read This permission 
is required to 
validate that 
the management 
subnet's NAT 
gateway is, 
if present, 
correctly 
configured, when 
the cluster 
outbound type 
is selected as 
NAT gateway for 
Horizon Edge.

Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/write

Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/read

Private Endpoint 
permissions are 
required to 
deploy Horizon 
Edge with Azure 
Private Link.

Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/* Public IP 
permission is 
required to 
deploy a Horizon 
Edge instance 
with Unified 
Access Gateway 
instances behind 
a load balancer 
with a public 
IP address. Also, 
this permission 
is required. to 
deploy and to 
add a public IP 
address to an 
image.
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Table 5-6. Microsoft Azure Resource Operations that Are Optional in the Custom Role When Assigning Permissions at the 
Subscription Level (continued)

Operation

Microsoft.Network/routeTables/join/action This permission 
is required 
when the Azure 
Private Link 
connectivity type 
is selected at 
the time that 
the Horizon Edge 
is created, and 
the management 
subnet has a 
route table 
attached. The 
permission is 
required to 
create the 
private endpoint 
resources.

Microsoft.Network/routeTables/read
This permission 
is required if the 
cluster outbound 
type selected 
for Horizon 
Edge is User 
defined routes. 
It is required 
to validate 
the associated 
route table of 
the management 
subnet to 
ensure that the 
default route 
is configured 
correctly.

Microsoft Azure Custom Role JSON Example

The following JSON code block is an example to illustrate what a custom role definition named 
Horizon Cloud Custom Role - Titan might look like when it has the set of preceding 

mandatory and optional operations. The ID is the unique ID of the custom role. When you use 
Azure PowerShell or Azure CLI to create a custom role, the process automatically generates 
this ID. For the variable my_subscription_ID, substitute the IDs of the subscriptions in which the 
custom role will be used.

In the assignableScopes section, you can use multiple subscription IDs, “/subscriptions/
my_subscription_ID”, to allow the custom role to be used across multiple subscriptions.
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Table 5-7. Sample JSON for a Role Permitting the Horizon Cloud Required Operations When 
Assigning Permissions at the Subscription Level

{
    “id”: “uuid”,
    “properties”: {
        “roleName”: “Horizon Cloud Custom Role - Titan”,
        “description”: “All permissions required for deployment and operation of a Horizon 
Edge in Azure”,
        “assignableScopes”: [
              “/subscriptions/my_subscription_ID”
        ],
        “permissions”: [
            {
                “actions”: [
                    “Microsoft.Authorization/*/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/*/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/*“,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/disks/*“,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/galleries/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/galleries/write”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/galleries/delete”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/galleries/images/versions/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/images/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/locations/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/snapshots/*”,
                    “Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/delete”,
                    “Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/read”,
                    “Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/write”,        
                    “Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/commandResults/read”,
                    “Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/runcommand/action”,
                    “Microsoft.ContainerService/managedClusters/upgradeProfiles/read”,
                    “Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/*/assign/action”,
                    “Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/*/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachineScaleSets/*”,
                    “Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering/offertypes/publishers/offers/plans/
agreements/read”,
                    “Microsoft.MarketplaceOrdering/offertypes/publishers/offers/plans/
agreements/write”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/*”,           
                    “Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/write”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/checkIpAddressAvailability/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/virtualNetworkPeerings/read”,
                    “Microsoft.ResourceGraph/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Resources/deployments/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/*”,
                    “Microsoft.ResourceHealth/availabilityStatuses/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Storage/*/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/*”,
                    “Microsoft.KeyVault/*/read”,
                    “Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/*”,
                    “Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/secrets/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/natGateways/join/action”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/natGateways/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/write”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/read”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/*”,
                    “Microsoft.Network/routeTables/join/action",
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Table 5-7. Sample JSON for a Role Permitting the Horizon Cloud Required Operations When 
Assigning Permissions at the Subscription Level

                    "Microsoft.Network/routeTables/read"
                ],
                “notActions”: [],
                “dataActions”: [],
                “notDataActions”: []
            }
        ]
    }
}

Obtain Licensing for the Microsoft Windows Operating 
Systems

Obtain valid Microsoft licenses that entitle you to create, perform workflows, and operate the 
Windows-based desktop VMs and Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH) VMs to use in your 
VMware Cloud Service™ (Horizon Cloud) tenant environment.

Horizon Cloud does not require any guest operating system licensing for Microsoft Windows 
operating systems that you use with the Horizon Cloud workflows.

To obtain a Microsoft license, see Microsoft documentation regarding Azure hybrid benefit 
license for Windows Server.

VMware applies the RDS Client Access License (CAL) with Software Assurance.

Check the Availability of the Microsoft Azure VM Model

To ensure that you have enough Microsoft Azure capacity for your Azure Kubernetes Service 
(AKS) cluster, test the availability of the Microsoft Azure VM model and check the regional CPU 
output.

The procedure that follows is advised in Microsoft Azure Capacity Requirements. The steps 
includes command and output examples. The commands test for the availability of the Microsoft 
Azure VM model that will be used for the Horizon Edge Gateway in the AKS cluster across all 
availability zones (1,2,3) in a given region.

Procedure

1 Run a command to acquire the regional SKU restrictions for a machine type, for example 
Standard_D2, as illustrated by the following generic example and the specific example that 

follows it.

az vm list-skus --location <azure_region_where_edge_is_being_deployed> --size Standard_D2 
--all --output table 
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The following code example is a specific test for regional restrictions in location westeurope.

az vm list-skus --location westeurope --size Standard_D2 --all --output table

Output examples of the preceding command follow. The first example is of a successful 
result, indicating no restrictions. The second example is of a failed result, indicating existing 
restrictions.

Output of a Successful Result - No Restrictions Exist

ResourceType     Locations    Name                  Zones    Restrictions
---------------  -----------  --------------------  -------  --------------
virtualMachines  westeurope   Standard_D2_v3        1,2,3    None

Output of a Failed Result - Restrictions Exist

ResourceType     Locations    Name                  Zones    Restrictions
---------------  -----------  --------------------  -------  --------------
virtualMachines  westeurope   Standard_D2           1,2,3    'NotAvailableForSubscription, 
type: Zone, locations: westeurope, zones: 1,2,3']

2 Run a command to acquire the total regional CPU restrictions, as illustrated by the following 
generic example and the specific example that follows it.

az vm list-usage --location <azure_region_where_edge_is_being_deployed> -o table

The following code example is a specific test for total CPU regional restrictions in location 
westeurope.

az vm list-skus --location westeurope -o table

Output examples of the preceding command follow. The first example is of a successful result 
in that CurrentValue of Total Regional vCPUs is 25 or greater (26 in this case), indicating no 

restrictions. The second example is of a failed result in that Limit of Total Regional vCPUs is 

less than 25 (10 in this case), indicating restrictions.

Output of a Successful Result - No Restrictions Exist

Name                                      CurrentValue    Limit
----------------------------------------  --------------  -------
Availability Sets                         1               2500
Total Regional vCPUs                      26              310
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Virtual Machines                          11              25000
Virtual Machine Scale Sets                1               2500
Dedicated vCPUs                           0               3000
Cloud Services                            0               2500

Output of a Failed Result - Restrictions Exist

Name                                      CurrentValue    Limit
----------------------------------------  --------------  -------
Availability Sets                         0               2500
Total Regional vCPUs                      0               10
Virtual Machines                          0               25000
Virtual Machine Scale Sets                0               2500
Dedicated vCPUs                           0               3000
Cloud Services                            0               2500

What to do next

n As a best practice, request that Microsoft Azure makes the SKU available in the region within 
which you intend to deploy the Horizon Edge Gateway.

n Return to Microsoft Azure Capacity Requirements.

.
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VMware Horizon Cloud Service 
- next-gen Deployment and 
Onboarding

6
The VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen Deployment and Onboarding pages describe how 
to get started with using the service, the day-0 tasks.

Welcome Email

VMware sends a Welcome email to the administrator account to confirm evaluation or purchase 
of the license. The email confirms registration and includes a Get Started link to redeem access to 
VMware Horizon Cloud.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ is part of the overall Anywhere Workspace solution.

The Horizon Cloud license service in VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen ensures that IT 
administrators can access and leverage features per license type purchased.

See the VMware Horizon Subscription Comparison Matrix for a Horizon subscription licensing 
feature comparison, which broadly classifies licenses as Term and SaaS. Not all features listed 
currently apply to VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen.

Note   The Welcome email does not contain information about the type of license purchased. 
You can obtain such information from your VMware Customer Connect™ account. To become a 
customer connect user, see KB article 2007005.
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After you complete the onboarding process, you can track your Horizon licenses from the 
Horizon Universal Console. See Use the Horizon Universal Console to Track Your Horizon 
Licenses.

Log in to the VMware Cloud Services Console

Note   For more details about VMware Cloud™ services , see VMware Cloud services Product 
Documentation. You might see other names for VMware Cloud services in VMware products and 
documentation, such as "VMware Cloud Services Platform" (CSP) and "VMware Cloud Services 
Engagement Platform."

1 Create a new VMware Cloud services account or use an existing one.

To create a new account, click the link in the Welcome email, create a VMware Cloud services 
account, and use your VMware ID to sign in to VMware Cloud services.

Note  
n Select the same CSP org if you are also using it for another VMware product provided 

on Cloud services, for example vRealize, and you want to have the same administrator 
manage Horizon cloud.

n Create a new CSP org if you have an existing CSP org and you do not want the same 
administrator to manage the subscription with Horizon cloud. However, if you do so you 
will not be able to combine the CSP orgs in future.

n Create a new org if you have an existing CSP org where you are already managing 
Horizon cloud, and you are now adding subscription for a new geographic region.

The VMware Cloud Services Console opens to the Organization Setup page.
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2 Enter an organization name of your choosing and click Create Organization and Complete 
Sign-Up.

VMware Cloud services Console page appears showing all the services you have

3 Click your name in the top right corner and click View Organization.

You return to the VMware Cloud Services Console where you can now assign the required 
roles.

About Adding More Users and Assigning Roles

When you use the link in the Welcome email to redeem the invitation, you are automatically 
assigned the Administrator role. The Administrator role gives you full permissions to the UI 
and APIs for the Horizon Universal Console, which you need to onboard. You can provide 
other administrative users with access rights to the Horizon Universal Console. For details, see 
Assigning Administrative Roles to Horizon Universal Console Users

Use the VMware Cloud Services Console to Launch 
Workspace ONE

To launch Horizon Cloud, perform the following steps.

1 In the left pane, click Services.

2 Click Launch Service for Workspace ONE.
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3 Click Manage on the Horizon Cloud Service tile to launch the Horizon Universal Console.

Use the Horizon Universal Console to Select Your Horizon 
Cloud Region

After you launch the console, you are prompted to select your region. To comply with the data 
sovereignty principles, you must select the region for your resources and their metadata to 
reside. The region once selected cannot be changed.
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1 Select your Horizon Cloud Region.

2 Select the checkbox to agree to the terms of service.

3 Click Save & Continue.

Depending on the subscription type that is associated with your tenant, at this point the console 
presents one of the following:

n For Horizon Plus subscriptions - When the console displays the Welcome screen, follow the 
on-screen guidance. See Horizon Plus Deployments, Getting Started and Deployment.

n For other Horizon subscriptions - The console displays the control plane selection screen. See 
the following page section Select the Next-Gen Horizon Control Plane
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Select the Next-Gen Horizon Control Plane

According to the subscription type associated with your tenant, the console might present 
you with a choice of selecting the next-gen Horizon control plane after the preceding region 
selection.

If the console presents you with this choice:

n Usually you would select Next-Gen Horizon Control Plane at this step.

The next-gen control plane currently supports these deployment types:

n Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure

n Horizon 8 deployed using the all-in-SDDC model, to consume the licensing service

n Horizon Plus deployments, as stated in the preceding section.

n In cases where you have the Horizon Universal subscription and your use cases involve 
Horizon 8 pods only, and you want those deployments to consume additional Horizon SaaS 
services, ones in addition to the licensing service, then in that scenario, you would select 
the other, first-gen control plane choice. Such additional SaaS services include the Image 
Management Service (IMS) and Universal Broker and multi-cloud assignments.

1 In the Next-Gen Horizon Console Plane tile, click Select.

2 In the confirmation window that displays next, click Continue to proceed with the next-gen 
control plane.

If you have any questions at this point, contact the VMware team.

Welcome to the Horizon Universal Console for Horizon 
Cloud Service - next-gen

When the console displays the welcome screen, follow the on-screen guidance and make the 
on-screen selection for your tenant's first deployment.

Note   At this point, the Horizon Universal Console might display a banner at the top of the screen 
stating that license-syncing is in progress. In this case, the console does not display all of the 
features that your specific license enables until the sync finishes and you refresh your browser. 
After the sync finishes, the Horizon Universal Console displays the elements appropriate for your 
license. See When You Read About a Feature Here That You Don't See in Your Live Environment

For documentation that supports the on-screen guidance, depending on your deployment type, 
see the following.

n Horizon Plus Deployments, Getting Started and Deployment

n Microsoft Azure Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy

n Horizon 8 Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy
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Sizing Your Horizon Cloud Service 
- next-gen Deployment 7
After you onboard to Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen, you can use the VMware Configuration 
Maximums online tool to help size your deployment based on the number of VMs, users, service 
principals, and so on, supported per provider and Horizon Edge Gateway.

The information in the VMware Configuration Maximums tool for Horizon Cloud Service - next-
gen tends to sufficiently convey the meaning of each of the listed limits. However, this topic 
provides additional background information for specified limits as necessary to more thoroughly 
explain the impact that those specific limits can have on the performance of your deployment.

Apply the information that follows to the appropriate Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen 
configuration limits provided in the VMware Configuration Maximum tool.

Impact of the Number of Service Principals on Provisioning Time

To provision a desktop during virtual machine lifecycle management workflows, Horizon 
Cloud Service – next gen issues several Microsoft Azure API calls. Microsoft Azure API 
throttling is service principal based. Therefore, increasing the number of service principals 
enables more APIs to be issued concurrently, which improves the performance of the virtual 
machine lifecycle management workflows. Workflow examples include pool creation and 
deletion, bulk virtual machine power operations, and so on.

Impact of App Volumes Delivery File Shares on Application Loading Times

App Volumes applications are delivered to desktops by mounting the VHD files present in the 
delivery file shares. The higher the number of concurrent mounts in a file share, the longer 
the application provisioning takes to complete within a session or desktop. Increasing the 
number of delivery file shares improves the application provisioning process, which results in 
the applications becoming ready sooner.
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Horizon Plus Documentation 8
The Horizon Plus Documentation page describes how to get started with using the service.

Welcome Email

VMware sends a Welcome email to the administrator account to confirm evaluation or purchase 
of the license. The email confirms registration and contains an invitation link to redeem access to 
VMware Horizon Cloud.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ is part of the overall Anywhere Workspace solution.

The Horizon Cloud license service in VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen ensures that IT 
administrators can access and leverage features per license type purchased.

See the VMware Horizon Subscription Comparison Matrix for a Horizon subscription licensing 
feature comparison, which broadly classifies licenses as Term and SaaS. Not all features listed 
currently apply to VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen.

Note   The Welcome email does not contain information about the type of license purchased. 
You can obtain such information from your VMware Customer Connect™ account. To become a 
customer connect user, see KB article 2007005.

After you complete the onboarding process, you can track your Horizon licenses from the 
Horizon Universal Console. At this time, when you have access solely to the next-gen Horizon 
Control Plane, you must contact VMware support to request that they send you the perpetual 
keys. For more information, see Use the Horizon Universal Console to Track Your Horizon 
Licenses.

Log in to the VMware Cloud Services Console

Note   For more details about VMware Cloud™ services , see VMware Cloud services Product 
Documentation. You might see other names for VMware Cloud services in VMware products and 
documentation, such as "VMware Cloud Services Platform" (CSP) and "VMware Cloud Services 
Engagement Platform."

1 Create a new VMware Cloud services account.
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The instructions start with your Welcome email. You click the link in the email, create a 
VMware Cloud services account, and use your VMware ID to sign in to VMware Cloud 
services.

The VMware Cloud Services Console opens to the Organization Setup page.

2 Enter an organization name of your choosing and click Create Organization and Complete 
Sign-Up.

VMware Cloud services Console page appears showing all the services you have

3 Click your name in the top right corner and click View Organization.
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You return to the VMware Cloud Services Console where you can now assign the required 
roles.

About Adding More Users and Assigning Roles

When you use the link in the Welcome email to redeem the invitation, you are automatically 
assigned the Administrator role. The Administrator role gives you full permissions to the UI 
and APIs for the Horizon Universal Console, which you need to onboard. You can provide 
other administrative users with access rights to the Horizon Universal Console. For details, see 
Assigning Administrative Roles to Horizon Universal Console Users

Use the VMware Cloud Services Console to Launch 
Workspace ONE

To launch Horizon Cloud, perform the following steps.

1 In the left pane, click Services.

2 Click Launch Service for Workspace ONE.

3 Click Manage on the Horizon Cloud Service tile to launch the Horizon Universal Console.
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Use the Horizon Universal Console to Select Your Horizon 
Cloud Region

After you launch the console, you are prompted to select your region. To comply with the data 
sovereignty principles, you must select the region for your resources and their metadata to 
reside. The region once selected cannot be changed.
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1 Select your Horizon Cloud Region.

2 Select the checkbox to agree to the terms of service.

3 Click Save & Continue to navigate to the Get started with Horizon Universal Console page.

Note   At this point, the Horizon Universal Console might display a banner at the top of the screen 
stating that license-syncing is in progress. In this case, the console does not display all of the 
features that your specific license enables until the sync finishes and you refresh your browser. 
After the sync finishes, the Horizon Universal Console displays the elements appropriate for your 
license. See When You Read About a Feature Here That You Don't See in Your Live Environment

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Horizon Plus Getting Started and Deployment

n Monitoring the Availability of Your Horizon Edge Resources - Horizon Plus

n Configuring Horizon Edge Monitoring with Splunk Enterprise
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Horizon Plus Getting Started and Deployment

This documentation page describes the Horizon Universal Console Add Horizon Edge workflow 
steps for the use case where you have the Horizon Plus subscription, have already completed the 
steps of logging in to the Horizon Universal Console and selecting your Horizon Cloud region, and 
now need to connect your Horizon 8 pod to the Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen control plane.

Brief Introduction

Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge consists of deploying a Horizon 8 Edge Gateway appliance into 
a VMware vSphere environment, pairing that appliance with the next-gen control plane, and 
configuring details of the Horizon 8 pod's Horizon Connection Server for your Horizon 8 Edge.

Note   Onboard each Horizon 8 pod as an individual Horizon Edge.

This end-to-end process has multiple steps.

1 You start this process within the Horizon Universal Console.

2 Halfway through, you deploy an OVA appliance into your VMware vSphere environment. You 
must use the pairing code information that the system creates in the first part of the process 
in the Deploy OVF Template UI fields as you are deploying the OVA.

3 Then after the appliance is powered up, you return to the Horizon Universal Console to verify 
that the pairing status is successful and you complete the remaining steps in this console to 
add details of the Horizon 8 pod.

Before You Begin

Review these VMware Tech Zone videos:

VMware Tech Zone has created four videos that demonstrate the key best practices for 
deploying a Horizon 8 Edge.

n Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway Appliance - DNS Configuration at https://via.vmw.com/
tchzmno5209

n Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway Appliance - URL Checker at https://via.vmw.com/
tchzmno5210

n Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway Appliance - Provider and Appliance Configuration at 
https://via.vmw.com/tchzmno5211

n Deploying Horizon Edge Appliance from OVA at https://via.vmw.com/tchzmno5212

The full titles are provided above to assist in searching for the videos in case there are issues 
with the links.

Verify that you or your IT team have completed the following listed items.

n Review the Chapter 2 Requirements Checklist for Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge and ensure 
that those requirements are fulfilled.
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n Review the preparatory items described in the hyperlinked pages within the page 
Chapter 4 Horizon 8 Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy and ensure that 
those items are completed.

n Determine the fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) that you will use for the deployed 
Horizon 8 Edge Gateway appliance. The UI wizard asks you to input that FQDN.

n If the Horizon Connection Server involved in this Horizon Edge has a self-signed 
certificate, ensure you know the certificate fingerprint for the wizard's verification step.

Starting the Add Horizon Edge Wizard

You deploy a Horizon Edge using the console's Add Horizon Edge wizard.

The console makes the Add Horizon Edge wizard available from various entry points. Your 
starting point in the console for this step typically depends on whether your environment is 
greenfield or it has an existing Horizon Edge.

n If you have just immediately finished the steps described in the page Horizon Plus 
Documentation, there are no existing Horizon Edges in your environment and the console 
displays its Welcome screen. In this case, you start the console's Add Horizon Edge wizard 
by clicking Start.

n If your environment already has at least one Horizon Edge, the Capacity page contains a grid 
that lists the existing Horizon Edges. In this scenario, you navigate to Resources > Capacity 
and begin adding another Horizon Edge from there.

Starting the Add Horizon Edge Wizard

1 Start the console's Add Horizon Edge wizard, either from the Welcome screen if your 
environment has no existing Horizon Edges or from the Capacity page if you have an existing 
Horizon Edge.

The console displays its Add Horizon Edge wizard starting at its Step 1.
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At this point, the wizard steps are the same as those documented in page Deploying a 
Horizon 8 Edge.

2 Complete the steps by following the procedure described in page Deploying a Horizon 8 
Edge.
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Important Points As You Deploy the OVA into Your vSphere 
Environment

As you use the Deploy OVF Template tool to deploy the OVA into your environment, keep in 
mind these important points. These items are critical for a successful end-to-end deployment.

Important  
n At the Deploy and Pair Horizon Edge Gateway step, you will see a field labeled Pairing Code. 

This pairing code is very important to a successful end-to-end process. You must use this 
pairing code within the Deploy OVF Template UI when you deploy the appliance into your 
vSphere environment.

n Also, be aware that the Deploy OVF Template UI uses a different label for this code 
(Connection String in the Deploy OVF Template UI).

n When you copy the pairing code from the wizard step, you must use the copy icon because 
the console does not display the full pairing code string. The code string is longer than what 
the console displays and so simply highlighting the displayed text and copying that will fail to 
get the complete code string.

n In the Deploy OVF Template UI's Customize template step, in the field Connection String, 
you must enter the Pairing Code string that you copied in the preceding step, from the Add 
Horizon Edge wizard.

n Even though at the time of this writing you might see that the on-screen text indicates the 
Connection String field is optional, be aware that entering the pairing code is a critical key to 
a successful Horizon Edge Gateway appliance deployment.

For the step-by-step illustration of deploying the Horizon Edge Gateway appliance using the 
Deploy OVF Template UI, see the Tech Zone video Deploy Horizon Edge Appliance from OVA.

For some screenshots of the Deploy OVF Template UI that illustrate these important points, see 
the page Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge.

Results

If all is successful, the console closes the wizard UI and displays the details page for this newly 
added Horizon 8 Edge.

Note   Depending on network traffic, the system might take a minute to complete updating the 
connectivity status indicators in the details page.

For an illustration of the details page, see the page Horizon Edge Details or the bottom of page 
Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge.

If later you want to edit the details of this Horizon Edge or delete it, navigate to the Capacity 
page, select the Horizon Edge from the list, and use the appropriate action (Edit or Delete).
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Monitoring the Availability of Your Horizon Edge Resources 
- Horizon Plus

If you have a Horizon Plus license, VMware® Horizon Availability Monitoring™ provides you with 
a client that you can install and use to test the health of your Horizon Edge resources. The 
tests can help you quickly detect and isolate issues before they become more serious. For 
example, you can use the Horizon Availability Monitoring client to test connections, and take 
other actions, on various components, such as the VMware Horizon® Connection Server™, your 
Active Directory, the Horizon Gateway appliances, desktops, and published applications.

After you configure the Horizon Availability Monitoring client, you can use the Horizon Universal 
Console to configure tests that run health checks on your Horizon Edge environment.

Note   Horizon Availability Monitoring functionality applies solely to Horizon Edges that reside 
within your tenant.

The broad-level steps of the Horizon Availability Monitoring process are as follows.

1 Select the client type.

n Select the Installable client type to download, install, and configure the Horizon 
Availability Monitoring client on your own Windows system, which includes pairing the 
client to the Horizon Universal Console.

n Select the Cloud client type to configure the Horizon Availability Monitoring client out in 
the cloud.

Note   Simulation Launch is not available with the Cloud client type.

2 Use the Horizon Universal Console to create and run one of the following types of tests from 
the Horizon Availability Monitoring client.

In the following list, each test requires progressively greater access to your Horizon Edge 
environment, which requires you to provide a greater amount of access-related information.

Caution   As a best practice for testing in general, including Horizon Availability Monitoring 
testing, use a test account instead of a regular user account when prompted to provide 
credentials (user name and password).

Connectivity Test

A successful result occurs when the Connectivity test validates the network path between the 
client and the Unified Access Gateway appliance.

The Connectivity test runs from the Horizon Availability Monitoring client to the Unified 
Access Gateway appliance.

The prerequisite for this test is as follows.

n Have the URL to the Horizon Edge, which is the connectivity test target.
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For Horizon, this is the Horizon Connection Server URL, which is used by the Horizon 
Client.

Authentication Test

A successful result occurs when the Authentication test validates that a Horizon Connection 
Server is alive by authenticating against the Active Directory.

The Authentication test runs from the Horizon Availability Monitoring client, to the Horizon 
Edge deployment, to the Horizon Gateway appliances (Unified Access Gateway and Horizon 
Edge Gateway), and to the Horizon Connection Server.

The prerequisites for this test are as follows.

n Have the URL to the Horizon Edge, which is the connectivity test target.

For Horizon, this is the Horizon Connection Server URL, which is used by the Horizon 
Client.

n Have the credentials available for the test account you will use for this Horizon Availability 
Monitoring test.

Resource Launch Test

A successful result occurs when the Resource Launch test launches a selected desktop or 
publish application.

The resource launch test runs from the Horizon Availability Monitoring client, through the 
Horizon Edge deployment, all the way to the desktop.

The prerequisites for this test are as follows.

n Have the URL to the Horizon Edge, which is the connectivity test target.

For Horizon, this is the Horizon Connection Server URL, which is used by the Horizon 
Client.

n Have the credentials available for the test account you will use for this Horizon Availability 
Monitoring test.

n Have the desktop or published application name that you want to launch as part of the 
test.

Simulation Launch (available for the Installable client type only)

Simulated Launch applies to the Installable client type only. The test does not apply to the 
Cloud client type. The Simulated Launch uses the Horizon Edge Gateway as a destination and 
simulates a session launch without consuming a real desktop or application. You can test and 
monitor the desktop connection path with a simulated agent module embedded in the edge 
deployment.

Simulated Launch validates the desktop connection flow involving simulated client, 
Connection Service, UAG, and the Edge module.
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The prerequisite for this test is as follows,

n You must have deployed Edge capacity and UAG.

Configure the Initial Horizon Availability Monitoring Test

You configure Horizon Availability Monitoring tests on the Horizon Availability Monitoring 
page of the Horizon Universal Console. The appearance of the Horizon Availability Monitoring 
page changes after the first configuration. This topic describes the initial configuration of the 
Horizon Availability Monitoring client through the configuration of the first test. For subsequent 
configurations, the steps are similar, though the appearance of the interface differs slightly.

Note   Horizon Availability Monitoring functionality applies solely to Horizon Edges that reside 
within your tenant.

You access the Horizon Availability Monitoring page by selecting Monitor > Availability. Before 
you configure your first Horizon Availability Monitoring test, the Availability Monitoring page 
appears as follows.

The following task illustrates the steps required to configure your first test, where the Availability 
Monitoring page resembles the preceding image.

Prerequisites

Have the information required for the test type you will perform. See the preceding explanation 
of the Connectivity, Authentication, Resource Launch, and Simulation Launch (available for the 
Installable client type only) test types.

Procedure

1 Using the Horizon Universal Console, in the left menu, select Monitor > Availability.

2 Click Start.

The Horizon Availability Monitoring wizard opens, starting with the first step, which is to add 
the Horizon Availability Monitoring client.

For the initial creation of a Horizon Availability Monitoring test, you create one client and one 
test. After you finish the wizard, you can create additional clients and tests.
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3 Select and configure the client type, either the Installable client type or the Cloud client type.

n To download, install, and configure the Horizon Availability Monitoring client on a 
Windows system, perform the following steps.

a For the Select type option, select Installable.

b Click Download to allow your browser to download the client bundle, which is a 
Windows Installer Package (.msi file).

c Click the copy icon next to the pairing code to copy the code.

d Move the Windows Installer Package to a folder on the Windows system from which 
you will run the Horizon Availability Monitoring client.

e On the Windows system, start and complete the Windows Installer Package 
installation.

n If you want a more friendly client name, rename the client.

n Enter the pairing code in the appropriate text box when prompted.

The Start Availability Monitoring page displays the updated status of the pairing 
process, such as Pairing complete.

f Click Next.

n To configure the Horizon Availability Monitoring client in the cloud, perform the following 
steps.

a For the Select type option, select Cloud.

b In the Name text box, enter a name for the client in the Name text box.

c From the Region drop-down menu, select a region.

The Region drop-down menu includes all the regions available in your environment.

4 Select and save the test type.

See the preceding explanations of the Connectivity, Authentication, Resource Launch, and 
Simulation Launch (available for the Installable client type only) test types.

5 Provide the information requested and save the test.

The amount of information that the page prompts you to provide increases for each test type 
you configure from the Connectivity test to the Authentication test to the Resource Launch 
to the Simulation Launch (available for the Installable client type only) test.

Prompts 
Applicable to All 
Test Types Description

Type Select the test type to perform.

Name Create a name for the test.
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Prompts 
Applicable to All 
Test Types Description

Client Select the client from which to run the test.

For the initial test, this client is the client you added in the first step of the Horizon 
Availability Monitoring wizard.

When you create clients in the future, you can configure this test by changing the client to 
another client or by adding clients.

Note   Multiple clients can use the same test.

Interval Select how often you want the test to run.

The test runs continuously at the interval you select until you change the interval or delete 
the test.

URL The URL of the Horizon Edge that serves as the test target.

Additional Prompts Applicable 
to Authentication and Resource 
Launch Test Types Description

Username Enter the user name of the test account for this Horizon Availability 
Monitoring test.

Password Enter the password of the test account for this Horizon Availability 
Monitoring test.

Domain (optional) The domain of the Horizon Edge that serves as the test target.

Additional Prompt Applicable to the Resource Launch 
Test Type Description

Pool Name Provide the name of the desktop or application to 
launch.

Additional Prompt Applicable to the Simulation 
Launch Test Type (available for the Installable 
client type only) Description

Horizon Edge Select the edge to act as a destination for HST test.

UAG FQDN Access gateway used to access the desktop capacity that 
auto-populates.

Results

The Availability Monitoring page reappears with an updated look, presenting information about 
your configured tests, clients, and results. This updated look is the permanent look of the page 
going forward.
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Horizon Availability Monitoring Actions You Can Perform

After you create the initial Horizon Availability Monitoring test, you can take several different 
actions from the Availability Monitoring page that ultimately allow you to use Horizon Availability 
Monitoring functionality to test the health of your Horizon Edge deployment.

You can perform the following actions, many of which are the same as or similar to the steps 
for configuring the initial Horizon Availability Monitoring test. See Configure the Initial Horizon 
Availability Monitoring Test.

Note   When a Horizon Availability Monitoring test fails, a notification appears on the 

Notifications page, which is accessible from the bell ( ) icon located in the upper-right corner 
of any page.

Action Description

Filter information on the Availability 
Monitoring page.

From each tab on the Availability Monitoring page, you can use the column 
filters to present the information in a manner that best suits your needs.

Add, edit, delete, or run configured tests. Select Availability > Configured Tests to take any of the following actions.

n Add another Horizon Availability Monitoring test.

n Edit an existing configured test, for example, to add or change clients 
or change the test interval. Depending on the test type, you can also 
change the credentials of the test account or change the pool name.

n Delete an existing configured test, for example, when the test is no 
longer useful.

n Run an existing configured test manually, for example, when you want 
to run the test now instead of waiting for the next scheduled run of the 
test.
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Action Description

Add, edit, or delete testing clients. Select Availability > Testing Clients to take any of the following actions.

n Add new testing clients.

For the Installable client type, you can only add a new testing client to 
a different Windows system.

Note   One Horizon Availability Monitoring client is supported at a time 
on a given operating system.

n Edit an existing testing client.

For the Installable client type, if the Windows system that hosts the 
client fails and requires re-installation, you can install a new client and 
re-pair to the original client record.

n Delete an existing testing client, for example, when the client is no 
longer useful.

View test results. Select Availability > Test Results to view a list of test results.

The list includes 30-days of test results.

On the page, you can view a list of the test results, for example, you can 
view which tests succeeded and which tests failed, if any. Troubleshoot a 
failed test by considering the test type that failed and when it failed. See 
the preceding test-type information for details.

Configuring Horizon Edge Monitoring with Splunk 
Enterprise

If you have a Horizon Plus license, you can integrate a Splunk Enterprise configuration with one 
or more of your Horizon Edges. You can then use Splunk Enterprise to monitor your Horizon 
Cloud Service - next-gen deployment.

The Horizon Plus license supports the Splunk Enterprise monitoring option instead of the 
Workspace ONE Intelligence monitoring option.

You can integrate multiple Splunk Enterprise instances with your Horizon Cloud Service - next-
gen deployment, but the Splunk Enterprise instances do not need to communicate with each 
other. Each Splunk Enterprise instance functions as a hub, while the Horizon Edges in this analogy 
function as spokes.

Therefore, you can have multiple Horizon Edges assigned to a single Splunk Enterprise instance, 
feeding data to that Spluk instance. The communication between Horizon Edges and the Splunk 
Enterprise instance is one directional from the Horizon Edges to the Splunk Enterprise instance.

To use the Horizon Universal Console to add, assign, or delete a Splunk Enterprise configuration, 
access the Splunk page by clicking Integrations in the navigation bar and then Manage in the 
Splunk integrations tile.

Add the Configuration of a Splunk Enterprise Instance

You can use the Horizon Universal Console to add a Splunk Configuration.
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Prerequisites

Have the following information available from the Splunk Enterprise instance with which you wish 
to integrate your Horizon Edges.

n The IP address of your Splunk Enterprise host.

n The port number of your Splunk Enterprise instance.

n The secret token from your Splunk Enterprise instance.

You can copy this token from your Splunk Enterprise instance when you are ready for the 
integration.

n Though not recommended that you use a self-signed certificate, if you ultimately decide to 
use as self-signed certificate, have that certificate available to upload

Procedure

1 Click Manage in the Splunk integrations tile.

The Splunk page opens.

2 To add configuration information for an existing Splunk Enterprise instance, click Add.

3 Enter the information that you gathered as a prerequisite to this task and click Save.

Assign a Horizon Edge to a Splunk Enterprise Configuration

After you use the Horizon Universal Console to add one or more Splunk Enterprise 
configurations, perform the following steps to assign a Horizon Edge to a Splunk Enterprise 
configuration.
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Procedure

1 On the Splunk page, select a Splunk Enterprise configuration.

2 Select Assign Horizon Edges > Add.

3 Select one or more Horizon Edges to assign to the Splunk configuration and click Add.

Results

The assigned Horizon Edges are now integrated with Splunk. You can use Splunk to monitor the 
assigned Horizon Edges.

You can find many of the same details in the summary page of the assigned Horizon Edge.

Unassign a Horizon Edge from a Splunk Enterprise Configuration

After you assign a Horizon Edge to a Splunk Enterprise configuration, you can at any time 
unassign that Horizon Edge.

Procedure

1 On the Splunk page, select a Splunk Enterprise configuration.

2 Select Assign Horizon Edges > Remove

3 Select one or more Horizon Edges to unassign from the Splunk configuration and click 
Remove.

Edit a Splunk Enterprise Configuration

You can edit the configuration information of your Splunk Enterpirse instance, such as the secret 
token from your Splunk Enterprise instance, the SSL certificate, and the host IP address.

After you edit a Splunk Enterprise configuration that is assigned to one or more Horizon Edges, 
the updated configuration is updated to those assigned Horizon Edges, as well as to the 
database.

When you edit a Splunk Enterprise configuration that is not assigned to any Horizon Edges, the 
Splunk Enterprise configuration is updated solely to the database.

Prerequisites

Have the information ready that you want to change, such as one or more of the following:

n A new IP address of your Splunk Enterprise host.

n A new port number of your Splunk Enterprise instance.

n A new secret token from your Splunk Enterprise instance.

n The location on your host of a new self-signed certificate.

Procedure

1 On the Integrations > Splunk page, select a Splunk Enterprise configuration to edit.
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2 Click Edit.

3 Change the configuration information that you want to update and click Save.

Delete a Splunk Enterprise Configuration

After you unassign all of the Horizon Edges from a Splunk Enterprise configuration, you can 
delete the configuration.

Procedure

1 On the Splunk page, select the Splunk Enterprie configuration to delete.

2 Click Delete.

The Confirm Delete dialog box appears.

3 Click Delete.
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Identity and Access Management 
in a Horizon Cloud Service - next-
gen Environment

9
This documentation page provides a brief introduction to the use of identity and access 
management in a Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen environment and lists links to pages with 
more detailed information.

Brief Introduction

In Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen, the service relies on use of both an external identity provider 
and an Active Directory domain.

External identity provider

The environment requires you to register an external identity provider with it. The service 
uses this identity provider to authenticate the end-user access to desktops and published 
applications.

Using an external identity provider allows for integration with third-party products and 
solutions to provide multi-factor authentication and SSO (single-sign on) capabilities.

Active Directory domain

The environment requires you to register an Active Directory domain. This domain is used for 
machine identity for the virtual desktops and remote applications.

The service joins the virtual desktops and those virtual machines that provide remote 
applications to the Active Directory domain.

The identity provider that you configure must be connected to the configured Active Directory 
domain.

Note   You might find this distinction of identity provider used for user identity while Active 
Directory domain is used for machine identity a new concept for you if you are more familiar with 
environments where Active Directory is used for both, such as in the first-generation Horizon 
Cloud environment or a Horizon 8 on-premises environment.
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Administrators and Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)

For administrator access to your environment, the service provides role-based access control 
using the features of VMware Cloud services. These controls ensure that only authorized 
personnel have the appropriate levels of access. The controls are based on the principle of least 
privilege. For more information, refer to the section About Adding More Users and Assigning 
Roles located in the onboarding page.

Learn More

Use the following links to access further information about identity and access management 
configuration for your environment.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Setting up your Active Directory Domain

n Deleting a domain

n About Using a VMware CA for SSO with Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen

n Prepare Active Directory for SSO with Multiple Forests

n Adding SSO Configuration

n Connecting your Identity Provider

Setting up your Active Directory Domain

The first step in the onboarding workflow is the setting up your Active Directory Domain.

Procedure

1 Click Active Directoryto navigate to the Domain Registration page.

2 On the Domain Registration page, add your Active Directory domain name in the Name text 
box.

3 In the DNS Domain Name field, add the fully qualified Active Directory domain name.

4 In the Domain Bind Account section, add the Bind Username and Bind Password to perform 
lookups in the Active Directory domain account.

The Domain Bind Account has read-only access to Active directory and can never expire or 
be locked out.

5 Add the Auxiliary Bind Username and the Auxiliary Bind Password for the account used as a 
backup to the primary Domain Bind Account.

The primary and auxiliary Domain Bind Accounts are automatically granted Super 
Administrator access for recovery purposes.
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6 In the Domain Join Account section, add Join Username and Join Password for the account 
that is used to join computer accounts to the domain and perform Sysprep operations.

7 Add Auxiliary Join Username and Auxiliary Join Password for the account used as a backup 
to the primary Domain Join Account.

8 You can also enable the Single sign-on (SSO) for your domain in the SSO Configuration 
section by sliding the toggle.

You can add an existing SSO configuration or create a new one.

Results

Your configuration of Active Directory with Horizon Edge is finished. However, as you continue 
to configure your deployment, if you detect issues with the Active Directory connection, see 
Diagnosing Horizon Edges - Active Directory Connectivity for Microsoft Azure Deployments.

What to do next

Configure your SSO.

Deleting a domain

If you want to delete a domain, you need to delete all the associated resources. After no 
resources are associated with a domain, it can be deleted.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 Click Integrations in the navigation bar.

3 Click Manage on the Identity & Access tile.

4 Select a domain you want to delete on the Identity & Access page and click Delete.

5 Delete the SSO and pool groups associated with the domain.

You cannot delete a domain if resources are associated with the domain. If no resources are 
associated with the domain, you can permanently delete it without any additional steps.

About Using a VMware CA for SSO with Horizon Cloud 
Service - next-gen

To provide your end users with single sign-on (SSO) access to their desktops and applications, 
you must use a VMware Certificate Authority (CA) to issue short-lived smartcard certificates for 
SSO. For transparency and security, the process includes a VMware PowerShell script that uses 
established Microsoft utilities.
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The following bulleted list provides information about configuring the VMware CA. When you 
configure SSO, as described in the topics that follow, you will encounter many of these same 
details in context. For example, Adding SSO Configuration provides instructions for downloading 
the VMware CA bundle. That bundle contains the VMware PowerShell script that you will run 
to configure SSO, as instructed in Publish the VMware SSO CA Bundle to the Active Directory 
Forest.

n To enable the functionality required by SSO with a VMware CA, either of the following 
situations must apply to your Active Directory forest:

n The Active Directory forest has at least one online Microsoft Enterprise CA configured in 
it, in which case the following results occur.

n The Microsoft Enterprise CA automatically publishes its CA certificates and certificate 
revocation lists (CRLs) to the forest.

n The domain controllers automatically enroll for certificates.

n The Active Directory forest uses a third-party CA or stand-alone Microsoft CA, in which 
case the following must apply.

n All CA certificates must be manually published to the forest using a utility such as 
certutil.

n Revocation information must always be available over HTTP.

n Domain Controllers must be issued with certificates that allow client authentication, 
server authentication, smart card logon, and KDC authentication.

n You can configure the VMware CA as a root CA or an intermediate CA. However, the Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI) best practice is to select an intermediate CA.

n If you use a root CA, the VMware CA certificate is valid for 5 years.

n If you use an intermediate CA, the issuing CA determines the validity period of the VMware 
CA certificate.

n If you use an intermediate CA, the VMware CA certificate can be signed by a Microsoft CA or 
any third-party CA.

n If you use a third-party CA, ensure that domain member machines have access to all 
certificates and revocation information required to validate the VMware CA certificate.

n In order for the VMware CA to be trusted, you must publish the VMware CA bundle to 
various locations in the Active Directory forest.

n You publish the VMware CA bundle by running the VMware PowerShell script as an 
administrator with suitable permissions on a domain member machine.
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n You are only required to run the VMware PowerShell script once. Active Directory replicates 
the published PKI data to all domain controllers and desktops in all domains in the Active 
Directory forest. You can use a utility such as Repadmin in complex Active Directory 

deployments to ensure timely replication of the configuration naming context between 
domain controllers in different domains or sites before attempting SSO.

n The PowerShell script uses Microsoft utilities certreq and certutil for complete 

transparency. Before you run the PowerShell script, you can read the script to see precisely 
what it does.

Prepare Active Directory for SSO with Multiple Forests

When you configure SSO for your Horizon Cloud, you must perform the appropriate tasks that 
follow, depending on your certification authority (CA) configuration.

Summary of Procedures That Follow

When you create an SSO bundle, you use the PowerShell script to publish the bundle to the 
forest for which the bundle was created. This action ensures that SSO is functional for the 
bundle’s forest.

For SSO to work with additional trusting forests, root and intermediate certificates from the 
certification path of the VMware CA must be published to the trusting forest as follows.

n The root CA certificates must be published to the trusting forest.

n The intermediate CA certificates must be published to the trusting forest.

n The root CA certificates must be published to the NTAuth store.

n Revocation information must always be available over HTTP for the entire certificate chain.

Add the Root Certificate to Trusted Root Certification Authorities

The root certificate terminating the VMware CA certification path must be added to the Trusted 
Root Certification Authorities group policy in Active Directory.

Procedure

1 On all Active Directory forests that are part of the trust configuration, add the root certificate 
to the trusted root certification authorities.

a Select Start > Administrative Tools > Group Policy Management.

b Expand your domain, right-click Default Domain Policy, and click Edit.

2 Expand the Computer Configuration section and open Windows Settings\Security 
Settings\Public Key.

3 Right-click Trusted Root Certification Authorities and select Import.
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4 Follow the prompts in the wizard to import the root certificate (for example, rootCA.cer) 

and click OK.

5 Close the Group Policy window.

Results

All of the systems in the domain now have a copy of the root certificate in their trusted root 
store.

What to do next

If an intermediate certification authority (CA) issues your smart card login or domain controller 
certificates, add the intermediate certificate to the Intermediate Certification Authorities group 
policy in Active Directory. See Add an Intermediate Certificate to Intermediate Certification 
Authorities.

Add an Intermediate Certificate to Intermediate Certification 
Authorities

All interim certificates from the VMware CA certification path must be added to the Intermediate 
Certification Authorities group policy in Active Directory.

Procedure

1 On all Active Directory forests that are part of the trust configuration, add all intermediate 
certificates that are part of the VMware CA certificate chain to the intermediate certification 
authorities. On the Active Directory server, navigate to the Group Policy Management plug-in 
and complete the following steps:

a Select Start > Administrative Tools > Group Policy Management.

b Expand your domain, right-click Default Domain Policy, and click Edit.

2 Expand the Computer Configuration section and open the policy for Windows 
Settings\Security Settings\Public Key.

3 Right-click Intermediate Certification Authorities and select Import.

4 Follow the prompts in the wizard to import the intermediate certificate (for example, 
intermediateCA.cer) and click OK.

5 Close the Group Policy window.

Results

All of the systems in the domain now have a copy of the intermediate certificate in their 
intermediate certification authority store.

Add the Root Certificate to the Enterprise NTAuth Store

The root certificate terminating the VMware CA certification path must be added to the 
Enterprise NTAuth store in Active Directory.
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Procedure

u On your Active Directory server, use the certutil command to publish the certificate to the 

Enterprise NTAuth store.

For example: certutil -dspublish -f path_to_root_CA_cert NTAuthCA

Results

The CA is now trusted to issue certificates of this type.

Adding SSO Configuration

You can add SSO configurations to deploy on the Horizon Edge Gateway.

Add an SSO configuration for each domain forest from which users will launch desktops that use 
SSO.

Procedure

1 Click Integrations in the navigation bar.

2 Click Manage on the Identity and Access tile.

3 Click SSO Configurations, then click Add to navigate to the Add SSO Configuration page.

4 Add a unique Name for your SSO configuration.

5 Select a Certificate Authority mode between Root and Intermediate to determine the type of 
Certificate Authority (CA) bundle to download and install on the AD server.

Root mode creates a CA bundle with a self-signed root certificate. Intermediate mode creates 
a CA bundle with a certificate signing request (CSR) file. The PowerShell script displays a UI 
allowing the administrator to choose the Enterprise CA to which the CSR will be sent to obtain 
a certificate.

6 Add a Configuration domain name to determine the configuration naming context of the AD 
forest for your SSO configuration.

The Configuration domain name usually consists of CN=Configuration and forest root domain 
Relative Distinguished Names (CN=Configuration,DC=company,DC=com). To identify the 
configuration naming context, connect to a domain-joined machine and run the PowerShell 
command "C:> Get-ADRootDSE -Server ".

7 Select the Domains for your SSO configuration and click Add.

You can add multiple domains for your SSO configuration. Domains must belong to the same 
AD forest. Each domain can be in only one SSO configuration.

8 After adding the SSO configuration, click its menu (three vertical dots) and download the 
certificate authority (CA) bundle to install on the AD.
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What to do next

Publish the downloaded bundle. See Publish the VMware SSO CA Bundle to the Active Directory 
Forest.

Publish the VMware SSO CA Bundle to the Active Directory Forest

To provide end users with single sign-on (SSO) access to their desktops and applications, 
administer SSO on the corresponding Horizon Edge Gateway instance.

This procedure enables end users to access their desktops and applications after they enter their 
credentials once.

For background information on configuring the VMware CA, see About Using a VMware CA for 
SSO with Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen.

See Microsoft documentation as needed to complete this procedure. For example, to install an 
Enterprise CA, see Install the Certification Authority.

Prerequisites

n Use the Horizon Universal Console to create and download a certificate authority (CA) 
bundle. See Adding SSO Configuration.

n To run the PowerShell script extracted from the VMware CA bundle, as described in this 
procedure, confirm that you have the appropriate permissions.

This procedure requires that you run the VMware PowerShell script. You have a few options 
available to you to run the VMware PowerShell script, including running the script as a 
member of the Enterprise Admins group. The guidance that follows suggests that you use 
less powerful permissions, but running the script as a member of the Enterprise Admins 
group is available to you. The suggestion here is to confirm that you have the following 
permissions.

n Full Control permissions on the "Public Key Services" container in Active Directory.

n Enroll permissions on the "SubCA" certificate template in Active Directory.

Procedure

1 Connect to a domain member machine, upload the CA bundle file to the server, and unzip the 
file contents.

As long as you have the proper permissions, you can run the PowerShell script from any 
domain member machine.
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2 Open PowerShell, run the commands, and respond to the prompts as described in the 
substeps that follow.

Important   If your deployment consists of multiple domain controllers or you install 
the bundle from a remote machine, the propagation of the CA certificate to all domain 
controllers can take several hours. You can reduce the run time by running 'gpupdate.exe /
Target:Computer /Force' on all domain controller instances.

a Run the following command.

Unblock-File -Path Path to ps1 file

b Run the ps1 PowerShell script extracted from the CA bundle and respond to the prompts.

For example, PS C:\ca\VmwAuthEngine-CA_1> .\VmwAuthEngine-CA_1.ps1

If you added your SSO configuration as and intermediate CA, you are prompted to select 
a root CA to sign the SSO intermediate CA. If applicable, select the appropriate root CA.

Respond to the following required confirmation prompt with Y as illustrated.

Confirmation required
Do you want to publish to AD?

N] No [Y] Yes [?] Help (default is "N"):Y

Results

The expected result is that the script runs without error. However, if you encounter the following 
type of error, perform the troubleshooting suggestion provided.

2022-03-22T15:35:39 [INFO ] [VmwAuthEngine-CA-62351bb62ff3dd5966ad3575-1.ps1,67] certutil.exe 
-dspublish -f C:\SSO-C\Vmw
AuthEngine-CA-62351bb62ff3dd5966ad3575-1.crl
error : 2022-03-22T15:35:39 [ERROR][-2147016563][] Failed to publish base CRL
At C:\SSO-C\VmwAuthEngine-CA-62351bb62ff3dd5966ad3575-1.ps1:303 char:5
+     error $retCode "Failed to publish base CRL"
+     ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
    + CategoryInfo          : NotSpecified: (:) [Write-Error], WriteErrorException
    + FullyQualifiedErrorId : Microsoft.PowerShell.Commands.WriteErrorException,error

Run the following Get-ADRootDSE command and check the output to see if the CA configuration 

domain name used to create the SSO configuration matches what the following property returns: 
configurationNamingContext.

C:\>
        Get-ADRootDSE -Server dnsDomainName

For example, C:\> Get-ADRootDSE -Server horizonv2.local
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Output:

configurationNamingContext       :  "CN=Configuration,DC=horizonv2,DC=local"
        ...other
        output fields...

If the CA configuration domain name does not match the output, you can use the Horizon 
Universal Console to edit the SSO configuration, specifically to correct the CA configuration 
domain name. See Adding SSO Configuration for information about accessing the SSO 
configuration. To edit an SSO configuration, click the three vertical dots next to the SSO 
configuration and select Edit. After you correct the domain name, you can download and publish 
the updated CA bundle.

What to do next

After you deploy the Horizon Edge Gateway, verify that the SSO configuration status is properly 
set. In the Horizon Universal Console, select Resources > Capacity, click the name of the Horizon 
Edge Gateway instance you configured and scroll to the SSO Configuration section. If properly 
configured, the status is set to READY_TO_SERVE, which indicates that SSO is functional for end 
users.

Connecting your Identity Provider

After the domain information is saved successfully, connect your identity provider for end-user 
authentication and access.

The following information is applicable to the task that follows about connecting your identity 
provider.

When Microsoft Azure Active Directory is your identity provider, a user with Global 
Administrator privileges must do the following.

n Approve the requested permissions.

n Provide consent for the entire organization.

When Workspace ONE Access is your identity provider, a user with admin privileges must do 
the following.

n Approve the requested permissions.

n Provide consent for the entire organization.

Procedure

1 Click Integrations in the navigation bar.

2 Click Manage on the Identity and Access tile.
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3 On the Identity and Access page select the Identity Provider from among Microsoft Azure, 
Workspace ONE Access Cloud, and Workspace ONE Access On Premises in the drop-down 
menu.

Microsoft Azure

a Add the Tenant subdomain for the Broker URL for your end users to access their 
entitlements.

If you are not a Global Administrator, then click Generate Link to generate a link and 
share with your administrator to request approval.

b Click Connect.

You’ll then be prompted to sign into your Microsoft Azure account.

c Click Accept to give permissions to navigate to the Horizon Universal Console.

Workspace ONE Access Cloud

a Add the Tenant subdomain for the Broker URL for your end users to access their 
entitlements.

b Add the Workspace ONE Access tenant FQDN in the format 
yourcompany.workspaceoneaccess.com.

c Click Connect to navigate to Horizon Universal Console.

Workspace ONE Access On Premises

a Add the Tenant subdomain for the Broker URL for your end users to access their 
entitlements.

b Add the Workspace ONE Access tenant FQDN in the format 
yourcompany.workspaceoneaccess.com.

c Enter the OAuth Client ID configured on WS1A On-Prem.

d Enter the OAuth Client secret configured on WS1A On-Prem.

e Click Connect to navigate to Horizon Universal Console.
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What to do next

Add Horizon Edge.
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Deploying Horizon Edge into Your 
Resource Capacity Provider 10
After you connect your identity provider, you can deploy a thin-edge cloud infrastructure on the 
provider, site, and network.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge for Use with Horizon 8 Deployments and the Horizon Cloud - 
next-gen Control Plane

n Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge

n Edit Horizon Edge and Unified Access Gateway

n Configure Required DNS Records After Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access 
Gateway

n Horizon Edge Details

n Retry Horizon Edge Deployment

n Retry Unified Access Gateway Deployment

n Horizon Edge Maintenance and Updates

Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge for Use with Horizon 8 
Deployments and the Horizon Cloud - next-gen Control 
Plane

This documentation page describes the Horizon Universal Console Add Horizon Edge workflow 
steps for the use case where you are creating a Horizon Edge that uses a Horizon 8 pod as 
its resource provider and that pod is in a vSphere environment (an on-premises or all-in-SDDC 
deployment).

Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge involves deploying a Horizon 8 Edge Gateway appliance into a 
VMware vSphere infrastructure, pairing that appliance with the next-gen control plane, and 
configuring details of the Horizon 8 pod's Horizon Connection Server for your Horizon 8 Edge.

This end-to-end process has multiple steps.

1 You start this process within the Horizon Universal Console.
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2 Halfway through, you deploy an OVA appliance into your vSphere environment. You must 
use the pairing code information that the system creates in the first part of the process in the 
Deploy OVF Template UI fields as you are deploying the OVA.

3 Then after the appliance is powered up, you return to the Horizon Universal Console to verify 
that the pairing status is successful and you complete the remaining steps in this console to 
add details of the Horizon 8 pod.

Note   In this page, the phrase Horizon 8 pod refers to a pod running a Horizon Connection 
Server software version that is one of the versions supported for use with Horizon Cloud Service 
- next-gen. For example, if Horizon 7 7.13 is one of the supported versions, then the phrase also 
applies to a pod running that version. For product version interoperability of Horizon versions 
and Horizon Cloud Service next-gen, see the VMware Product Interoperability Matrix.

The Horizon Edge is a thin-edge cloud infrastructure. For Horizon 8 deployments, the Horizon 8 
pod is the capacity provider to the Horizon Edge.

After your environment is configured with at least one Active Directory domain and an identity 
provider, the console makes this Add Horizon Edge workflow available.

Prerequisites

Before starting any of these steps in the console, review these VMware Tech Zone videos:

VMware Tech Zone has created four videos that demonstrate the key best practices for 
deploying a Horizon 8 Edge.

The prudent administrator would watch these videos before performing the steps in this 
documentation page.

n Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway Appliance - DNS Configuration at https://via.vmw.com/
tchzmno5209

n Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway Appliance - URL Checker at https://via.vmw.com/
tchzmno5210

n Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway Appliance - Provider and Appliance Configuration at 
https://via.vmw.com/tchzmno5211

n Deploying Horizon Edge Appliance from OVA at https://via.vmw.com/tchzmno5212

The full titles are provided above to assist in searching for the videos in case there are issues 
with the links.

Before performing these steps in the console, verify that you or your IT team have completed 
the following listed items.

n Review the Chapter 2 Requirements Checklist for Deploying a Horizon 8 Edge and ensure 
that those requirements are fulfilled.
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n Review the preparatory items described in the hyperlinked pages within the page 
Chapter 4 Horizon 8 Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy and ensure that 
those items are completed.

n Determine the fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) that you will use for the deployed 
Horizon 8 Edge Gateway appliance. The UI wizard asks you to input that FQDN.

n If the Horizon Connection Server involved in this Horizon Edge has a self-signed 
certificate, ensure you know the certificate fingerprint for the wizard's verification step.

Procedure

1 Start the console's Add Horizon Edge wizard.

The console makes the Add Horizon Edge wizard available from various entry points. Your 
starting point in the console for this step typically depends on whether your environment 
is greenfield or it has existing deployments of Horizon Edge for Horizon 8 or for Microsoft 
Azure.

No Horizon Edges yet - start from the console's Horizon Edge card

If your environment has zero Horizon Edges, you usually start the wizard by clicking START 
DEPLOYMENT.

The following screenshot illustrates this Horizon Edge card.

No Horizon Edges - alternatively, start from the console's Capacity page

If there are no Horizon Edges deployed in the environment yet, the Capacity page contains 
text and a Start menu. In this scenario, you can start the wizard by navigating to Resources > 
Capacity and clicking Start > Horizon Cloud Service.

At least one Horizon Edge - start from the console's Capacity page
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If there is at least one Horizon Edge deployed in the environment yet, the Capacity page 
contains a grid that lists the existing Horizon Edges. In this scenario, you can start the wizard 
navigating to Resources > Capacity and clicking Add > Horizon 8.

After using one of those three methods to start the wizard, the console displays Add Horizon 
Edge, starting at the wizard's step 1.

Follow the on-screen guidance to complete each wizard step.

2 Add a unique Horizon Edge Name and an optional description.
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3 Use Location to specify a location for this deployment, typically the geographic location 
closest to the capacity provider's location.

As of this writing, the provider type defaults to Private data center. As of this writing, a 
vSphere environment is the currently supported environment for the Horizon Edge Gateway 
appliance.

4 For the Horizon Edge Gateway FQDN, enter the FQDN that you determined you will use for 
the Horizon Edge Gateway appliance.

Important   As soon as you have the IP address for the appliance when it is deployed in 
your vSphere environment, you must register a DNS record in your DNS server to map the IP 
address to this Horizon Edge Gateway FQDN that you input here. For an illustration of what 
to do, review the Tech Zone video Deploy Edge Gateway - DNS Configuration.

After you input the FQDN, the system begins saving the information that you entered into the 
wizard up to this point. The system registers a Horizon Edge record in the system's records.

Important   Even though an on-screen message appears that implies the Horizon Edge is 
created, that message refers to creation of the system record for this Horizon Edge. The 
end-to-end deployment is still incomplete until you download the Horizon Edge Gateway 
appliance binary, use that binary to deploy the Horizon Edge Gateway appliance into your 
vSphere environment, complete pairing of that appliance with the cloud control plane, and 
provide details of the Horizon Connection Server.

5 In the appliance download step, use Download to get the Horizon Edge Gateway appliance 
binary.

Save the downloaded binary to a location from which you will deploy it into the vSphere 
environment.

Note   As of this writing, this binary's size is over 4 GB.

As noted in the Tech Zone video, an alternative is to right-click the button, copy the URL, 
and use that URL in the vCenter Deploy OVF Template UI's URL field. Review the Deploying 
Horizon Edge Appliance from OVA video for details about using this URL method.
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6 When you have obtained either the binary file or the URL to use in the Deploy OVF Template 
UI, click Next in this wizard to see the system-generated pairing code and copy it.

Attention   This pairing code is very important to a successful end-to-end process. You must 
use this pairing code within the Deploy OVF Template UI when you deploy the appliance. 
The Deploy OVF Template UI uses a different label for this code (Connection String in the 
Deploy OVF Template UI)

The following screenshot illustrates this wizard step and location of the pairing code and 
pairing status.

7 Copy the pairing code and save it to a location where you can copy and paste it when you 
are deploying the appliance with the Deploy OVF Template UI.

Caution   You must use the copy icon because the console does not display the full 
pairing code string. The code string is longer than what the console displays and so simply 
highlighting the displayed text and copying that will fail to get the complete code string.

The following screenshot is an illustration of how to copy the pairing code. On hover, the 
copy icon appears.
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8 Read the on-screen guidance about deploying the appliance into your vSphere environment, 
and then take the steps in that environment to deploy the appliance using the Deploy OVF 
Template UI. Keep this Add Horizon Edge wizard open in your browser while you complete 
those steps because you will return to this wizard to check if the pairing is successful.

For the step-by-step illustration of deploying the Horizon Edge Gateway appliance using the 
Deploy OVF Template UI, see the Tech Zone video Deploy Horizon Edge Appliance from 
OVA.

Attention   In the Deploy OVF Template UI's Customize template step, in the field 
Connection String, you must enter the Pairing Code string that you copied in the preceding 
step, from the Add Horizon Edge wizard.

Even though at the time of this writing you might see that the on-screen text indicates the 
Connection String field is optional, be aware that entering the pairing code is a critical key to 
a successful Horizon Edge Gateway appliance deployment.

This screenshot below illustrates the location of the Connection String field into which to 
copy the Pairing Code string that you copied from the Horizon Universal Console Add 
Horizon Edge wizard.

Note   This screenshot reflects the state of the UI at the time of this writing (March 30, 2023) 
for appliance OVA build 19666316. The red X is added to indicate the incorrect UI guidance.

The OVF tool's UI Ready to complete step will display the properties that you entered into 
the Customize template step.

Verify that the full pairing code string that you copied from the Horizon Universal Console is 
reflected in this set of properties.
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The following screenshot illustrates a sample of the properties. The green arrow points to the 
entered pairing code string. Some values are redacted for privacy.

Note   POD Network and Service Network are internal values used by the appliance's internal 
Kubernetes cluster. Leave those values at their defaults.

9 After the OVF is deployed, power on in the appliance.

When you see the appliance powered up and running, return to the Add Horizon Edge 
wizard in the Horizon Universal Console and click Refresh for Pairing Status.

Note   It might take several minutes for the system to communicate the status from the 
deployed appliance to the cloud control plane.

If you entered the correct copied pairing code into the OVA deployment UI, powered up the 
appliance, fulfilled the DNS record requirements and all of the prerequisites stated at the top 
of this documentation page, the system should reflect a successful pairing. On refresh, the 
displayed Pairing Status would change to Pairing Successful.

The following screenshot illustrates a successful pairing.
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10 Click Next to advance to input the Horizon Connection Server information.

11 Complete the fields for the Connection Server information and click Finish.

The page prompts you for the Connection Server URL, Domain, Username, and Password 
for your Horizon Connection Server Administrator account.

The following screenshot illustrates the fields filled out. Some values are redacted for privacy.

12 Click Finish.

If the system detects that the Horizon Connection Server has a self-signed certificate, a box 
appears asking you to confirm the certificate details. Review and confirm as appropriate for 
your situation.
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Results

If all is successful, the console closes the wizard UI and displays the details page for this newly 
added Horizon Edge.

Note   Depending on network traffic, the system might take a minute to complete updating the 
connectivity status indicators in the details page.

The following screenshot illustrates an example of the details page with a successfully connected 
Horizon 8 pod as the capacity provider. Some values are redacted for privacy.

What to do next

Ensure you have registered a DNS record in your DNS server to map the deployed appliance's IP 
address to the Horizon Edge Gateway FQDN that you input into the wizard. For an illustration of 
what to do, review the Tech Zone video Deploy Edge Gateway - DNS Configuration

Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge

This documentation page describes the Horizon Universal Console Add Horizon Edge workflow 
steps which are used to deploy a Horizon Edge into your Microsoft Azure subscription.
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The Horizon Edge is a thin-edge cloud infrastructure. For Microsoft Azure deployments, the 
Azure subscription is the provider.

After your environment is configured with at least one Active Directory domain and an identity 
provider, the console makes this Add Horizon Edge workflow available.

Prerequisites

Before doing these steps in the console, you must verify that your or your IT team have 
completed the following listed items.

Important   As you select items in the console UI, the system will attempt to confirm that specific 
items are in place, and if those requirements are unfulfilled, you will be blocked from completing 
the UI steps.

For example, if the selected NAT gateway in Cluster outbound type is not connected to the 
selected Management Subnet, when you click Deploy, the UI will display a message and prevent 
further progress. At that point, you'll have to back out of the wizard, complete that requirement 
to connect the NAT gateway with the management subnet, and restart the wizard from the 
beginning.

n Review the Requirements Checklist for Deploying a Microsoft Edge and ensure that those 
requirements are fulfilled.

n Review the preparatory items described in the hyperlinked pages within the page Microsoft 
Azure Deployments, Horizon Edge - Preparing to Deploy and ensure that those items are 
completed.

n Verify you have the Azure subscription information, network information, FQDNs, and such 
items so that you can specify those in the wizard's fields and lists.

n Decide whether you want this Horizon Edge's primary provider to be dedicated to the 
Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway instances, or if you want the primary 
provider to also deliver the end-user desktops and applications.

Note   If you want the primary provider dedicated to this Horizon Edge's gateway appliances, 
you'll need the Azure subscription information for the wizard's step of specifying a secondary 
provider for the desktops and applications.

Procedure

1 Start the console's Add Horizon Edge wizard.

The console makes the Add Horizon Edge wizard available from various entry points. Your 
starting point in the console for this step typically depends on whether your environment 
is greenfield or it has existing deployments of Horizon Edge for Horizon 8 or for Microsoft 
Azure.

No Horizon Edges yet - start from the console's Horizon Edge card
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If your environment has zero Horizon Edges, you usually start the wizard by clicking START 
DEPLOYMENT.

The following screenshot illustrates this Horizon Edge card.

No Horizon Edges - alternatively, start from the console's Capacity page

If there are no Horizon Edges deployed in the environment yet, the Capacity page contains 
text and a Start menu. In this scenario, you can start the wizard by navigating to Resources > 
Capacity and clicking Start > Horizon Cloud Service.

At least one Horizon Edge - start from the console's Capacity page

If there is at least one Horizon Edge deployed in the environment yet, the Capacity page 
contains a grid that lists the existing Horizon Edges. In this scenario, you can start the wizard 
navigating to Resources > Capacity and clicking Add > Horizon Cloud Service.

After using one of those three methods to start the wizard, the console displays Add Horizon 
Edge, starting at the wizard's step 1.
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2 In the General Information section, add a unique Horizon Edge Name.

3 In the Primary Provider section, select Add New in the Azure Subscription field to add a new 
subscription and a unique Provider Name.

4 Add your Microsoft Azure subscription ID from the Microsoft Azure Portal in the Subscription 
ID field.

5 In the Azure Cloud Type field, select the Microsoft Azure Cloud type associated with your 
Microsoft Azure subscription from the drop-down menu.

6 Select the Azure Region from the available regions in the drop-down menu.

7 In the Directory ID field, add the Directory ID from your Microsoft Azure Portal.

8 In the Service Principal sub-section, add the Application ID and Application Key created in 
the Microsoft Azure portal.

9 Select the checkbox to dedicate the primary provider to the deployment of Horizon gateway 
appliances: Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway.

If not selected, the provider will also deliver desktops and applications.

10 Optionally, you can add a name and value pair for up to 10 Azure Resource Tags.

11 You can also add up to four Additional Service Principals.

12 You can also add up to three unique Secondary Providers and five unique service principals 
per provider, for a maximum total Horizon Edge capacity of 20,000 VMs.

13 In the Networks section, Select Tenant (desktop) subnets for the Primary Provider and the 
Secondary Providers.

You can select the subnets at a later stage. However, you can't deploy any resources into a 
provider until you select at least one subnet.
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14 In the Site section select Add New from the drop-down menu in the Site field and add the 
Site Name.

15 In the Connectivity section, select the type of network connection from Microsoft Azure 
Private Link and Internet to establish for your Horizon Edge.

For more information about this requirement, see Microsoft Azure Subscription 
Requirements .

16 In the Horizon Edge Gateway section, select Cluster Outbound Type from NAT gateway and 
User defined routes.

The default selection is NAT gateway. If you select NAT gateway, then a NAT gateway 
must be associated to the management subnet. If you select User defined routes, then a 
route table must be attached to the management subnet with default route pointing to an 
NVA. For more information, see Network Requirements. Also, the required ports and urls 
must be reachable, else AKS edge deployment might fail. For more information, see Make 
Appropriate Ports and URLs Reachable to Deploy a Horizon Edge Gateway in a Microsoft 
Azure Environment.

AKS adds entries to the route table on the management subnet for internal routing of 
Kubernetes pods. Do not remove the entries.

Cluster Outbound Type cannot be edited after the Horizon edge creation.

17 In the Edge Gateway section, select the User assigned managed identity that has the 
required roles.

For more information on User assigned managed identity, see Chapter 3 Requirements 
Checklist for Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge.

18 Ensure that the Enable High Availability toggle button is activated.

This option is activated by default. For production usages, ensure that the toggle is always 
activated.

This option should be deactivated only for proof-of-concept or trial usages. If you create a 
Horizon Edge with this option deactivated, you can later edit the Horizon Edge deployment 
and activate this option again. However, you cannot do the opposite. Therefore, you cannot 
create a Horizon Edge with this option activated and deactivate it later.

19 In the Virtual Network sub-section, select a virtual network for your site.

The virtual networks available are determined by the previously selected Microsoft Azure 
region. To create a new virtual network, go to the Microsoft Azure portal.

20 Select the Management Subnet to use for Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access 
Gateway instances.

Ensure that the Management subnet selected is configured with a NAT gateway because a 
Horizon Edge using an AKS cluster needs a NAT Gateway for outbound connectivity.

Caution   Ensure that the selected Management subnet is not used by another AKS cluster. 
See Network Requirements.
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21 In the Service CIDR text box, enter the IP address range for this CIDR.

Provide a minimum of /27 range. Ensure that this CIDR range is not be used by any network 
element on or connected to the Management Subnet’s virtual network. Ensure that this CIDR 
range does not conflict with other important IP addresses, such as the DNS server IP, AD 
server IP or Unified Access Gateway IP addresses.

22 In the Pod CIDR text box, enter the IP address range for this CIDR.

Provide a minimum of /21 range. Ensure that this CIDR range is not used by any network 
element on or connected to the Management Subnet’s virtual network. Ensure that this CIDR 
range does not conflict with other important IP addresses, such as the DNS server IP, AD 
server IP or Unified Access Gateway IP addresses.

23 In the Docker Bridge CIDR text box, enter the IP address range for this CIDR.

Provide a minimum of /26 range.

You must pick an address space that does not collide with the rest of the CIDRs on the virtual 
network for your site, including the service CIDR and Pod CIDR.

24 In the DNS section, enter the Edge Services FQDN that should resolve to the Horizon Edge 
Load balancer IP address.

Create a DNS record which resolves the FQDN to the load balancer IP address of the Horizon 
Edge Gateway once the deployment is completed.

25 Optionally, you can activate SSO by sliding the toggle Use SSO and selecting an SSO 
configuration from the drop-down menu.

26 Click Deploy to activate the Horizon Edge creation process.

27 In the Unified Access Gateway section, select the Access Type.

Three options are available:

n Internal - if you want to reach your VMs via intranet (internal corporate network) only. A 
layer 4 load balancer will be deployed with a frontend in the Desktop network.

n External - if you want to reach your VMs via the Internet. A layer 4 load balancer will be 
deployed with a public IP.

n Internal and External - allow both internal and external access.

Note   For all the three options, outbound Internet access to *.horizon.vmware.com is still 
required. See Unified Access Gateway Requirements. When Allow Internal Access Over a 
Corporate Network is the Unified Access Gateway Access Type, either user defined routing 
or NAT Gateway can be applied to the Management subnet to allow outbound traffic. When 
the Unified Access Gateway Access Type is configured externally with a DMZ network, 
external access to *.horizon.vmware.com must be configured on the DMZ network.

28 For the Certificate Type field select between PEM and PFX from the drop-down menu.
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29 In the Certificate field, upload the certificate that allows clients to trust connections to the 
Unified Access Gateway in Microsoft Azure.

30 Select the VM Model from the available VM models from the menu..

31 Add a value in the UAG VMs field.

32 Click Save.

33 On the Getting Started Completed tile, click Continue to navigate to the Horizon Universal 
Console Home page.

What to do next

After you complete this procedure, you must create DNS records that match the FQDNs on the 
Unified Access Gateway and Horizon Edge Gateway and instances. See Configure Required DNS 
Records After Deploying Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway.

Note   After you complete the Horizon Cloud deployment and entitle desktops or applications to 
end users, be aware of how the following Unified Access Gateway behavior affects and benefits 
end users using Horizon HTML Access (the web client).

For Unified Access Gateway 2203.1 or later, if a Unified Access Gateway instance goes into 
maintenance mode or enters an unhealthy state and becomes inaccessible, ongoing sessions 
for end users using Horizon HTML Access will reconnect to a healthy Unified Access Gateway 
instance. The reconnection period can take a couple of minutes.

Edit Horizon Edge and Unified Access Gateway

After you deploy Horizon Edge and Unified Access Gateway you can edit some of the fields but 
most of the fields can not be changed.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 Click Horizon Edges on the Horizon Edges tile.

3 On the Capacity page, select the Horizon Edge that you want to edit and click Edit.

4 You can Edit the Name and Description of the Horizon Edge in the General Information 
section. Click Next.

5 Select the check box to dedicate the primary provider to the deployment of Horizon gateway 
appliances: Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway.

If the check box is not selected, the provider also delivers desktops and applications.

6 Optionally, you can add a name and value pair for up to 10 Azure Resource Tags.

7 You can also add up to four Additional Service Principals.

8 You can also add up to three unique Secondary Providers and five unique service principals 
per provider, for a maximum total Horizon Edge capacity of 20,000 VMs. Click Next.
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9 In the Networks section, Select or Edit tenant (desktop) subnets for the Primary Provider 
and the Secondary Providers. Click Next.

You can select the subnets at a later stage. However, you will not be able to deploy any 
resources into a provider until you select at at least one subnet.

10 Select the Site, or Add New site.

11 If you add a new site, enter Site name. Optionally, add Description. Click Next.

12 Click Next for Connectivity and Horizon Edge Gateway.

13 You can select the toggle to route outbound requests to the Internet through a proxy server.

If you are enabling the option, Use proxy settings from autopopulated from the selected 
Horizon Edge, add a Proxy name, Proxy host, Proxy port, and upload the Proxy certificate.

14 Click Save.

Configure Required DNS Records After Deploying Horizon 
Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway

After you deploy your Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway instances, create 
DNS records that match the FQDNs on the Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway 
instances.

Note   You need the Horizon Edge Gateway FQDN for Horizon Agent to monitor and collect 
agent logs.

Perform this task after you deploy the Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway 
instances. See Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge.

Note   If you have more than one Unified Access Gateway cluster, configure the DNS server for 
all non-peered VNets.

Configuring the DNS server for all non-peered VNets also applies in the future if you create more 
pool groups where you must specify the subnet.

Prerequisites

Obtain the following IP addresses and FQDNs using the Horizon Universal Console. For example, 
select Resources > Capacity, click the name of the Horizon Edge Gateway instance you want to 
configure, and note the corresponding IP addresses and FQDNs as follows.

n In the Horizon Edge Gateway section, obtain the load balancer IP address and the FQDN 
associated with the Horizon Edge Gateway instance.

Label Description

Load Balancer IP The IP address of the load balancer you use for your 
deployment of Horizon Edge using an AKS cluster

FQDN The FQDN of the Horizon Edge Gateway instance
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n In the Unified Access Gateway section, obtain the load balancer IP addresses and the FQDN 
associated with the Unified Access Gateway instance.

The list includes labels for the load balancer type or types you configured when you 
deployed the Horizon Edge Gateway instance. If you configured both an internal and external 
load balancer, the corresponding load-balancer related labels appear in the Unified Access 
Gateway section.

Label Description

Load Balancer IP Public (external) load balancer IP address

Private Load Balancer IP Internal load balancer IP address

FQDN The FQDN of the Unified Access Gateway instances.

This FQDN can be used for both internal and external 
load balancer IP addresses.

Procedure

u For Horizon Edge Gateway, create a DNS record and use the FQDN to point to the load 
balancer IP address of the Horizon Edge Gateway instance.

This FQDN must be resolvable from desktop VMs.

u For Unified Access Gateway, perform the appropriate step that follows, depending on your 
load-balancer configuration.

Option Description

If you selected External access over 
the internet

Create a DNS record and use the FQDN to point to the public IP address of 
the external load balancer in the Unified Access Gateway configuration.

If you selected Internal access over a 
corporate network

Create a DNS record and use the FQDN to point to the private IP address of 
the internal load balancer in the Unified Access Gateway configuration.

This private load balancer IP address is in the desktop (tenant) subnet you 
selected while deploying the Unified Access Gateway cluster.

If you selected Internal and external 
access

In your internal DNS, map the Unified Access Gateway FQDN to the private 
IP address of the internal load balancer.

Also, in your external DNS, map the Unified Access Gateway FQDN to the 
public IP address of the external load balancer.

 

Horizon Edge Details

After you add one or more Horizon Edges, you can use the Horizon Universal Console to 
navigate to the Horizon Edges page, where you can view general data on a list of Horizon Edges. 
You can also click the name of a specific Horizon Edge to view detailed information about that 
specific Horizon Edge.
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To View the List of Deployed Horizon Edges and Perform Actions on 
a Specific Horizon Edge

The Horizon Edges page provides basic information about each Horizon Edge in your 
deployment. The page also enables you to add, edit and delete Horizon Edges.

To view the Horizon Edges page, select Resources > Capacity.

The Horizon Edges page displays a table of your Horizon Edges.

Tip  
n You can change the way the page presents your Horizon Edges by using one of the many 

filters available in the table-column headings, such as Name, Status, and Horizon Edge 
Gateway, among others.

n The Status column displays the deployment status of each Horizon Edge.

n The Horizon Edge Gateway column displays the status of each Horizon Edge Gateway.

n The Unified Access Gateway column displays the status of the Unified Access Gateway 
associated with each Horizon Edge Gateway.

n The Source column lists the provider type of each Horizon Edge. For example, “Microsoft 
Azure” is for a Microsoft Azure Edge and “Private data center” is for Horizon 8 Edge. The 
provider types that can appear in the Source column depend on the type of license you have 
and the type of Horizon Edge you previously deployed.

To View Details and Perform Actions on a Specific Horizon Edge

To view data about or perform actions (such as editing or deleting) on a specific Horizon Edge, 
click the name of the Horizon Edge on the Horizon Edges page.
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The details page for a specific Horizon Edge provides a variety of information related to the 
Horizon Edge, including information about the provider, Unified Access Gateway, Horizon Edge 
Gateway, and more. However, the information available on the details page differs significantly 
depending on if the Horizon Edge is deployed in a Microsoft Azure environment or deployed in a 
Horizon 8 environment.

A significant difference on the details page of a Microsoft Azure Edge and a Horizon 8 Edge 
is that a Horizon 8 Edge includes a Summary tab and a Infrastructure Monitoring tab. For a 
Microsoft Azure Edge, the details page provides summary information directly on the page, but 
does not include infrastructure monitoring information at this time.

The following screenshots display a portion of the Horizon Edge details page of the different 
Horizon Edge types.

Figure 10-1. Microsoft Azure Edge

Figure 10-2. Horizon 8 Edge
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For a Horizon 8 Edge, on the Summary page, you can add UAGs for monitoring by performing 
the following steps.

1 In the United Access Gateway section, click Add United Access gateways for monitoring.

2 On the United Access Gateways page, in the Load Balancer section, add a Name and FQDN 
or IP address, and click Save.

3 In the Gateways section, you can add and save load balancer information to add the 
gateways. Click Add to Add Unified Access Gateway.

4 Add a Name, FQDN or IP address, Username, and Password for the United Access Gateway.

A CA signed certificate needs to be added and uploaded to this UAG. This certificate needs 
to be resolved to the FQDN of the UAG.

5 Click Save.

After you complete the preceding task, you can monitor the UAG you just added from 
the Infrastructure Monitoring tab. For more information about the data presented on the 
Infrastructure Monitoring tab available for a Horizon 8 Edge, see Monitoring the Infrastructure 
Data of Horizon Edge Gateway and Unified Access Gateway in a Horizon 8 Environment.

Retry Horizon Edge Deployment

If your Horizon Edge deployment fails, you can retry it without the need to delete and create a 
new Horizon Edge Deployment.

Procedure

1 On the Home page, click Horizon Edges on the Horizon Edges tile.

2 On the Capacity page, click the signpost on Create Failed for Horizon Edge Gateway to view 
the errors.

3 Resolve the errors and click Retry to retry the edge deployment.

4 Click View Logs to view the Activity Log.

5 Click View All to view the list of errors.

If the Retry fails then a notification is displayed on the Capacity page that shows the reason 
for failure.

Retry Unified Access Gateway Deployment

If your Unified Access Gateway deployment fails, you can retry it without the need to delete and 
create a new Unified Access Gateway.
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Your Unified Access Gateway deployment can fail because of inaccurate networking information. 
You have the opportunity to re-enter the networking information, such as the Virtual Network, 
VM Subnet, Management Subnet, DMZ Subnet information and retry the Unified Access 
Gateway. The Horizon Universal Console provides a few ways to retry the Unified Access 
Gateway besides the method described in the procedure that follows. For example, from the 
Home page, when you select Horizon Edges and click the name of a Horizon Edge that displays 
Failed as its status in the Unified Access Gateway column, you can scroll down that Horizon Edge 
details page to the Unified Access Gateway section. In that Unified Access Gateway section, you 
also have the option of clicking Retry to retry the Unified Access Gateway deployment.

Procedure

1 Log into VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen and click Horizon Edges.

2 Click the signpost for the Failed Unified Access Gateway.

3 Click View All to view the complete list of errors.

The View All button displays if there are more than two errors.

4 Click Retry.

The Edit Unified Access Gateway dialog box opens.
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5 Edit the appropriate value or values in the Networking section that caused the deployment of 
the Unified Access Gateway to fail and click Save.

6 If you choose to navigate to the Activity Log page, click View Logs.

Horizon Edge Maintenance and Updates

This documentation page describes key things to know about the maintenance of the VMware 
software components that comprise the deployed Horizon Edge.
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When an update is upcoming, VMware sends a notification email to you. Typically, this occurs 
7 days before a regular update and 1-2 days before an emergency update. Delays to upgrades 
could result in your Horizon Cloud Service running an unsupported software version.

You also receive notifications by email when each phase of the update process starts, completes, 
is rescheduled, or is canceled. To ensure that you receive these notifications, ensure that 
donotreply@vmware.com is added to your email allow list.

The UAG and clusters will be upgraded on a rolling basis. To view the information related to 
maintenance in your Horizon Universal Console, select Resources > Capacity > Maintenance.

If the scheduled maintenance timing does not work for you, contact support, by clicking the 
Contact Support button on the Maintenance page to reschedule.
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Managing Horizon Images from 
the Cloud 11
Image management is fundamental to Horizon desktop and server entitlements. This 
documentation page introduces the Horizon Image Management Service. This page also 
describes requirements specific to using Horizon Image Management Service.

You use this service to create, customize, and publish image versions for desktop and server 
entitlements across your cloud-managed edge deployments.

The Horizon work flow depends upon the prompt administration of the system images. The 
system images power up the virtual machines, which provision entitlements to end users. To 
manage system images, every image customization needs the administrator to add and publish 
new versions of an image, and update the associated entitlements individually.

Horizon Image Management Service simplifies and streamlines this process by offering the 
following features and benefits across your cloud-managed edge deployments.

n Centralized image catalogs, listing the images with their versions and copies across edges.

n Easy-to-use guided steps to publish an image.

n Entitlements on different cloud-connected edges and sites, which can easily and consistently 
use the same image version managed by the image service.

n Simplified image conversioning to control and track customizations.

Important Terminology

To understand image management, you need to understand the terms like image, version, and 

copy. An image broadly categorizes the Operating System and the Virtual Machine Model. Each 

version under this image is a numbered version that is designed for different sets of software on 

the image and is in the format major.minor.patch . A copy of each image version is a concrete 

instance for each edge. For example, an image named Game can have a version 1.1.0 in the 

format major.minor.patch and an image copy Game 1.1.0 on various edges like Edge-1, Edge-2, 

Edge-3, and so on.

Once an image version and its copies are created, they are treated as unchangeable. If any more 
changes are needed, they must be made on the minor or major versions, if the content is distinct 
from the source image.
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Requirements and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon 
Image Management Service with Deployments of Horizon 
Edge in Microsoft Azure

This section describes requirements and considerations to be aware of as you use Horizon Image 
Management Service with deployments involving Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

For overall Horizon Edge deployment requirements, see Chapter 3 Requirements Checklist for 
Deploying a Microsoft Azure Edge.

For the Horizon Image Management Service operations to work successfully and be supported 
with your deployments, those deployments must adhere to the following requirements

If your deployments do not continue to meet these requirements, unexpected results might 
occur and the image management operations might fail. The publishing operation is especially 
sensitive to these requirements.

Microsoft Azure quota requirements

Your Microsoft Azure subscriptions must have enough quota for the VM models you plan to 
select for image management operations. For the recommended model types to use for the 
image base VM, see the requirements checklist's Image Management System Requirements.

Service principal requirements

As described in Create a Service Principal for the Microsoft Azure Subscription, the service 
uses API calls to work with resources in your Microsoft Azure subscriptions. To have 
successful operations, for as long as the service principals are registered for use with 
VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen, you must ensure that they:

n Continue to meet the requirements described in that page.

n Are not expired and do not reach their expiration date.

n Remain in the Azure Portal and are not deleted.

Known limitations of Horizon Image Management Service

Service known limitations are described in the Known Limitations section of the VMware 
Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen Release Notes. Look for the Images section there.

For example, such limitations might include scenarios and use cases that are currently 
unsupported.

Known issues of Horizon Image Management Service

Service known issues are described in the Known Issues section of the VMware Horizon 
Cloud Service - next-gen Release Notes.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Add an Image
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n Verifying Image Details Before Publishing

n Publishing an Image

n Delete an Image 

n Publishing a Failed Image with Unrecoverable Errors

n Scan Applications into Remote Desktops

n Validate a Published Image

n Revalidate an Image Failed During Validation

n Clone an Image

n Clone an Image Version

n Add Version to an Existing Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery Image

n Add Version to an Existing Image with Microsoft Azure Custom VM

n Edit an Image Version

n Republishing Image Versions

Add an Image

You can add and manage images sourced from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace and Microsoft 
Azure Compute Gallery, by using the Horizon Image Management Service.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Prerequisites

n Decide on the VM model to use for the image. For VM model requirements, see Image 
Management System Requirements.

n The Unified Access Gateway and Horizon Edge gateway are in a Ready state.

n Verify that your subscriptions provide for adequate CPU cores quota for the model you plan 
to select for the base VM. For the supported model types, see Image Management System 
Requirements.

n Tenant (desktop) subnets allow a sufficient number of IP addresses.

n For Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) access for the base VM customization, verify 
that you have a required number of public IP addresses provisioned.

n softwareupdate.vmware.com should be resolvable and reachable from the management and 

tenant (desktop) subnets using the 443 port over TCP protocol for downloading agent-

related software used in the system image-creation operations. For more information, see 
Horizon Cloud Port and Protocol Requirements for Your Horizon Cloud Deployment in 
Microsoft Azure.
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n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

Procedure

1 On the Home page click Images on the Images tile to navigate to the Images page.

2 On the Images page, click Add to navigate to the Add Image page.

3 In the General Information section, add a unique Image Name and click Next.

The image version is automatically appended to the name with dashes to create the image 
copy name (Image-1-0, Image-1-100).

4 You can add a Description of the image.

5 In the Markers field, you can add new markers. Give unique names to the markers. New 
markers are saved when the image is saved.

Though Markers are optional, you cannot use an image for Pool creation if no markers are 
associated.

6 In the Image Source section, select a source option.

Add an Image from Microsoft Azure Marketplace

You can add and manage images sourced from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Procedure

1 On the Home page click Images on the Images tile to navigate to the Images page.

2 On the Images page, click Add to navigate to the Add Image page.

3 In the General Information, add a unique Image Name and click Next.

The image version is automatically appended to the name with dashes to create the image 
copy name (Image-1-0, Image-1-100).

4 You can add a Description of the image.

5 In the Markers field, you can add new markers. Give unique names to the markers. New 
markers are saved when the image is saved.

6 In the Image Source section, select Microsoft Azure Marketplace and click Next.

7 In the Destination sub-section, select the Site, Horizon Edge, and Provider.
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8 In the VM details subsection, select the OS, Generation Type, VM Model Type, and VM 
Model.

Note  
n Microsoft Azure generation 1 and 2 VMs are supported. If you select V1, pools can be 

provisioned only with V1 generation models.

n If the OS does not support a specific generation type, a supported generation type is 
selected by default.

n Your selections for the Generation Type and the VM Model Type act as a filter and 
determine which VM models are available in the VM Model drop-down menu.

9 In the Network subsection, you can enable the Public IP by sliding the toggle to access the 
image through a Remote Desktop Protocol connection, then Select Network.

To customize and optimize images, you need a VM created from the image running on an 
appropriate network to log in. Therefore, you must provide appropriate VNet, Subnet, and 
public IP that have sufficient quota on resources.

10 In the Admin credentials for VM sub-section, add a Username and Password for the 
local admin account to access the image's operating system, and to use during the image 
customization process.

11 Select the check box for Windows license with Software Assurance and click Add.

Adding an image from Microsoft Azure Marketplace brings it to a state of unpublished and 
ready to be customized. The image can be used by pools only after publishing.

Add an Image from Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery

You can add and manage images sourced from Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery, by using the 
Horizon Image Management Service.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Procedure

1 On the Home page click Images on the Images tile to navigate to the Images page.

2 On the Images page, click Add to navigate to the Add Image page.

3 In the General Information, add a unique Image Name and click Next.

The image version is automatically appended to the name with dashes to create the image 
copy name (Image-1-0, Image-1-100).

4 You can add a Description of the image.

5 In the Markers field, you can add new markers. Give unique names to the markers. New 
markers are saved when the image is saved.
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6 In the Image Source section, select Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery and click Next.

7 In the Destination sub-section, select the Site and Horizon Edge.

8 In the Source image version details sub-section, add the Microsoft Azure AD Tenant ID from 
the Microsoft Azure portal. Add the Resource ID obtained from the Microsoft Azure portal by 
clicking on the JSON View link located on image version of the image definition. If image was 
published using Horizon Universal Console, this ID can be obtained in console from Location 
Path column of Image Copies grid on image version details page.

Ensure that the primary provider of selected destination Horizon Edge has Microsoft Azure 
RBAC read access to the source image or resource group containing the image. Also, ensure 
that the source image is already published with the Horizon agent.

9 Select Copy from source for image for Image Attributes to use the attributes from the 
source image version.

If you are supported by a VMware Managed Services Provider (MSP), then you can copy 

the image from the MSP Organization’s provider to your provider. This process leverages 
a published source image in the Horizon catalog corresponding to an external organization 
(MSP) other than your own organization. The MSP provides a complete image including the 
details of the application residing in the server or multi-session image.

When you select Copy from source for image, specify the Organization ID that shared or 
published the image originally.

Override allows you to configure the attributes. Override option is applicable when you want 
to copy a source image that is not in your Horizon catalog. For example, an image from an 
external subscription that is readable by the Horizon provider’s subscription.

When you import an external image, make sure that the source image has the latest Horizon 
agent installed, or else the VMs that are created as part of desktop/server pools on this 
image might encounter an error.

Make sure that the publisher, offer, and SKU of the Microsoft Azure Marketplace Image used 
for source image creation is set in Image definition under source Azure Compute Gallery. 
Publisher, offer, and SKU values must match the existing list of supported images listed when 
importing a new Azure Marketplace Image.

Source image is an already published image that is generalized with the necessary agent and 
software. Thus, a copy of the same image into customer organization can be directly used 
by pools. It could also be re-published to other subscriptions or regions. Your provider must 
have appropriate RBAC access to the source image.

When you select Override, specify the OS of the source image. If the OS does not support a 
specific generation type, a supported generation type is selected by default.

10 If selectable, select a Generation Type option.

Note   Microsoft Azure generation 1 and 2 VMs are supported. If you select V1, pools can be 
provisioned only with V1 generation models.
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11 In the VM details sub-section select VM Model Type and VM Model.

Note   Your selections for the Generation Type and the VM Model Type act as a filter and 
determine which VM models are available in the VM Model drop-down menu.

12 In the Admin credentials for VM sub-section, add a Username and Password for the 
local admin account to access the image's operating system, and to use during the image 
conversion process.

13 Select the check box for Windows license with Software Assurance and click Add.

Add an Image with Microsoft Azure Custom VM

You can add and manage images from readily available Custom VM sourced from the Microsoft 
Azure Marketplace.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Prerequisites

n The Custom VM created in Microsoft Azure must be of a generation 1 or generation 2 VM 
Model type.

n For the resource group where Custom VM is created, you must first set up role-based access 
control (RBAC).

n The Target Provider region and the region where the Custom VM resides must be same.

Note   The selected custom VM converts out to a generalized image and cannot be re-used 
as a VM during the image publish workflow. It is recommended that you keep a back up of 
the VM.

Procedure

1 On the Home page click Images on the Images tile to navigate to the Images page.

2 On the Images page, click Add to navigate to the Add Image page.

3 In the General Information, add a unique Image Name and click Next.

The image version is automatically appended to the name with dashes to create the image 
copy name (Image-1-0, Image-1-100).

4 You can add a Description of the image.

5 In the Markers field, you can add new markers.

Give unique names to the markers. New markers are saved when the image is saved.

6 In the Image Source section, select Microsoft Azure Custom VM and click Next.

7 In the Destination sub-section, select the Site, Horizon Edge, and Provider.
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8 In the VM details select a VM.

All Custom VMs must be part of the populated Azure Resource Group

vmw-hcs-<ProviderInstance_Id>-base-vms. You can obtain the resource group name in 

Microsoft Azure portal on the VM details page.

Note   Pools can only be provisioned with the generation type of the selected VM.

9 Select the OS type of this Custom VM.

Select OS type of Custom VM accurately as you cannot verify it.

10 In the Admin credentials for VM sub-section, add a Username and Password for the 
local admin account to access the image's operating system, and to use during the image 
customization process.

Username cannot exceed 19 characters and cannot end in a period(.). Usernames prohibited 
by Microsoft Azure, such as "guest" or "administrator" cannot be used.

Passwords must be 12 to 123 characters and meet 3 of the following requirements: lowercase 
letter [a-z], uppercase letter [A-Z], number, special character (!@#$%/^&*). Passwords 
prohibited by Microsoft Azure, such as "Password1".

11 Select the check box for Windows license with Software Assurance and click Add.

Verifying Image Details Before Publishing

Before you publish images, verify that the image information is accurate.

Prerequisites

To ensure that images are seen through different subscriptions, you must first set up role-based 
access control (RBAC). For more information, see To Use a Custom Role for Horizon Cloud App 
Registration.

Procedure

1 Log in to Horizon Cloud Service.

2 Navigate to Resources > Images to view a list of images.

3 Click the image name link to view the Versions table that lists the image versions and status.

4 Verify the image details.

a Click the link for the image version you want to verify.

b Review the information for the Properties, Image Copies, Pools, Application Scan Pools, 
and Remote Applications.

Publishing an Image

After you add an image and verify its details you can publish the image.
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Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Prerequisites

Verify that the following tasks are complete before you continue:

n Domain registration is completed

n The Microsoft Azure Active Directory is connected to VMware Cloud.

n The Site is created successfully.

n The Unified Access Gateway and Edge gateway are ready.

n The image information is verified and the image is in the unpublished state.

n softwareupdate.vmware.com should be resolvable and reachable from the management and 

tenant (desktop) subnets using the 443 port over TCP protocol for downloading agent-

related software used in the system image-creation operations. For more information, see 
Horizon Cloud Port and Protocol Requirements for Your Horizon Cloud Deployment in 
Microsoft Azure.

n If GPU type VM Model is selected, make sure that NVIDIA GPU drivers are installed on the 
VM. For more information, see Install NVIDIA GPU drivers on N-series VMs running Windows.

n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

n If applicable, manually install Horizon Agent in the image.

Horizon Cloud automatically installs Horizon Agent during the publish workflow. However, if 
installing the agent before the publish workflow is necessary for your specific use case, see 
KB 91998. If you do manually install Horizon Agent, when you perform the procedure that 
follows, deselect the Install Horizon Agent toggle.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images tile to navigate to the Images 
page. Click an image that is Ready to Publish.

2 On the image details page, select the image Version, and click the dropdown Unpublished > 
Publish .

3 On the Publish Image page, you can slide the toggle to Optimize Windows Image.

This deactivates physical desktop features for more efficient VM performance and capacity 
utilization, and helps avoid Microsoft Windows Sysprep issues.

4 You can slide the toggle to Remove Windows Store apps, also known as AppX packages, 
and deactivates automatic app and Windows Store updates and downloads. This improves 
performance and helps avoid Microsoft Windows Sysprep issues.

5 You can slide the toggle to Enable Publish Error Recovery to create a backup VM for image 
recovery if an unrecoverable error occurs during the publishing process. Click Next.
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6 In the Destination section, select between Specific Horizon Edge to publish to specific 
horizon edges individually or a page at a time, and All Horizon Edges to publish the image to 
all Horizon Edges. Click Next.

7 If the image already has your preferred agents installed in it, deselect the Install Horizon 
Agent toggle.

Important   The Install Horizon Agent toggle is turned on by default because typically an 
image will not already have agents installed on it and you will have the publishing operation 
install the agents. However, if the image already has your preferred agents installed, ensure 
that you turn off this toggle. When this toggle is turned on and you click Publish, the system 
will run the agent installation process on the image as part of publishing the image. When the 
image already has agents installed in it and you have this toggle turned on and click Publish, 
operation conflicts can occur because the system will run the agent installation process on an 
image in which the agents are already installed.

8 Make selections for Horizon Agent Features and click Next.

9 In the Published Image Operations section, you can slide the toggle to Scan remote 
applications, only applicable to multi-session (Azure Virtual Desktop or RDSH) images. Also, 
you can slide the toggle to Validate published image, to validate the published image to 
ensure that errors do not occur when the image is used to provision the pools, where a 
system-generated pool is used to validate the image.

If you slide the toggle to Validate published image, the duration of the publishing process 
might increase.

10 If you enable Scan remote applications or Validate published image, then select a 
destination Virtual Network, which will be attached to the system-generated pool created 
from the image.. It should be same as tenant virtual network that you plan to use for creating 
pools in future.

11 Select Network for the published image operations. Click Publish.

Delete an Image

You can delete an image, if needed, during your image management process.

Prerequisites

n The Unified Access Gateway and Edge gateway are ready.

n The image is in an available, imported, or failed state.

Procedure

1 Log in to Horizon Universal Console.

2 Navigate to Resources > Images to view the list of images.

3 Click the link of the image name that you want to delete.
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4 Select the version to delete.

5 Click Delete.

6 In Delete Image Version, click Delete to start the deletion process.

This action will delete the image version from all associated sites. If this is the only version for 
this image, the associated parent image will also be deleted.

Publishing a Failed Image with Unrecoverable Errors

If an image fails with unrecoverable errors like sysprep or image validation errors, then you can 
publish it again from scratch.

Procedure

1 Log into VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen

2 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

3 On the Images page, click on the Failed image link to navigate to the image versions page.

4 On the image versions page, select the image and click Error > Publish to publsih the image 
again from scratch.

Publishing from scratch is only possible when Enable Publish Error Recovery and Validate 
published image are enabled during Publishing an Image.

Scan Applications into Remote Desktops

You can scan applications during your image management process.

Prerequisites

n The Edge gateway is ready.

n The image is published successfully.

n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click the image link to navigate to the image versions page.

3 Select the name of the image version to be scanned and click Published > Scan Applications

4 Select a network to trigger the scan.

5 Click Save to trigger scanning.
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Validate a Published Image

You can validate a published image during your image management process.

Prerequisites

n The Edge gateway is ready.

n The image is published successfully.

n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click the image link to navigate to the image versions page.

3 Select an image version to validate and click Published > Validate.

4 Select a network to use for image validation.

5 Click Save to trigger validation.

Revalidate an Image Failed During Validation

You can revalidate an image that previously failed during validation in your image management 
process.

Prerequisites

n The Edge gateway is ready.

n The image is published successfully.

n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click on the Failed image link to navigate to the image versions page.

3 Select the name of the image version to be validated and click Published > Validate.

4 Select Network to use for image validation. Click Save.

Clone an Image

When significant changes are made to the parent image, you clone an image version to create a 
new image from an existing published image version.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.
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With these steps, you create a new image version with an incremented version from major or 
minor available or partially available versions.

Prerequisites

n The image is imported and published.

n The selected image is available or partially available.

n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click an image link to copy the image version.

3 Select an image and click Copy > Copy as Image.

4 In the General Information section, add an Image Name and click Next.

5 In Network, select the network to use for the new VM of the copied image, and click Save.

Clone an Image Version

Cloning an image version creates an incremented version of the image which you can then 
publish as a regular version. When you have published these cloned images successfully to your 
chosen targets, then you can use those published clones to create pool groups.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Prerequisites

n The image is imported and published.

n The selected version is available or partially available.

n At least one virtual network and tenant (desktop) subnet is selected for the provider.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click on an image link to list the image versions.

3 Select an image and click Published > Copy as Image Version.

4 In the General Information section, select one of the following options and click Next.

n Select Major to upgrade the image, for example, for a different software. This increments 
the major part of the version number.
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n Select Minor to upgrade the image incrementally, for example, for patching or existing 
software upgrades. This increments the minor part of the version number.

Note   You can have up to nine versions of a major or minor upgrade image.

5 In the Network panel, select the network to use for the new VM of the copied image version, 
and click Save.

Add Version to an Existing Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery 
Image

You can add new versions into your existing Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery Images, without 
the need to clone a version. Only a similar type of Image can be added as Version of existing 
image.

Procedure

1 Click the Images tile on the Horizon Universal Console Home page.

2 On the Images page, click an Image Name that was added from the Microsoft Azure 
Compute Gallery, to navigate to the Image page.

3 Click Add, to navigate to the Add Image Version page.

4 In the Source section, click Next after Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery.

5 In the Source Details section, select the Site, Horizon Edge, and Provider, in the Destination 
sub-section.

6 In the Source image version details sub-section, add the Azure AD Tenant ID from the 
Microsoft Azure portal. Add the Resource ID obtained from the Microsoft Azure portal Active 
Directory properties by clicking on the JSON View link located on image version of the image 
definition. If image was published using Horizon Universal Console, this ID can be obtained in 
console from Location Path column of Image Copies grid on Image version details page.

Ensure that the primary provider of selected destination Horizon Edge has Microsoft Azure 
RBAC read access to the source image or resource group containing the image. Also, ensure 
that the source image is already published with the Horizon agent.
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7 For Image Attributes, select from Copy from source image and Override.

a If you select Copy from source for image, add the Organization ID of the account 
which published the image using Horizon Universal Console. You can obtain this ID in the 
User/Organization Settings of that account. For the Copy from source for image option, 
attributes from the source image version are used

The OS Name, OS Type, and Session Type are automatically copied from the source 
image.

If you are supported by a VMware Managed Services Provider (MSP), then you can copy 

the image from the MSP Organization provider to your provider. This process leverages a 
published source image in the Horizon catalog corresponding to an external organization 
(MSP) other than your own organization. The MSP provides a complete image including 
the details of the application residing in the server or multi-session image.

The Copy from source for image option is applicable when you want to add version using 
existing Horizon Image version available in MSP Organization's Catalog.

b If you select Override, you must select the OS, OS Type, and Session type.

The Override option is applicable when you want to copy a source image that is not 
in your Horizon catalog. For example, an image from an external subscription that is 
readable by the Horizon provider’s subscription.

When you add an external image, make sure that the source image has the latest Horizon 
agent installed, or else the VMs that are created as part of desktop/server pools on this 
image might encounter an error.

Make sure that the publisher, offer, and SKU of the Microsoft Azure Marketplace Image 
used for source image creation is set in Image definition under source Azure Compute 
Gallery. Publisher, offer, and SKU values must match the existing list of supported images 
listed when importing a new Azure Marketplace Image.

Source image is an already published image that is generalized with the necessary agent 
and software. Thus, a copy of the same image into customer organization can be directly 
used by pools. It could also be re-published to other subscriptions or regions. Your 
provider must have appropriate RBAC access to the source image.

8 In the VM details sub-section select VM Model Type and VM Model.

Note   In the VM Model list, only VM models that have the same generation type as the image 
are listed.

9 In the Admin credentials for VM sub-section, add a Username and Password for the 
local admin account to access the image operating system, and to use during the image 
conversion process.

10 Select the check box for Windows license with Software Assurance.
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11 In the Target Version section, select the Version Type as Major or Minor.

a If you select Major, the Expected Version Number gets populated automatically, based 
on your selection and previously existing versions of the image.

b If you select Minor, add the Major Version number in Add Version Under, under which 
you want to add the Minor version to automatically populate the Expected Version 
Number.

12 In the Markers field, you can add new markers. Give unique names to the markers. New 
markers are saved when the image is saved.

What to do next

Add Version to an Existing Image with Microsoft Azure 
Custom VM

You can add new versions into your existing Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery Images, without 
the need to clone a version. Only a similar type of Image can be added as Version of existing 
image.

Procedure

1 Click the Images tile on the Horizon Universal Console Home page.

2 On the Images page, click an Image Name, to navigate to the Image page.

3 Click Add, to navigate to the Add Image Version page.

4 In the Source section, click Next after Microsoft Azure Custom VM.

5 In the Source Details section, select the Site, Horizon Edge, and Provider, in the Destination 
sub-section.

6 In the General Information, add a unique Image Name and click Next.

The image version is automatically appended to the name with dashes to create the image 
copy name (Image-1-0, Image-1-100).

7 You can add a Description of the image.

8 In the Markers field, you can add new markers.

Give unique names to the markers. New markers are saved when the image is saved.

9 In the Image Source section, select Microsoft Azure Custom VM and click Next.

10 In the Destination sub-section, select the Site, Horizon Edge, and Provider.

11 In the VM details select a VM.

All custom VMs must be part of the populated Azure Resource Group
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vmw-hcs-<ProviderInstance_Id>-base-vms. You can obtain the resource group name in 

Microsoft Azure portal on the VM details page.

Note   In the Select VM list, only custom VMs that have the same generation type as the 
image are listed.

12 Select the OS type of this Custom VM.

Select OS type of Custom VM accurately as you cannot verify it. When you import an 
external image, make sure that the source image has the latest Horizon agent installed, or 
else the VMs that are created as part of desktop/server pools on this image might encounter 
an error.

13 In the Admin credentials for VM sub-section, add a Username and Password for the 
local admin account to access the image's operating system, and to use during the image 
customization process.

Username cannot exceed 19 characters and cannot end in a period(.). Usernames prohibited 
by Microsoft Azure, such as "guest" or "administrator" cannot be used.

Passwords must be 12 to 123 characters and meet 3 of the following requirements: lowercase 
letter [a-z], uppercase letter [A-Z], number, special character (!@#$%/^&amp;*). Passwords 
prohibited by Microsoft Azure, such as "Password1".

14 Select the check box for Windows license with Software Assurance.

15 In the Target Version section, select the Version Type as Major or Minor.

a If you select Major, the Expected Version Number gets populated automatically, based 
on your selection and previously existing versions of the image.

b If you select Minor, add the Major Version number in Add Version Under, under which 
you want to add the Minor version to automatically populate the Expected Version 
Number.

16 In the Markers field, you can add new markers. Give unique names to the markers. New 
markers are saved when the image is saved.

Edit an Image Version

You can edit markers for an image version that is in a partially available or available state.

Prerequisites

n The image is imported and published.

n The selected version is in a partially available or available state.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 On Home page, click Images on the Images tile.
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3 On the Images page, click an image link in Available state to list the image versions.

4 On the image versions page select an image version and click Edit.

5 On the Edit Version page add or edit Description and add or delete existing Markers, or add 
new Markers.

If you add existing markers of a version to the current edited version, all associated Pools 
with the marker would be updated to the current version. Markers associated with Pools 
cannot be deleted.

Note   If a marker associated with an older agent version is selected, a warning message is 
displayed. As a best practice, select a marker with the latest agent version.

6 Click Save.

Republishing Image Versions

You can retry a failed image version publish attempt, or expand the locations of an image version 
to additional provider instances.

Use the Horizon Cloud Service Republish feature for the following use cases.

n If an attempt to publish an image version fails.

You do not need to delete the old image and start from the beginning to republish the image 
version.

n If the image version was not included in the initial publication for a provider instance

You can republish an image version to add it to a provider instance.

Before performing any of the following steps, also review key information at Requirements 
and Considerations Specific to Using Horizon Image Management Service with Deployments of 
Horizon Edge in Microsoft Azure.

Republish an Image Version to Additional Provider Instances

When you have multiple provider instances, you might need to expand the locations of an image 
version to additional provider instances (edges) other than the ones selected during a previous 
publish phase.

Expand the location of an image version onto a new provider instance.

Prerequisites

The image version should be in a partially published, failed, or available state.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click a published image link.
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3 Select the published image and click Publish.

4 On the Republish Image page, Horizon Edges on which the image version failed to publish 
are selected automatically and cannot be deselected. Select the edge that does not include 
an image and click Republish.

Republish a Failed Image

If an attempt to publish an image fails, you can use the Republish workflow to retry publishing. 
With a Republish option you can re-trigger the publish operation from the point of failure.

Prerequisites

The image should be in a partially published, failed, or available state.

Procedure

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Images.

2 On the Images page, click failed image link.

3 Select the failed image and click Publish.

4 On the Republish Image page, Horizon Edges on which the image failed to publish are 
selected automatically and cannot be deselected. Click Republish.
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Configuring VMware Dynamic 
Environment Manager 12
You can configure the VMware Dynamic Environment Manager that can be used by the Horizon 
agent to customize the VMs.

For information about VMware Dynamic Environment Manager, see the VMware Dynamic 
Environment Manager documentation.

Procedure

1 Click Settings in the navigation bar.

2 Click Manage on the VMware Dynamic Environment Manager tile to navigate to the VMware 
Dynamic Environment Manager page.

3 On the VMware Dynamic Environment Manager, click Add to add the VMware Dynamic 
Environment configuration.

4 On the Add VMware Dynamic Environment Manager Configuration page, add a unique 
name for your configuration and provide the path to the file share where configuration 
settings are stored.

5 Click Save.

You can also Edit or Delete your VMware Dynamic Environment Manager Configuration.
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Create a Pool 13
After you add one or more images, you can create a Pool.

Prerequisites

n Domain registration is completed.

n Azure AD Connect is completed.

n Horizon Edge is created successfully and Edge Gateway and UAG is in Ready state.

n VDI/Multi-session Image published successfully.

Procedure

1 On the Home page, click on the Pools tile, to navigate to the Pools page.

2 Click Add > Microsoft Azure to navigate to the Add Pool page.

3 On the Add Pool page, add a unique name for the pool in the Pool name field and optionally, 
add Description.

4 Select a pool from Dedicated single-session for Persistent VDI desktop experience that is 
mapped to a single user, Floating single-session for Non-persistent VDI desktop experience 
that multiple users can use at different times that resets after each user session, and Multi-
session for session-based published desktops and applications

5 In the Desktops section, for the Destination sub-section, select values for the Site, Horizon 
Edge, and Provider options.

6 In the Image sub-section, select a Generation type option and an Image option for this pool.

Note  
n Images with Microsoft Azure generation 1 and 2 VMs are supported.

n If you select V1, only images with a Microsoft Azure generation 1 VM and models that 
support generation 1 can be selected.

n Your selection for the Generation type acts as a filter to determine which images are 
listed in the Image drop-down menu and which models are listed in the Model drop-down 
menu.
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7 Select the Marker of the image selected.

You need to add one or more markers to later edit the pools of an image version. Add the 
markers if they were not previously added to the image version. For more information, see 
Add Version to an Existing Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery Image.

Note   If a marker associated with an older agent version is selected, a warning message is 
displayed. As a best practice, select a marker with the latest agent version.

8 Slide the toggle next to Do you have a valid license for this Windows OS to confirm that you 
have eligible Windows licenses with Software Assurance or Windows Server subscription to 
apply this Azure Hybrid Benefit and select the checkbox.

9 In the VM details subsection, select values for the Filter Model, Model, Disk type, Disk size, 
and Encrypt Disks options for your pool.

Note   For the Model setting, see Microsoft Azure VM Types and Sizes for Horizon Cloud 
Service - next-gen (89090) to learn about the compatibility of different Microsoft Azure VM 
types and sizes with VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen.

n You can use the Filter Model settings to reduce the number of Microsoft Azure VM model 
options listed when you configure the Model setting. The reduced list includes a subset of 
models based on your specific requirements.

You can filter the Microsoft Azure VM model list by Tag, Series, GPU Type, and Disk 
Type. Click + to add other filters, potentially refining the list further with each filter.

Tag

equals

n VMware Recommended are the Microsoft Azure VM 
models that work particularly well for pools.

n High Performance are Microsoft Azure VM models that 
offer premium disk support.

Series

equals

Use the drop-down menu to view a list of the different 
Microsoft Azure VM series.

Select a series that best suits your needs.

GPU Type

equals

You can use the GPU Type filter to select a GPU-enabled 
Microsoft Azure VM model.

n NONE filters GPU-enabled models from the list.

n AMD includes only AMD GPU-enabled models on the list.

n NVIDIA includes only Nvidia GPU-enabled models on the 
list.

Disk Type
equals

You can use the Disk Type filter to select Premium, which 
provides premium disk support.
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n Select a Microsoft Azure VM Model type to use for the pool, or accept the default.

1 To accept a default model, either accept the default listed or use the drop-down 
menu to select another default model.

2 To select a different model, click the X, then click the drop-down menu, and select a 
model.

If you did not use the Filter Model setting, the list of models is very long. If you used 
the Filter Model setting, the list is likely more manageable.

n You can select a Disk type value based on the VM model selected, and the Microsoft 
Azure subscription and region.

n You can change the Disk size value from 127 to 4095 GB. The default Disk size value is 
127.

n If you want to encrypt disks for all VMs in this pool, slide the toggle to Encrypt Disks .

10 In the Machine Identity (Domain) subsection, select a Machine Identity for your pool from 
Azure Active Directory or a local Active Directory. Optionally, you can add a value for the 
Computer OU field. The Computer OU is deactivated if you select Azure Active Directory as 
the Machine Identity.

RBAC needs to be configured in Azure Active Direcory if it is used as Machine Identity so 
that only the users or user groups that have Virtual Machine Administrator Login or Virtual 
Machine User Login role can log into their entitlements.

Note   All Windows 11 and Windows 10 devices are supported, except Home editions 
Windows Server 2019 and newer Virtual Machines running in Azure (Server core isn't 
supported).

11 In the Provisioning sub-section, select if you want to Provision VMs, On Demand or All at 
once.

12 In the Properties sub-section, add a VM Name Prefix for the VMs.

13 Add a Desktop admin username, and Desktop admin password for the local admin account 
used to access the image's operating system, and to use during the image conversion 
process.

14 You can slide the toggle next to Use outbound proxy if you want to route outbound requests 
to the Internet through a proxy server. Click Next.

15 In the Networks sub-section, select the virtual networks and tenant (desktop) subnets.

16 In the VMware Dynamic Environment Manager sub-section, you can optionally select a 
VMware Dynamic Environment Manager configuration for this pool.
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17 Click ADD TO POOL GROUP to add this pool to a new or existing pool group, or click FINISH 
to navigate to the Pools page.

The Pool Groups type will be automatically selected based on the type of Pool. For more 
information on ADD TO POOL GROUP, seeCreate a Single-Session Pool Group or Create a 
Multi-Session Pool Group.

On the Pools page, you can select a pool to EDIT or DELETE it. You can also select a pool 
and add it to a pool group by clicking ADD TO POOL GROUP if a pool doesn’t have an 
associated pool group.

What to do next

Create a pool group.

Retry pool group provisioning

If a single-session or multi session pool provisioning fails, then it might have encountered one or 
more errors. You can resolve the errors and retry to provision the pool.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 Click Pools on the Pools tile.

3 Click the tooltip on the Error status of the failed pool on the Pools page.

4 Click View All to view the complete list of errors.

The View All button displays if there are more than two errors.

5 Resolve the errors and click Retry.
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6 Click View Logs to navigate to the Activity Log page.

Edit a Pool

You can edit a Pool in the Horizon Universal Console.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 On the Home page, click Pools on the Pools tile.

3 On the Pools page select a pool and click Edit.

4 In the Edit Pool section add a Pool name. The name must start with a letter [a-Z], contain 
only letters, dashes [-], and numbers, and be 20 characters maximum. Optionally, add a 
Description.

5 Select a Pool type from, Dedicated single-session, Floating single-session, and Multi-
session.

Dedicated single-session pool maps Persistent VDI desktop experience to a single end user.
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Floating single-session pool maps Non-persistent VDI desktop experience to multiple users 
so that they can get access at different times (resets after each session).

Multi-session pool consists of session-based published desktops and applications.

6 In the Desktops section, for the Destination sub-section, select values for the Site, Horizon 
Edge, and Provider options.

7 In the Image sub-section, select a Generation type option and an Image option for this pool.

Note  
n Images with Microsoft Azure generation 1 and 2 VMs are supported.

n If you select V1, only images with a Microsoft Azure generation 1 VM and models that 
support generation 1 can be selected.

n Your selection for the Generation type acts as a filter to determine which images are 
listed in the Image drop-down menu and which models are listed in the Model drop-down 
menu.

8 Select the Marker of the image selected.

You need to add one or more markers to later edit the pools of an image version. Add the 
markers if they were not previously added to the image version. For more information, see 
Add Version to an Existing Microsoft Azure Compute Gallery Image.

Note   If a marker associated with an older agent version is selected, a warning message is 
displayed. As a best practice, select a marker with the latest agent version.

9 Slide the toggle next to Do you have a valid license for this Windows OS to confirm that you 
have eligible Windows licenses with Software Assurance or Windows Server subscription to 
apply this Azure Hybrid Benefit and select the checkbox.

10 In the VM details subsection, select values for the Filter Model, Model, Disk type, Disk size, 
and Encrypt Disks options for your pool.

Note   For the Model setting, see Microsoft Azure VM Types and Sizes for Horizon Cloud 
Service - next-gen (89090) to learn about the compatibility of different Microsoft Azure VM 
types and sizes with VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen.

n You can use the Filter Model settings to reduce the number of Microsoft Azure VM model 
options listed when you configure the Model setting. The reduced list includes a subset of 
models based on your specific requirements.
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You can filter the Microsoft Azure VM model list by Tag, Series, GPU Type, and Disk 
Type. Click + to add other filters, potentially refining the list further with each filter.

Tag

equals

n VMware Recommended are the Microsoft Azure VM 
models that work particularly well for pools.

n High Performance are Microsoft Azure VM models that 
offer premium disk support.

Series

equals

Use the drop-down menu to view a list of the different 
Microsoft Azure VM series.

Select a series that best suits your needs.

GPU Type

equals

You can use the GPU Type filter to select a GPU-enabled 
Microsoft Azure VM model.

n NONE filters GPU-enabled models from the list.

n AMD includes only AMD GPU-enabled models on the list.

n NVIDIA includes only Nvidia GPU-enabled models on the 
list.

Disk Type
equals

You can use the Disk Type filter to select Premium, which 
provides premium disk support.

n Select a Microsoft Azure VM Model type to use for the pool, or accept the default.

1 To accept a default model, either accept the default listed or use the drop-down 
menu to select another default model.

2 To select a different model, click the X, then click the drop-down menu, and select a 
model.

If you did not use the Filter Model setting, the list of models is very long. If you used 
the Filter Model setting, the list is likely more manageable.

n You can select a Disk type value based on the VM model selected, and the Microsoft 
Azure subscription and region.

n You can change the Disk size value from 127 to 4095 GB. The default Disk size value is 
127.

n If you want to encrypt disks for all VMs in this pool, slide the toggle to Encrypt Disks .

11 In the Machine Identity (Domain) subsection, the Machine Identity for your pool from Azure 
Active Directory or local Active Directory is populated.

12 In the Provisioning sub-section, select if you want to Provision VMs, On Demand or All at 
once.

13 In the Properties sub-section, add a VM Name Prefix for the VMs.
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14 Add a Desktop admin username, and Desktop admin password for the local admin account 
used to access the image's operating system, and to use during the image conversion 
process.

15 You can slide the toggle next to Use outbound proxy if you want to route outbound requests 
to the Internet through a proxy server. Click Next.

16 In the Networks sub-section, select the virtual networks and tenant (desktop) subnets.

17 In the VMware Dynamic Environment Manager sub-section, you can optionally select a 
VMware Dynamic Environment Manager configuration for this pool.

Pool Details

You can view and verify the details of one or more pools on the Pool summary page.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 Click Pools on the Pools tile on the Home Page.

a If any of the pools display an error, click Error to see a list of the errors, then address the 
errors depending on the issue.

b If you see an error starting with “Anomaly detected for template”, delete unwanted 
resources, see KB 90261, and click Retry.

When a retry attempt is successful, the VM changes to an Expanding, Shrinking, or 
Ready state.

3 Click a Pools Name link to navigate to the Pools details page.

4 Click Overview to view Capacity, Sessions, General Settings, and Provisioning.

5 You can also Edit or Delete the Pools from the Pools details page.

6 Click VMs to view a list of VMs.

It is not recommended to Power Off or Power On a VM outside of the Horizon Universal 
Console either through Azure portal or through Guest OS shutdown. If you do so, the internal 
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status will be updated to reflect the latest status of VM as seen on Azure portal. This 
update may take anywhere between 10-15 mins. Also if a VM is shutdown externally but not 
deallocated, the system will deallocate the VM to save cost.The sync actions will be visible in 
Activity Logs as a System Activity.

7 Click the dropdown to select a pool. The dropdown lists the main pool and all the expansion 
pools of the main pool.

8 Click Sessions to view a list of Sessions.

9 In the Sessions tab, click the three dots in a row to Logoff a session.

10 Click Admin Activity to view details about activities initiated by administrators on the 
selected pool.

11 On the Admin Activity tab, click Export to export a log of activity initiated by administrators 
on the selected pool.

The log includes admin activity for a period of time that you specify, from 1 to 90 days. The 
log provides details about each admin-activity event, such as who initiated the event and 
when.

Resize Virtual Desktops

You can resize individual virtual desktops by changing the Azure VM Type and Size on already 
created and deployed desktops that are in a Dedicated Desktop Assignment.

Procedure

1 Log into VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen.

2 On the Home page, click Pools.

3 On the Pools page, click VMs of a Pool in a Dedicated Pool.

4 Select one or more VMs in a Powered Off Status and provisioned. Click Edit.

5 Select a VM Model from the dropdown menu.

6 On the Edit VMs screen select a Disk Type from the dropdown.

Disk type options are based on the VM model selected, and the Microsoft Azure subscription 
and region.

7 Change the Disk Size. Disk sizes from 127 to 4095 GB are allowed. Default disk size is 127. 
Click Save.
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Create a Pool Group 14
Pool groups allow you to entitle desktops and applications to any users or groups at any time. 
You can create a single-session pool or a multi-session pool.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Create a Single-Session Pool Group

n Create a Multi-Session Pool Group

n Pool Group Details

Create a Single-Session Pool Group

Pool groups allow you to entitle desktops and applications to any users or groups at any time. 
You can create a single-session that includes pools from any provider, plus policies.

Procedure

1 On the Home page, click the Pool Groups tile to navigate to the Pool Groups page.

2 Click Add to select Add Single-Session Pool Group pool.

3 On the Add Single-Session Pool Group page, add a unique pool Name.

4 Add a Display Name and Description.

Display Name is the name you want displayed to end users on Horizon clients. It cannot 
exceed 64 characters. If left blank, the pool group name will be used by default.

5 Select a Pool Group type from Dedicated for persistent VDI desktop experience mapped to 
a single end user, and Floating for non-persistent VDI desktop experience that multiple users 
can access at different times that resets after each session.

6 Select a pool rom the Pools and click Next.

7 In the Policies section for the default Client settings, select Default protocol for end-user 
sessions.

You can slide the toggle to Allow users to select a protocol when they log in to a desktop.

8 Select Preferred client type to launch entitlements in Horizon Client or a Browser.
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9 In the Brokering sub-section, select Scope to search for available desktops on Any site, or 
Restrict to One Site.

10 In the Site connection affinity field, select the default site that end users will connect to, from 
Nearest Site and Home Site.

You can slide the Home site restriction toggle to restrict end users or user groups to access 
the entitlement only through the entitlement home site override, or through the user's home 
site if an override is not designated. If not selected, the nearest site will be used.

11 In the SSO sub-section, you can slide the toggle to enable SSO for the pool.

SSO must be enabled on the Horizon Edge Gateway, and SSO configuration certificate 
authority (CA) bundles must be installed on the AD. If these criteria are not met, the end 
user will be prompted to enter their credentials.

12 In the Power Management section, add Minimum VMs for the minimum percentage of VMs 
to keep powered on relative to the total VMs in a pool group at any point in time.

This setting applies to each pool group in the entitlement unless a power management 
schedule is specified.

13 In the Power management mode field, select the threshold of virtual machine utilization for 
this entitlement at which a new virtual machine is spun up and drained respectively, from 
Optimized for performance, Balanced, and Optimized for cost

With an Optimized for performance selection, a new virtual machine is spun up more 
quickly, making capacity readily available for a possible enhanced user experience. With an 
Optimized for cost selection, the virtual machine will have a higher utilisation rate before 
spinning up a new virtual machine, which may help to minimise costs.

14 In the Power off protect time field, add the number of minutes (from 1 to 60) .

A VM is protected from powering off after powering on due to a headroom error. The default 
is 30.

15 You can also add a Power management schedule by clicking Add Schedule and adding 
information.

16 In the Timeout Handling section, determine when a disconnected session is logged off in 
the Logoff disconnected sessions field. Select from Never, Immediate or Logoff After. The 
default for Logoff disconnected sessions is Never. If you select Logoff After, specify the 
timeout after which disconnected sessions gets logged off. The default value for Logoff 
After is 120 minutes. When a disconnected session is logged off, the session is lost. Enter 
the maximum number of minutes for the session in the Maximum session lifetime field. The 
default value for Maximum session lifetime is 10080 minutes. In the Session timeout interval, 
enter the amount of time the user can have an idle session before the system forces a 
disconnect. The default value for Session timeout intervalis 10080 minutes.

17 Click Save.
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18 Click ENTITLE POOL GROUP to entitle this pool group to users or user groups now, or click 
FINISH to entitle it later.

Assigning Users to Multiple VMs

You can assign a user to multiple desktops from the Pool Groups page by selecting specific 
dedicated pools and then selecting pools and a user to entitle. Currently, only one user can be 
assigned per dedicated VM. When users are assigned to VMs, an icon for the VM appears in their 
Horizon dashboard.

Procedure

1 From the Pool Groups page, select a dedicated pool group.

2 Click the VMs tab.

3 Above the table, select a pool from the drop-down list to the left of the REFRESH link and 
click ENTITLE.

4 Select the VM that you want to entitle the user to access. The Entitle Virtual Machine dialog 
box appears. A message at the top identifies how many users can be entitled to this VM.

5 In the Add user field, start typing the user name and select the appropriate user from the 
user names that appear.

6 Click ENTITLE. The VM entry is updated to show the selected user ID in the Entitled User 
column.

7 To assign this user to another VM, repeat steps 2 – 6.

Create a Multi-Session Pool Group

Pools allow you to entitle desktops and applications to any users or groups at any time. You can 
create a multi-session pool that includes pools from any provider, plus policies.

Procedure

1 On the Home page, click the Pool Groups tile to navigate to the Pool Groups page.

2 Click Add to select Multi-Session pool group.

3 On the Add Multi-Session Pool Group page, add a unique pool group Name.

4 Add a Display Name and Description.

Display Name is the name you want displayed to end users on Horizon clients. It cannot 
exceed 64 characters. If left blank, the pool name will be used by default.

5 Select a Pool Group type from Desktops, Applications, and Desktops and Applications.
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6 For Desktops, select a pool from the Pools and click Next. For Applications and Desktops 
and Applications, select a pool from the Pools and click Next, then select Applications to 
include in the pool group, and click Next.

Applications must be in a pool, and the pools must not be used in any of the existing pool 
groups.

7 In the Policies section for the default Client settings, select Default protocol for end-user 
sessions.

You can slide the toggle to Allow users to select a protocol when they log in to a desktop.

8 Select Preferred client type to launch entitlements in Horizon Client or a Browser.

9 In the Brokering sub-section, select Scope to search for available desktops on Any site, or 
Restrict to One Site.

10 In the Site connection affinity field, select the default site that end users will connect to, from 
Nearest Site and Home Site.

You can slide the Home site restriction toggle to restrict end users or user groups to access 
the entitlement only through the entitlement home site override, or through the user's home 
site if an override is not designated. If not selected, the nearest site will be used.

11 In the SSO sub-section, you can slide the toggle to enable SSO for the pool.

SSO must be enabled on the Horizon Edge Gateway, and SSO configuration certificate 
authority (CA) bundles must be installed on the AD. If these criteria are not met, the end 
user will be prompted to enter their credentials.

12 In the Power Management section, add Minimum VMs for the minimum percentage of VMs 
to keep powered on relative to the total VMs in a pool group at any point in time.

This setting applies to each pool group in the entitlement unless a power management 
schedule is specified.

13 In the Power management mode text box, select the threshold of virtual machine use for this 
entitlement. A new virtual machine is spun up and drained respectively at this threshold, from 
Optimized for performance, Balanced, and Optimized for cost.

With an Optimized for performance selection, a new virtual machine is spun up more 
quickly, making capacity readily available for a possible enhanced user experience. With an 
Optimized for cost selection, the virtual machine has a higher utilisation rate before spinning 
up a new virtual machine, which might help to minimise costs.

14 In the Power off protect time field, add the number of minutes (from 1 to 60) .

A VM is protected from powering off after powering on due to a headroom error. The default 
is 30.

15 You can also add a Power management schedule by clicking Add Schedule and adding 
information.
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16 Complete the Load Balancing section based on the option descriptions that follow.

Note   The following settings can help you achieve a desired balance of power consumption 
and performance in your environment.

Option Description

Time between 
consecutive 
session allocation

This setting causes new user sessions to be spread out to limit the number of sessions 
assigned to a VM within the configured time period. For example, if this setting is 20 seconds 
and a user is assigned to VM1 within the last 20 seconds, the next user is assigned to VM2.

CPU usage Threshold value for the CPU usage in percentage. You can set a value from 0 to 100. The 
recommended value is 90, which is also the default value.

Memory usage Threshold value for the memory in percentage. You can set a value from 0 to 100. The 
recommended value is 90, which is also the default value.

Disk queue length Threshold of the average number of both read and write requests that were re-queued for 
the selected disk during the sample interval. You can set the value to any positive integer. By 
default, this setting is not considered for load balancing. The default value is 0.

Disk read latency Threshold of the average time of read of data from the disk in milliseconds. You can set the 
value to any positive integer. By default, this setting is not considered for load balancing. 
The default value is 0.

Disk write latency Threshold of the average time of write of data to the disk in milliseconds. You can set the 
value to any positive integer. By default, this setting is not considered for load balancing. 
The default value is 0.

Host load index Aggregate threshold value at which a VM is considered full and is not assigned any new 
sessions. You can enter a value between 0 and 100. The default value is 90. The value is 
calculated by comparing CPU, memory, and disk usage to the respective threshold values. 
The resource with the highest usage compared to its threshold is weighted the greatest.

17 In the Timeout Handling section, determine when a disconnected session is logged off in 
the Logoff disconnected sessions field. Select from Never, Immediate or Logoff After. The 
default for Logoff disconnected sessions is Never. If you select Logoff After, specify the 
timeout after which disconnected sessions gets logged off. The default value for Logoff 
After is 120 minutes. When a disconnected session is logged off, the session is lost. Enter 
the maximum number of minutes for the session in the Maximum session lifetime field. The 
default value for Maximum session lifetime is 10080 minutes. In the Session timeout interval, 
enter the amount of time the user can have an idle session before the system forces a 
disconnect. The default value for Session timeout interval is 10080 minutes.

Select between Never and Timeout After for Empty application session timeout. The default 
for Empty application session timeout is Never. If a user is running an application session and 
there are no applications running in that session, then that session is considered empty. If you 
select Timeout After, add time in minutes after which the empty session is timed out. The 
default value for Timeout After is 1 minute. In the When timeout occurs field, select between 
Logoff and Disconnect. The default for When timeout occursis Logoff where the session will 
logoff without disconnecting. The Empty application session timeout setting is applicable if 
you select Published application or Published desktop and applicationsessions, and not for 
Published desktops.
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18 Click Save.

19 Click ENTITLE POOL GROUP to entitle this pool group to users or user groups now, or click 
FINISH to entitle it later.

Pool Group Details

You can view and verify the details of one or more pools on the Pools summary page.

Procedure

1 Log into Horizon Universal Console.

2 Click Pool Group on the Pools tile on the Home Page.

3 Click a Pool Group Name link on the Pool Group page, to navigate to the Pool details page.

4 Click Overview to view Capacity, Sessions, Delivery Policies, Provisioning, and Power 
Management.

5 Click Pools to view a list of Pools.

6 Click Virtual Machines to view a list of Virtual Machines.

7 Click Entitlements to view a list of Entitlements.

8 Click Sessions to view a list of Sessions.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen supports Windows 10 Multi-session – Unique 
app delivery for each user session.

9 Click the three dots in row to Logoff a session.

What to do next
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Desktops and Applications 15
You can add and entitle desktops and applications to end users. Desktops and applications from 
single- and multi-session pool groups are added automatically.

Procedure

1 In the navigation bar, click Desktops and Applications.

2 On the Desktops and Applications page, click Desktops.

You can select a desktop from the list to and click on Entitlements to Entitle or Unentitle a 
desktop to the end-users. You can also Edit or Delete a desktop.

3 To Entitle a selected desktop from the Entitle Desktops page, select User types from Users 
and User groups, and Search users/user groups, and click Save.

4 Click Published Applications and select a published application from the list to and click on 
Entitlements to Entitle or Unentitle a published application to the end-users. You can also 
Remove a published application.

5 To Entitle a selected application from the Entitle Published Applications page, select User 
types from Users and User groups, and Search users/user groups, and click Save.

Launch a Desktop with Web Client

When you launch a desktop with a web client, VMware deploys a desktop in the virtual data 
center of your organization.

Prerequisites

n The domain registration is completed.

n Microsoft Azure is connected to Horizon Cloud.

n VDI images are published successfully for a single-session pool.

n Images are published successfully for a multi-session pool.

Procedure

1 Launch the Horizon portal to reach your desktop at https://cloud.vmwarehorizon.com/ .

2 Select Browser to connect to your desktop.
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3 Add your company domain to Sign in with SSO.

After you log in, Horizon entitlement screen is displayed.

4 Click the application icon to launch your application.

Launch a Desktop with VMware Horizon Client

You can launch a desktop with VMware Horizon Client in the virtual data center of your 
organization.

Prerequisites

n The domain registration is completed.

n Microsoft Azure is connected to Horizon Cloud.

n VDI images are published successfully for a single-session pool.

n Images are published successfully for a multi-session pool.

Procedure

1 Launch the Horizon portal to reach your desktop at https://cloud.vmwarehorizon.com/.

2 Select Install Horizon Native Client to download and install the VMware Horizon® Client™ to 
connect to your desktop.

3 Launch VMware Horizon® Client™.

4 Click Add Server in the toolbar if the server is not in the list. Otherwise, double click the 
server to connect.

5 Sign In by checking Sign in privately if you are using a shared device and click Sign in via 
browser to log in.

6 Sign in with SSO by using the company domain and click Continue.

After you successful log in, VMware Horizon® Client™ entitlement screen will show up.

7 Click the desktop icon to launch your desktop.

Launch an Application with Web Client

When you launch a desktop with a web client, VMware deploys a desktop in the virtual data 
center of your organization.

Prerequisites

n The domain registration is completed.

n Microsoft Azure is connected to Horizon Cloud.

n VDI images are published successfully for a single-session pool.

n Images are published successfully for a multi-session pool.
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Procedure

1 Launch the Horizon portal to reach your application at https://cloud.vmwarehorizon.com/ .

2 Select Browser to connect to your desktop.

3 Add your company domain to Sign in with SSO.

After you log in, Horizon entitlement screen is displayed.

4 Click the application icon to launch your application.

Launch an Application with VMware Horizon Client

You can launch an application with VMware Horizon Client in the virtual data center of your 
organization.

Prerequisites

n The domain registration is completed.

n Microsoft Azure is connected to Horizon Cloud.

n VDI images are published successfully for a single-session pool.

n Images are published successfully for a multi-session pool.

n Supported Horizon Client versions are verified.

Procedure

1 Launch the Horizon portal to reach your application at https://cloud.vmwarehorizon.com/.

2 Select Install Horizon Native Client to download and install the VMware Horizon® Client™ to 
connect to your desktop.

3 Launch VMware Horizon® Client™.

4 Click Add Server in the toolbar if the server is not in the list. Otherwise, double click the 
server to connect.

5 Sign In by checking Sign in privately if you are using a shared device and click Sign in via 
browser to log in.

6 Sign in with SSO by using the company domain and click Continue.

After you successful log in, VMware Horizon® Client™ entitlement screen will show up.

7 Click the application icon to launch your application.

Configuring Pre-logon Message

You can configure a pre-logon message in the Horizon Universal Console.
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Procedure

1 Log into VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen.

2 Click Settings in the navigation bar.

3 Click Manage on the Client Settings tile.

4 On the Client Settings page, click Edit.

5 Toggle the switch to include the pre-logon message.

6 Add your pre-logon message in the Pre-logon message field.

You can also toggle back the switch to deactivate the pre-logon message.

Using App Volumes

Use App Volumes to dynamically deliver and manage applications. These applications are the 
ones that you want to provide for your end users to use.

Warning   When you perform an App Volumes workflow, ensure that the domain you select is 
reachable from the selected Horizon Edge and is the same domain as the selected packager. If 
the selected Horizon Edge cannot reach the selected domain or if the selected packager belongs 
to a different domain, unexpected results occur, which likely results in process failure.

App Volumes Applications for VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - 
next-gen - Overview and Prerequisites

Using App Volumes applications functionality, you can manage the entire life cycle of 
applications, including packaging, updating, and retiring an application. You can also customize 
application entitlements to deliver specific versions of an application to end users.

Important   When you expect to see a feature in the console and do not see it, you have to 
contact your VMware account representative to verify whether your license and tenant account 
configuration entitles its usage.

For guest operating system support, see VMware Product Interoperability Matrix.

Overview of VMware App Volumes Functionality in VMware Horizon® Cloud 
Service™ - next-gen

The following table provides an overview of VMware App Volumes functionality in VMware 
Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen.
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Functional Area Description

Deployment n Zero-touch deployment. Auto-provisioning of App Volumes infrastructure 
component such as storage.

n Edge infrastructure supporting App Volumes module to manage Microsoft 
Azure file shares.

n Automatic provisioning of Microsoft Azure File Shares during podHorizon 
Edge deployment to store and deliver apps.

Management Console n App Volumes console is seamlessly integrated into the Horizon Universal 
Console. Manage desktops and apps in the same console.

n App Volumes Agent installation experience seamlessly integrated into the 
Horizon Cloud image creation workflows.

App Volumes 4 agent Unified performance-optimized agent used both for on-premises and Microsoft 
Azure deployments.

Packaging n Supports VHD based packages that are delivered using Microsoft Azure 
fileshares.

n Application package creation performed natively within Horizon Cloud. No 
command-line tools necessary.

n Customers can import MSIX app attach VHDs and deliver this new package 
format using App Volumes.

Application Lifecycle Management Supports Simplified Application Management (SAM) capability that is already a 
part of App Volumes 4 on-prem. Administrators can now manage the entire life 
cycle of the application, including packaging, updating, and retiring.

Application Assignment n Administrators can customize their application entitlements (assignments) 
to deliver specific versions of an application to end users.

n Supports multi-edge application delivery.

Hybrid Cloud Support On-prem App Volumes customers can now import their application packages 
from their on-prem deployments into Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure. Reuse 
on-prem packages. No need to repackage for Microsoft Azure.

Overview of the App Volumes Application Process

Making App Volumes applications available to users is a two-step process:

n Add an App Volumes application in the Horizon Universal Console. There are two ways of 
doing this:

n Add an App Volumes application by creating and importing a new application package.

If an application package has not yet been created, you can create it with the 
Add Packageoption, which uses App Volumes to create the application package and 
automatically import it. See VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen- Add an App 
Volumes Application .

Alternately, you can also create an application package while creating an application 
using the Add Application functionality.

n Add an App Volumes application by importing an existing application package.
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If you have an application package that was previously created with App Volumes, you 
can import it with the Import Application option. This means you can reuse application 
package from on-premises deployments without having to repackage the applications. 
See VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Add an App Volumes Application by 
Importing an Existing application package.

n Create an App Volumes entitlement to entitle the App Volumes application to users. See 
VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Create an Entitlement for an App Volumes 
Application.

Requirements and Prerequisites for Using App Volumes with your Horizon Cloud 
on Microsoft Azure Deployments

Important   To prevent rendering your App Volumes applications inaccessible and thus 
invalidating support for App Volumes features in your Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure 
deployment, the storage account key for the App Volumes-related storage account must not 
be touched in a way that causes that key to expire, change, or rotate.

If the storage account key is rotated - either manually or through an Azure Policy - the storage 
account and the file shares on which App Volumes relies will become inaccessible. If that occurs, 
App Volumes cannot deliver the applications to the end users, because the storage key stored 
within the deployment is invalid.

Although the Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment resides in your provided Azure 
subscription, the deployment's App Volumes-related storage account is a VMware-managed 
component, same as the Horizon Edge modules, Unified Access Gateway machines, and other 
service-deployed resources that are provisioned into your Azure subscription. Every Horizon 
Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployment includes the deployment of an App Volumes-related 
storage account.

When the service deploys Horizon Edge, the service provisions this App Volumes-related storage 
account into your Azure subscription. This storage account's purpose is to provide the file shares 
in which the App Volumes application files will be provisioned.

The data in this storage account is automatically encrypted by Azure Storage using Microsoft-
managed keys. If you or your organization makes this storage account key expire, change, or 
rotate, the storage key will be rendered invalid. If that occurs, App Volumes cannot access the 
file shares and then cannot deliver the applications to the end users.

Before you can add App Volumes applications into your inventory, confirm that your 
environment meets the following prerequisites.

Horizon Edge-related prerequisites

n The deployment must have a gateway configuration (Unified Access Gateway instances), 
and you have completed the Unified Access Gateway’s FQDN-mapping steps, as is 
required for Horizon Cloud on Microsoft Azure deployments that are configured with 
Unified Access Gateway instances.
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n These file shares are generated by the service, and these are required for App Volumes.

To view the file shares, in the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to the Capacity page, 
click the Horizon Edge, and scroll to the App Volumes Application Storage section.

n Staging file share - This file share is provisioned when Horizon Edge is deployed.

n Delivery file shares - These file shares are provisioned when the pools are deployed.

Configuration requirements

n You have completed the Active Directory domain registration workflow as described 
in Chapter 9 Identity and Access Management in a Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen 
Environment.

n In addition to meeting the Horizon Cloud Horizon Cloud Port and Protocol Requirements 
for Your Horizon Cloud Deployment in Microsoft Azure, you must also open port 445 for 
TCP protocol traffic. Port 445 is the standard SMB port for accessing an SMB file share 
on Microsoft Windows. The application packages are stored in the Microsoft Azure's file 
shares present in a resource group identified by the Horizon Edge's primary provider 
instance.

Image requirements

To add an App Volumes application by creating an application package using the Add 
package or Add Application workflow in the console, your inventory in the console must 
have a published image that meets the following criteria.

n Has a client type of Microsoft Windows 10 or Windows 11 operating system. This client 
type is sometimes referred to as a VDI type of operating system. The in-cloud capturing 
workflow is available for use only with VDI types of operating systems. The in-cloud 
capturing workflow is not available for multi-session or RDS types of operating systems.

n Has the App Volumes agent installed.

Packaging requirements

n If you have configured firewall rules for access to storage account provisioned by App 
Volumes, ensure that you whitelist all the subnets that are associated with the provider 
for the Horizon Edge deployment used to package the applications.

n You must deactivate auto-update services for each application you intend to package as 
an auto-update behavior is problematic.

n If the application has an auto-update service, deactivate the service, such as with 
Windows Services Manager, during the application-provisioning process.

n If you cannot or do not deactivate the auto-update service during the application 
provisioning process, after you encounter an issue, such as users receive an 
incomplete version of an unassigned application, modify the base image by 
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configuring the registry. This configuration ensures that the service of interest is 
not started when the application package is deployed on the user VM. Specifically, 
configure the registry by adding the application service name to the svservice registry 
configuration DisableAppServicesList.

Best Practices for Using a Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise Multi-Session 
Image with App Volumes Applications in Horizon Edge Deployments in 
Microsoft Azure

The following practices tend to provide a better user and administrator experience. Also see 
Setting up a Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise Multi-Session Image with App Volumes 
Applications in Horizon Cloud Service next-gen.

n Install hardware printers, with printer drivers, in the base image.

n As described in the Microsoft documentation FAQ, Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise 
multi-session is a Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH) type of VM that allows multiple 
concurrent interactive sessions, which previously only Microsoft Windows Server operating 
systems provided. As Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise multi-session is an RDSH type 
of operating system, the Horizon Cloud RDSH-applicable workflows apply to it instead of 
the VDI-related workflows. As a result, to provide session desktops to end users based on 
these multi-session systems, you create a multi-session pool group as described in Create a 
Multi-Session Pool Group.

n Inform users that when they install applications or create files that they do not intend to share 
among all user sessions on the same VM, they can place the file in their own profile location.

Setting up a Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise Multi-Session 
Image with App Volumes Applications in Horizon Cloud Service next-
gen

If you choose to use a Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise multi-session image with App 
Volumes in Horizon Cloud in Microsoft Azure, you must take specific actions during the process, 
which begins with creating the underlying Microsoft Windows Enterprise multi-session operating 
system and ends with providing applications to users by creating an App Volumes assignment, 
as illustrated by the following high-level sequence.

For background information on the procedures that follow, see App Volumes Applications for 
VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Overview and Prerequisites.
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When you perform the procedures linked to in the following list, observe any instructions specific 
to configuring a Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise multi-session image for use with App 
Volumes features in Horizon Edge deployments in Microsoft Azure.

Important  
n On a multi-session machine, application package detachment happens after the last user 

assigned that package logs out. Shutdown of the corresponding VM is not required to detach 
volumes.

n The system's in-cloud capturing workflow is not available for multi-session or RDS types of 
operating systems. This in-cloud capturing workflow is performed using the Horizon Universal 
Console.

Therefore, to add App Volumes applications into your organization's inventory using the 
in-cloud capturing workflow, you must use an image based on the client type of Microsoft 
Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise multi-session operating system, sometimes referred to as the 
VDI type of the operating system, and use that for the in-cloud capturing workflow. Then, 
when those applications are in the inventory, they can be used with session-based desktops 
provisioned by the multi-session pools using Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise multi-
session images. You assign the session-based desktop to an end user for the underlying 
desktop and then also assign those captured App Volumes applications to that same end 
user for their use within that session-based desktop.

For guest operating system support, see VMware Product Interoperability Matrix.

1. Add App Volumes Applications to the Horizon Cloud Inventory

Before you can assign an App Volumes application to end users whom you entitled session-
based desktops, your tenant's inventory must contain that App Volumes application. You can use 
the console's Add Application or Add Package workflow or Import Application workflow to add 
App Volumes applications to your organization's inventory.

However, the Create workflow is not available for a multi-session type of operating system. If 
you want to use the Create workflow to add an application to the inventory, you must have 
a client-type, sometimes referred to as the VDI-type of Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 operating 
system to use with that workflow and capture the applications from that VDI-type of operating 
system.

n Use the console's Add Application or Add Package workflow to add the applications from a 
VDI-type of Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 operating system into the inventory. For the steps, 
see VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen- Add an App Volumes Application .

n Use the console's Import workflow to add App Volumes applications to your inventory that 
you manually captured outside of your Horizon Cloud tenant and manually uploaded into 
your Horizon Edge's staging fileshare using the Microsoft Azure portal. The main use of this 
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workflow is for when you already have App Volumes packages from some on-premises App 
Volumes installation and you want to reuse those packages in your Horizon Cloud inventory. 
See VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Add an App Volumes Application by 
Importing an Existing application package.

2. Entitle the App Volumes Applications to the New Users

Create an App Volumes entitlement for the new users that includes one or more of the App 
Volumes applications you just created. See VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - 
Create an Entitlement for an App Volumes Application.

Important   If a service requiring administrative privileges is captured in a Microsoft Windows 10 
or 11 Enterprise multi-session app package, any user being assigned that app package must also 
have administrative privileges.

3. Create the Underlying Desktop for the Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise 
Multi-Session Operating System and Entitle to Users

This first part of the process includes the procedures that follow.

1 Create a desktop image of the Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise multi-session operating 
system.

Note   When you create the base VM for the image, install the App Volumes Agent.

For more information about adding an image from Microsoft Azure Marketplace, see Add an 
Image from Microsoft Azure Marketplace.

Create a multi-session pool group using the new Microsoft Windows 10 or 11 Enterprise 
multi-session operating system desktop image. See Create a Multi-Session Pool Group.

2 Entitle the new multi-session session pool group to end users.

See Launch a Desktop with Web Client.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen- Add an App Volumes 
Application

Using the Add Application workflow in the Horizon Universal Console, you can add an application 
to your organization's inventory. You can either add a package immediately when creating 
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an application or you can use the Add Package workflow and add a package to the existing 
application at a later point in time.

Note   If you want to add a package to an existing application, it is not necessary to create the 
application again. Instead, select the existing application from the list of applications displayed in 
the App Volumes tab and continue creating a package as per the steps mentioned in this task.

n After using the Add Application or Add Package workflow for the first time, the same user 
must not attempt to use that option a second time for the same image until they have 
completed the steps to capture an application package in the capture desktop VM. If they 
try to use the option again for the same image before finishing the steps to capture an 
application package, a message displays stating that a request to create a package is already 
initiated. A different user in the same tenant, however, can initiate creating a package for that 
image whether or not the first user has finished.

Note   When selecting different images, either on the same Horizon Edge or another Horizon 
Edge, the same user can run multiple captures simultaneously. They cannot run multiple 
captures simultaneously for the same image.

n The first time you click the Add Application or App Package option to initiate the capture 
process, the system can take up to 10 minutes before the capture desktop VM is ready and 
the status changes to Desktop ready for application capture. For this first time, this 20-

minutes time is because the system is creating a desktop assignment and two desktop VMs 
to support the capturing process. After you have completed capturing your first application 
package, and then want to initiate a new capturing process, the time between when you click 
the Add Application or Add Package option and the status changes to Desktop ready for 
application capture is shorter, around 10 minutes. The times after the first time are shorter 

because the system does not have to create the capture desktop assignment like it did for 
the first time. For the second time, the system deletes the previously used capture desktop 
VM and uses a new one.
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Prerequisites

Confirm that your environment meets all the prerequisites listed in App Volumes Applications for 
VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Overview and Prerequisites.

Important   The Add workflow is only available for images with single-user, client, or VDI types 
of Microsoft Windows operating systems, and not for multi-session types of operating systems. 
Before you perform the steps in the task that follows, you must have an available image with 
the App Volumes agent installed. When adding an image from the Microsoft Azure Marketplace 
and publishing the image, ensure that you have turned on the App Volumes toggle button. By 
default, this toggle is turned off. This toggle button is listed in the Agent section when publishing 
an image.

To add an image and publish an image, see the Chapter 11 Managing Horizon Images from the 
Cloud.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop and App Catalog > App Volumes.

2 Click Add > Application.

3 On the Add Application page, add Application Name and Description.

4 Add the Owner Details by selecting the owner from the available domains from the Active 
Directory

5 Select the toggle to Add Package.

Note that you can either add the package right away or later. To add the package later, you 
can use the Add Package workflow.

6 Add Package Name and Description.
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7 Select the Horizon Edge where the application will be packaged.

8 Select the Provider in which the packaging VM is created to capture the package.

9 Select the Active Directory domain registered with your environment.

The domain must be reachable from the selected Horizon Edge.

10 Select the Packager or the user that is allocated the VM for capturing the application.

The domain of the user must be same as the selected Active Directory domain.

11 Select between Classic and On-demand delivery.

With classic delivery, any assigned application is delivered to an end user immediately at 
computer startup or user login. With on-demand delivery, a shortcut will appear, but the 
application is not delivered until the user opens the shortcut.

12 Select the Image used by the VM to capture the package.

Ensure that the image has the App Volumes agent installed.

13 Select the Image version used by the VM to capture the package.

14 Select the Desktop Model used to create the VM for packaging.

15 Click Save.

Results

n As soon as the package is added, status of the package is Desktop provisioning is in 
progress.

n After desktop provisioning is done and the packager is assigned a VM, status of the package 
is Ready for capture.

What to do next

You can capture the application package and perform other package management operations 
such as changing the life cycle of the package, setting the Current marker on the package, and 

so on.

For more information about how to capture an application package, see VMware Horizon® Cloud 
Service™ - next-gen - Capture an App Volumes Application Package.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Add an App Volumes 
Application by Importing an Existing application package

You can use the import functionality to resuse pre-configured third-party application packages. 
In the Horizon Universal Console, you can create an App Volumes application by importing an 
application package you already have in your Microsoft Azure storage.

For information about working with Microsoft Azure Storage Explorer, see the Storage Explorer 
documentation.
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Prerequisites

Ensure that you are aware of the following:

n Confirm that your environment meets all the prerequisites listed in App Volumes Applications 
for VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Overview and Prerequisites.

n Add your client IP address to the allow list of addresses that can access the staging file share 
through the firewall. In the Microsoft Azure portal, go to the page that contains the network 
security settings for your storage account. Under the firewall section, enable the option to 
add your client IP address.

You can confirm the location of this file share by navigating to the appropriate file share in 
Microsoft Azure Storage Explorer. To identify the staging file share for the Horizon Edge, 
go to Resources > Capacity, click the name of the Horizon Edge, and navigate to the App 
Volumes Application Storage section.

n The JSON and VHD files for the application package you plan to import must be in the 
staging file share of your Horizon Edge under appvolumes/packages.

Tip   The JSON and VHD files required for importing the application package look similar to 
the following: 7Zip.json and 7Zip.vhd. Some of the sources for JSON and VHD files are 

standalone capture, output of the App Volumes Migration Utility, and the file share of another 
Horizon Edge.

Note   You might need to update firewall rules for the storage account in the Microsoft Azure 
portal to access the files in the file share.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop and App Catalog.

2 On the Desktop and App Catalog page, click App Volumes.

3 Click Add > Import Application.

4 On the Import page, select the site and Horizon Edge from which you want to import the app 
packages into the Horizon Universal Console.

5 Click Import.

After a successful import, app packages are visible in the App Volumes tab of the Horizon 
Universal Console. You might have to refresh the page to see the new application.

Results

n Once imported, the JSON data is updated in the Horizon Universal Console.

Important   Do not attempt to delete the JSON or VHD files directly from the Staging 
and Delivery fileshares. Always use the Horizon Universal Console to delete the application 
packages.
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n To view the Horizon Edge to which the application package is imported, navigate to the 
package, expand the package details, and look for the Horizon Edge information.

If you perform the import again for additional Horizon Edge deployments (after copying/
transferring the VHD and JSON file to each Horizon Edge from which you must import) 
the application becomes available for multiple Horizon Edge deployments. In this case, the 
Horizon Edge information in the package details window displays the number of Horizon 
Edge deployments. To see all the deployments, you can click View and the page displays a 
table which lists the Horizon Edge deployment details.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Manually Replicate 
App Volumes Application Packages Between Horizon Edge 
Deployments

If you have multiple Horizon Edge deployments, to replicate a captured or imported application 
package from one Horizon Edge to another, you must manually copy the packages from the file 
share of the source Horizon Edge to the file share of the destination Horizon Edge.

Prerequisites

Identify a captured or imported application package to replicate.
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Procedure

1 Obtain the filename of the application package that you intend to replicate.

a In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop and App Catalog > App Volumes.

A list of applications is displayed.

b Click the application that has the package you want to replicate.

c Click the double arrow left icon  of the desired package.

Package details screen is displayed.

d Make a note of the filename (filename.vhd).

2 Go to the Microsoft Azure portal.

3 Locate the staging file share that contains the .vhd and .json files of the application 

filename noted in one of the previous steps.

4 Copy the files from appvolumes/packages.

5 Upload the copied files to the staging file share of the destination Horizon Edge at 
appvolumes/packages.

Managing App Packages in an App Volumes Application

You can manage an App Volumes application package within VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ 
- next-gen.
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VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Change the Life Cycle Stage of an 
App Volumes Application Package

An App Volumes application package has different stages. These stages provide information 
about the state of delivery of the package. As an administrator, you can change the stage of a 
package after successfully capturing an application package.

When a package capture is successful, the status of the package is Ready and the package stage 

is automatically set to New. You can now change the package stages.

Note   The life cycle of a package cannot be changed when the stage of the package is 
Unpackaged.

The stage of a package is automatically set to Unpackaged when the package is added to an 

application but not yet captured. The status of the package is Ready for capture.

The life cycle stages of a package are as follows:

New

Package is ready to be tested.

Tested

Package testing is done and the package is ready to be published.

Published

Package is published for users who are assigned to the package.

Retired

Packages are no longer required or updated.

Entities can still be assigned to applications with retired packages.

Prerequisites

Ensure that the package is captured and the status of the package is Ready.

To capture an application package, see VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Capture 
an App Volumes Application Package.
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Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop & App Catalog > App Volumes.

2 Click View Packages.

3 Select the desired package.

4 Click STAGE and click the desired life cycle stage.

The updated package stage is displayed in the Stage column on the page that contains the 
list of packages.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Capture an App Volumes 
Application Package

Each App Volumes package stores one or more programs required for the application to run. 
A single package can be delivered to multiple users and user groups. To capture an application 
package, use the workflow mentioned in this topic.

The first time you initiate the capture process, the system takes up to 10 minutes before the 
capture desktop VM is ready to use for capturing an application. During these 20 minutes, the 
system is creating a capture-process VDI desktop system pool and two desktop VMs to be used 
for the capture desktop VMs. It can take the system up to 20 minutes to create that underlying 
system pool and VMs.

n The system creates one pool per user per image per Horizon Edge. For this reason, it might 
create one pool or multiple pools.

n There are two desktops in each system pool so that you can start a second capture quickly 
after the first has finished.

n These pools are named according to the pattern appcaptureXXX, where XXX is a randomly 

generated number.

n If you want to update the image that is used for the packaging process, you must delete 
these pools before doing so.

The image used on the capture desktop VM is present on the Resources > Image page. To 
easily identify the image used by the capture desktop VM for a particular package, navigate 
to the list of packages (View Packages) page. Click Manage Columns button and select Pool. 

In the Pool column, for the desired package, click the pool name. The corresponding image 
page is displayed. This page indicates the image used on the capture desktop VM for that 
package and the pool information is present in the System Pools section on the image page.
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n If you are not planning to perform additional capture in the near future, you can delete the 
system pools so they are not in your environment for no reason. If you delete them, however, 
the next time you perform a capture the system will take up to 20 minutes to create new 
ones.

Note   Using the navigational information for the image page described earlier, navigate to 
the image for the desired package. Go to the System Pools section and delete the desired 
pool.

Note   If a capture fails, you can navigate to Monitor > Activity Logs to view any system activity 
events.

There is now an entry for the application package in the list on the Applications page. If you point 
to Status for this list entry, it indicates the status of the capture VM. When the status is Desktop 
ready for application capture, you can proceed with the steps to log into the capture desktop 

VM and start installing an application for your app package.

Prerequisites

Ensure that the status of the package you want to capture is in Ready for capture.
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Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop & App Catalog > App Volumes.

2 Click View Packages.

3 Select the package you intend to capture.

4 Click CAPTURE.

5 To connect to the packaging VM, select either the VMware Horizon® Client™ or the browser.

6 Follow the prompts until you launch the packager VM.

The packager VM opens and the App Volumes Packaging in Progress information is 

displayed.

In the Horizon Universal Console, the status of the package is Capture in progress.

7 In the packager VM, download and install the application.

8 After installing the application, in the App Volumes Packaging in Progress dialog box, click 
ok.

9 In the Installation Complete confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

10 (Optional) In the VMware App Volumes - Finalize Package window, add packager notes.

11 Click Finalize.

12 In the Restart required dialog box, click OK.

The packaging VM restarts.

13 Log in again with the packager credentials used earlier.

14 In the Packaging is successful dialog box, click Ok.

Results

After the capture is complete, the packaging VM is unassigned from the packager and the VM is 
deleted. The pool template size is 1.

The status of the package is now Ready. Life cycle stage of the package is New.

What to do next

You can perform package management operations such as change the life cycle of a package, 
set the Current marker on the package, or create entitlements for the package.

For more information about any of these package management operation, see Managing App 
Packages in an App Volumes Application.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Move an App Volumes 
Application Package

You can move packages from one application to another. When similar package requirements 
across applications exist, you can use the move functionality.
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Prerequisites

n Ensure that package to be moved has no entitlement or CURRENT marker.

A package with an entitlement or CURRENT marker cannot be moved. If a package has an 

entitlement or a CURRENT marker, then remove the entitlement or marker and perform the 

package move operation again.

n Ensure that the package is captured and the status is Ready.

A package can be moved only after package capture. For more information about how to 
capture an application package, see VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Capture 
an App Volumes Application Package.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop & App Catalog > App Volumes.

2 Click View Packages.

3 Select the package for the move operation.

4 Click the ellipsis-horizontal icon  and click Move.

5 In the Move Package window, select the destination application in the Application drop-down 
box.

6 Click Save.

The package moves to the destination application.

7 To verify the package move, navigate to the destination application and view the list of 
packages for that application.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Set CURRENT Marker to an App 
Volumes Application Package

If an application has several packages and you want to deliver the latest version of the 
application to a user or user group, then the CURRENT marker can be set on the package. The user 

or user group can be configured to always receive the package version which has the marker 
even if the marker is removed from one package and set on the other package.

Here are some of the considerations when setting a CURRENT marker to a package:

n Move and delete operations cannot be performed on a package which is set with a CURRENT 
marker.

To perform either operation, the marker must be removed from the package.

n Only one package in an application can be set as CURRENT.

Prerequisites

Ensure that the package you want to mark as CURRENT has completed the packaging process and 

the status of the package is Ready.
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Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop and App Catalog > App Volumes.

2 Click the application which has the package on which you want to set the CURRENT marker.

The list of packages for this applictaion is displayed.

3 Select the package.

4 Click MARKERS > Set Current.

5 On the Set Current dialog box, click SET.

Package name is displayed with the CURRENT marker.

What to do next

You can now entitle this package to users or user groups. For more information about creating 
an entitlement, see VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Create an Entitlement for an 
App Volumes Application.

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Create an Entitlement 
for an App Volumes Application

To deliver an App Volumes application package to an end user, you must entitle an application to 
a user or group of users.

Here are some considerations when creating entitlements for an application:

n An application can be entitled to a single or multiple users or user groups.

n An entitlement can be created based on a specific package version or a package set with 
CURRENT marker. For a marker-based entitlement, the user or user group always receives the 

package with the CURRENT version. If the administrator sets the CURRENT marker to another 

package, the user or user group, in the subsequent login, receives the new package which 
has the CURRENT marker.

Multiple applications can also be assigned to a user or a user group at the same time. For 
information about how to entitle multiple applications to multiple user or user groups, see
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Prerequisites

Ensure that the application to which you want to add entitlements has at least one package and 
the package status must be Ready.

A package is in the Ready status after capturing an application. For more information, see 

VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen - Capture an App Volumes Application Package.

Before creating an App Volumes entitlement, you must first create a floating VDI desktop 
assignment. Due to the processing needs of Microsoft Windows 10 and Windows 11 operating 
systems, this assignment must have a VMware-recommended desktop model that provides at 
least 2 vCPU and 4 GB RAM.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to Desktop and App Catalog > App Volumes.

2 Select the application to which you want to entitle a user or a user group.

3 Click Entitlement > ENTITLE.

4 On the Entitle App Volumes page, perform the following steps:

a Select the desired package.

b Select the User types.

c Depending on the user type selected in the previous step, add the users or user groups.

5 Click Save.

In the Entitlements tab of the application, all users and user groups for that application are 
displayed. If a package with CURRENT marker is chosen for a specific user or user group, then 

the Marker column on this page displays CURRENT for that user or user group.
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Allow End Users to Access their 
Desktops and Applications from 
Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub

16
With this feature the customer admin can enable the end user to launch desktops and 
applications from their HUB portal.

Prerequisites

Access tenant is created in Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub.

Procedure

1 Navigate to the URL provided by Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub and select System Domain.
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2 Add your Username and Password and click Sign in to log into VMware Workspace ONE® 
Access™.

3 In the VMware Workspace ONE® Access™ console, click Catalog > Web Apps.
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4 Click New on the Catalog page. 

5 On the Definition page, add a unique Name to the web application and click Next.
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6 On the Configuration page, select Web application Link from the drop-down menu for 
Authentication Type.

7 Add a Target URL https://cloud.vmwarehorizon.com/appblast/endpoint/?
domain=<<tenantdomain>>&auto=true and click Next.
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8 On the Summary page, view and verify the details and click Save.

9 On the Catalog page select the application you saved and click Assign.
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10 On the Assign page select the Users/User Groups to assign the web application and click 
Save.

11 The end user can then log into the Hub and view and click on the web application tile to 
launch their application.
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Horizon Accelerator - Getting 
Started 17
This documentation page provides how to get started with the Horizon Accelerator SaaS 
offering. Links at the bottom go to pages with more detailed information.

Brief Introduction

Horizon Accelerator is an add-on SKU to the Horizon Universal License subscriptions.

Horizon Accelerator provides you with ongoing day-0 to day-2 support to your Horizon 
Cloud Service - next-gen environment and the ability to gain insights and visibility into your 
environment.

With Horizon Accelerator, you gain a faster time to value and eliminate complexity and the 
learning curve around your VDI environment. The dedicated VDI expertise augments your IT staff 
and eases the burden of day-0 through day-2 operations.

You access the Horizon Accelerator features within the Horizon Universal Console.

Requirements

When the licensing associated with your next-gen environment entitles you to use Horizon 
Accelerator, the Horizon Universal Console automatically displays the relevant features.

As features are released to the cloud control plane, they become automatically available for your 
use.

To verify the licenses associated with your environment, use the console's Subscriptions page. 
See Use the Horizon Universal Console to Track Your Horizon Licenses. To use Horizon 
Accelerator, your environment requires:

n A Horizon subscription that provides for add-on SKUs. Horizon subscriptions are described in 
VMware Horizon Subscription Comparison Matrix.

n Horizon Accelerator license.

n You have onboarded to Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen Chapter 6 VMware Horizon Cloud 
Service - next-gen Deployment and Onboarding.
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Visibility Into Infrastructure Resources

With Horizon Accelerator, you gain visibility into the resources within the provider that is 
configured with your next-gen environment, while at the same time avoiding the need to log 
into each provider's UI or portal and examine each individual resource.

The Horizon Universal Console's Provider Resources provides a dashboard view for visibility into 
the provider resources.

This ability to gain visibility to the state of the provider resources can be especially helpful for 
your next-gen environment's administrators who might not have access to the provider's portal.

Within the Provider Resources view is a feature for exporting resource data into a downloadable 
file format. A refresh feature provides for obtaining the data for the moment you want to see it.

Dedicated VDI Expertise

Horizon Accelerator is staffed by a team, the Horizon Pros, of dedicated Horizon delivery 
experts. The Horizon Pros provide:

n 24x7 support

n Full life cycle support, including day-0 through day-2 optimization, and guidance such as 
standard architectures, best practices, and so on.

n Expert guidance across Horizon deployment types

Note   Horizon Pros support is provided for both Microsoft Azure deployments and on-premises 
deployments.

You can refer to VMware Production Support for Cloud Products PDF at the vmware.com site for 
a description of VMware's 24-hour support for cloud deployments.

Learn More

For more detailed descriptions of the above features, use the following links.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Horizon Accelerator - Infrastructure Page - Provider Resources View

n Horizon Accelerator - Horizon Pros - Dedicated Support

Horizon Accelerator - Infrastructure Page - Provider 
Resources View

This documentation page describes the Horizon Accelerator feature that the Horizon Universal 
Console provides for viewing the provider resources that are used for your Horizon Cloud Service 
- next-gen environment.
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This feature is available for use when you have the Horizon Accelerator add-on license.

Currently, this feature is available for use with the Microsoft Azure capacity provider.

Introduction

With Horizon Accelerator, you get visibility into the provider resources that are used by your 
next-gen environment while at the same time avoiding the need to log into each provider's UI or 
portal and examine each individual resource.

The Horizon Universal Console's Provider Resources view provides a dashboard experience for 
viewing the provider resources.

The following screenshot illustrates the location of this view within the console, Infrastructure > 
Provider Resources and how this view is displayed for a Microsoft Azure provider.

The provider selection list in the upper-right side of this view reflects each provider configured in 
your next-gen environment. This list makes it easy to select a particular provider's resources to 
display.

To view the information about each resource type, expand its section.

When you expand a section, the system retrieves the data, so that you have the up-to-the-
minute information.

The following screenshot illustrates an example of an expanded section. The subscription 
information is redacted for privacy.
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Microsoft Azure Provider - Resource Types

In the current release, the Provider Resources view provides data for the following resources 
that your next-gen environment uses from the Microsoft Azure provider configured for it.

For each of these resource types, when you expand a category in the UI, the system calls an 
Azure API to retrieve the up-to-the-moment data from Microsoft Azure and the subscription in 
which the resources reside.

For each displayed resource type, the system provides the data that corresponds to the specific 
resource provider that's selected in the upper right list at the top of the Provider Resources 
view.

Tip   For Microsoft Azure, the provider is based on an Azure subscription. The displayed data 
is specific to the resources located in a the subscription associated with the provider that you 
select in the upper-right selection list.

For each resource type, the system obtains information according to characteristics that the 
Azure API provides for that specific resource type. For example, even though Azure provides 
for a characteristic of provisioning state for resource groups, Azure does not provide that 

characteristic for network interfaces.

As a result, the UI section for each resource type contains columns and filters based on what the 
system's API call to Azure returns for that resource type.

The displayed columns are the characteristics that Azure associates with the resource type.
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When Azure defines and supports specific values for a particular characteristic, you can filter on 
those known values using the filter icon in the column heading.

Note   For state-related characteristic, the values you see in those columns are based on values 
that Azure returns to the system's API call. Azure documentation refers to these values as the 
known values supported by the service. Over time, Azure might add new known values or update 
the specific names that it uses for its known values. The state-related values indicated in the 
following lists are current as of this writing.

Resource Groups

Lists the resource groups in that provider and displays information about each, such as 
its Azure region. The Provisioning State column indicates the deployment status for each 
resource group.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

n Provisioning State - For this state-related characteristic, Azure reports values of 
Succeeded, Failed, Deleting, Updating.

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Region - Name of the Azure region in which the resource resides.

Virtual Machines

Lists the virtual machines in that provider and displays information about each, such as its NIC 
and IP address.

n Virtual Machine - Name of the virtual machine (VM).

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

n Network Interface - Name of the network interface (NIC) attached to the VM.

n Virtual Network - Name of the VNet attached to the NIC.

n IP Address - IP address set on the NIC.

n Virtual Machine Size - The Azure VM model used for the VM.

Disks

Lists the disks in that provider and displays information about each, such as disk state and 
disk size.

n Disk Name - Name of the disk.

n Disk State - For this state-related characteristic, Azure reports values of Unattached, 

Attached, Active SAS, Active SAS Frozen, Frozen, Active Upload, Ready to 
Upload, Reserved.
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For precise definitions of all of these Azure known values, see the Disk State type page in 
the Azure documentation.

The disk states that you will typically see for a next-gen environment are Attached, 

Reserved, and Unattached. Attached disks are attached to running VMs. Reserved disks 

are attached to stopped-deallocated VMs. Unattached disks are not being used by any 
VM.

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

n Region - Name of the Azure region in which the resource resides.

n Disk size (GB) - Size of the disk.

Note   As described in the Azure documentation, an unattached disk state means that disk 
is being used within that subscription. That is, the disk was previously attached to a desktop, 
and even though the desktop is deleted, the disk still exists on the Azure side.

Tip   When you have floating desktop pools, if you see that this Disks view lists multiple 
Unattached disks for that pool's resource group, a best practice is to delete those 

unattached disks to avoid costs in Microsoft Azure. An unattached state typically indicates 
that the disk is providing no use, and might have been orphaned from a deleted floating 
desktop.

Network Interfaces

Lists the network interfaces in that provider and displays information about each, such as 
which resource group they reside in.

n Network Interface - Name of the network interface (NIC).

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

n Region - Name of the Azure region in which the resource resides.

Virtual Networks

Lists the virtual networks (VNets) in that provider and displays information about each, such 
as its peering status. For each VNet, this view lists its defined address prefixes.

n Virtual Network - Name of the VNet.

n Provisioning State - For this state-related characteristic, Azure reports values of 
Succeeded, Failed, Deleting, Updating.

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

n Address Prefix - Address prefix in that VNet.
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n Peering State - For this state-related characteristic, Azure reports values of Connected, 

Disconnected, Initiated.

Storage Accounts

Lists the storage accounts in that provider and displays information about each, such as 
which resource group they reside in.

n Storage Account - Name of the storage account.

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

n Region - Name of the Azure region in which the resource resides.

Availability Sets

Lists the availability sets in that provider and displays information about each, such as which 
resource group they reside in.

n Availability Set - Name of the availability set.

n Subscription - Name of the associated Azure subscription.

n Resource Group - Name of the resource group.

Public IP Addresses

List the public IP addresses in that provider and displays information about each, such as their 
allocation method (static, dynamic).

n Public IP Name - Name of the public IP.

n Provisioning State - For this state-related characteristic, Azure reports values of 
Succeeded, Failed, Deleting, Updating.

n Public IP - The IP address of this public IP.

n Public IP Version - IPv4 or IPv6.

n IP Allocation Method - Azure returns value of Dynamic or Static.

n Idle Timeout (mins) - Timeout value for the public IP.

n Region - Name of the Azure region in which the resource resides.

UI Actions - Filter, Manage Columns, Refresh, and Export

Each section provides for these standard actions.

Filters

Each column heading provides a filtering icon. If you set filters on a column and then export 
the data, only the filtered data is exported into the CSV file.

Refresh
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When you expand a section, the system fetches the data from the resource provider and 
displays the data. At the time you expand a section, the data you see is the up-to-the-
moment data about that resource as it is in the provider selected in the upper-right-corner 
list.

Within each section, if you have been viewing the data for a while and want to fetch the 
latest data, click Refreshin that section to populate that section with the up-to-the-moment 
data.

Export

Within each section is an Export button for exporting the data in CSV format and making the 
CSV file available in the console's Downloads page.

If you have set any of the column filters, those filters are applied to the exported data.

Upon clicking Export, a dialog box displays and provides a field for you to customize the file 
name. You can either type in a new name or accept the displayed default value.

When ready, the system makes the file available for download from the console's Downloads 
page (Monitor > Downloads.

Note   By default, the system has a 30-day expiration time for the files on the Downloads 
page. After 30 days, the files are deleted from the system.

Horizon Accelerator - Horizon Pros - Dedicated Support

The Horizon Accelerator support team provides dedicated, ongoing day-0 to day-2 support in 
your Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen environment.

Note   The Horizon Pros team is also referred to as VMware Horizon Accelerator Support 
team. You might see the team's name abbreviated as VHA Support in emails and other contact 

methods.

How It Works

Access to the Horizon Pros is directly within the Horizon Universal Console. With the Horizon 
Accelerator license, the console displays a Support choice in the left-navigation menu.
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To request assistance from the dedicated team, you click Support.

After you complete the wizard, one of the Horizon Accelerator support agents is alerted and will 
contact you about your request.

Request Support

When you click Support > Raise New Ticket, the console starts the Request Support wizard.

The following screenshot illustrates the appearance of the wizard after clicking Support.
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Within this wizard, you make the selections appropriate for the type of support you are 
requesting. The following sections describe each step.

Step 1 - Support Type

Decide first whether the request type is technical or non-technical in nature. Technical requests 
will have an issue category and severity tag associated with them.

Technical type Non-technical type

After you choose the type, follow the UI to further associate the request with a topic area that 
you think it best fits into. (There is no right or wrong answer for the topic area.)

You select the topic area from a system-defined list. The system-defined list includes an Other 
topic area in case your request does not readily align with the remaining ones in the list.
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Because the console is dynamic and will list the choices that are available in the system at the 
up-to-the minute time, this documentation here does not enumerate the topic or sub-topic lists. 
If an attempt was made to enumerate in this documentation here, the documentation here would 
quickly grow out of date quickly. Instead of an enumerated list, here are some examples:

n For a technical request, topic areas include technical function related areas such as 
Connectivity, Edge deployment, Maintenance, and similar technical, function related 

concepts.

n For a non-technical request, topic areas include such business-oriented and license-related 
areas such as Entitlement account, Users & Permissions, and similar business-oriented 

concepts. For a non-technical request, you can include a sub-topic area for a selected topic.

For Technical type, you select an issue category:

Incident

When faced with a problem, such as a working service is broken, latency or performance 
issues, and things along those lines.

Incidents get tagged with a severity tag, in order of decreasing severity Critical, Major, Minor, 
Cosmetic. Each severity has an associated SLA. You can refer to VMware Production Support 
for Cloud Products PDF.

Service Request

When requesting information or a request for the dedicated support team to perform a task.

Continue making the UI selections you want until you see the UI makes the Next button available. 
You click Next to save your choices and continue to the next step.

Step 2 - Details

This step starts as:
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Use the Subject field to provide a short description of the problem or the reason for this 
assistance request.

Use the larger field to provide a longer description for what you want assistance on.

When the console makes Next available, click Next to proceed to the next step.

Screenshot example:

Step 3 - Watchlist

This step starts as:

Use the Add button to provide email addresses of people who you want to be cc'd about this 
request. To add the next name, click Add again.
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Note   By default, the system automatically includes the request submitter's email address (your 
email address). The system uses the email associated with the login you used to log in to Horizon 
Universal Console.

When the console makes Next available and you've added the people you want to the watchlist, 
click Next to proceed to the next step.

Step 4 - Contact Preferences

This step starts as:

Specify the method you prefer for the assigned Horizon Pro agent to use for contacting you 
about this request. When selecting Phone, provide a contact phone number.
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Email Contact Method Phone Contact Method

One of the support team's goal is that you receive support during your business hours. To meet 
this goal, the support agent infers the typical business hours in your selected time zone. This time 
zone selection helps facilitate more efficient communication between the support team and your 
team.

When the console makes Send available, click Send to submit the support request.

Send Request

When the steps are completed in the UI and you are ready to submit the request, click Send.

When you click Send, the support request is routed to the Horizon Pros team of support agents.
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The console displays a confirmation message to inform you that the request is created and has 
entered the support pipeline.

What Happens Next

The system notifies the VMware Horizon Accelerator Support team of your support request.

At that same time, the system sends an email to the VMware Horizon Accelerator Support team 
address and cc'ing your email address and the addresses you entered in the Watchlist step.

As soon as the team receives the system notification of your submitted support request, the 
team will reach out to you and starts working on your request.

The notification that you'll first see is a confirmation email with the VMware Horizon Accelerator 
Support team's address in the To line and your email address and the emails you entered in the 
Watchlist step in the CC line.

Note   If you do not receive this confirmation email within 15 minutes, you can submit the request 
again.

The team's email address will contain the string VHA Support at vmware.com.

The email's subject line will include the string Support ticket created, and the body will include the 
information you selected and input in the wizard.

If you reply to that first email, a mail is sent to the VMware Horizon Accelerator Support team.
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Managing Your Horizon Cloud 
Tenant Environment 18
At this point, you onboarded Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen and proceeded through the 
workflow from configuring Active Directory, to deploying Horizon Edge, to creating images, to 
creating pools, to entitling desktops and applications to end users. You can now manage that 
tenant environment.

The concepts and tasks that follow provide guidance in how to use and monitor your Horizon 
Cloud tenant environment.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Assigning Administrative Roles to Horizon Universal Console Users

n Use the Horizon Universal Console to Track Your Horizon Licenses

n Managing Horizon Agent Software

n Tracking Monitoring Events

Assigning Administrative Roles to Horizon Universal Console 
Users

You can create Horizon Cloud administrative users and assign them roles. The roles provide 
the administrative users specified permissions to the Horizon Universal Console, such as to view 
specific information or to take specific actions.

Administrative Roles for the Horizon Universal Console

Each role gives create, read, update, and delete permissions to the specified area, and read 
permissions only to everything else.

Roles Area of Permissions

Administrator Access to entire UI and API.

Read-Only Administrator Read-only access to UI and API

Pool Administrator pools and VMs

Deployment Administrator Horizon Edges, Unified Access Gateways, Providers

Pool Group Administrator Pool Groups
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Roles Area of Permissions

Entitlement Administrator Entitlements

Image Administrator Images

Add Horizon Universal Console Users and Assign Roles

To provide administrative users with access rights to the Horizon Universal Console, you use the 
VMware Cloud Services Console to first assign those users an organization role. You can then 
assign Horizon Cloud Service roles to those users.

This task requires you to access the Cloud Services Console. You must be an organization owner 
or an organization administrator to add new users.

Note   For more details about VMware Cloud™ services , see VMware Cloud services Product 
Documentation. You might see other names for VMware Cloud services in VMware products and 
documentation, such as "VMware Cloud Services Platform" (CSP) and "VMware Cloud Services 
Engagement Platform."

Procedure

1 Log in to the Cloud Services Console.

2 In the left menu, select Identity & Access Management > Active Users

Note   The Identity & Access Management node is only available to organization owners and 
organization administrators.

3 Select Active Users > Add Users.

4 In the Users text box, add the email addresses of people you want to assign administrative 
roles.
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5 Select an organization role for the users you added.

Organization owners and organization admins can use the Cloud Services Console to add and 
edit users.

6 Click Add a Service and, if necessary to choose, select Workspace ONE.

7 Click the with roles text box to view the list of available roles and, if desired, select additional 
roles.

8 In the next drop-down menu, select with or until, depending on if you want to set the 
permissions to expire at some point.

9 In the next field, if applicable, provide an expiration date.

10 Click Add.

Results

The users you added now have access to the Horizon Universal Console with the permissions 
you granted them.

Other Actions You Can Perform from the Active Users Page

After you use the Cloud Services Console to add users, you can take several other actions on the 
Active Users page.

You can perform the following actions, many of which are the same as or similar to the steps for 
configuring the initial Horizon Availability Monitoring test
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Action Description

Search the active-users list. Enter a text string in the Search text box to search the list of active users.

View the role-related information of a 
selected active user.

Click the double arrow next to an active user's name to display the 
following information.

n That user's organization role, such as Organization Admin, Organization 
Owner, and Organization Member.

n That user's services, such as the Horizon Cloud Service, and the 
users assigned roles for that service, such as Image Administrator and 
Inventory Administrator.

Edit a user's role. Select a user and click Edit Roles.

Editing roles is very similar to the procedure of adding roles, previously 
described.

Remove users. Select one or more users and click Remove Users.

Use the Horizon Universal Console to Track Your Horizon 
Licenses

The goal of the Subscriptions page is to help administrators quickly determine the status of their 
Horizon subscription licenses.

Note   If you have licenses for VMware foundational products, such as vSphere, vSAN, and 
vCenter, you can obtain the perpetual keys for those products. The method for obtaining the 
perpetual keys varies depending on which of the following situations apply.

When you have access solely to the next-gen Horizon control plane

At this time, when you have access solely to the next-gen Horizon Control Plane, you must 
contact VMware support to request that they send you the perpetual keys. See VMware KB 
2006985.

When you are an authorized user of the first-gen Horizon Cloud control plane

If you are an authorized user of the first-gen Horizon Cloud control plane, you can log in 
and use its console to view and generate the perpetual keys. Some restrictions apply, as 
described in this first-gen documentation page.

To view your Horizon subscription licenses, in the left menu, click Subscriptions.

The following details apply to the Subscriptions page.

n You can change the way the page presents the license details by using the sorting arrows 
or filters available on the page. For example, in the table heading, you can use filters for the 
Classification (Concurrent or Named) and Status columns, among others. Also, you can use 
sorting arrows for the Start Date and Expiry Date columns, among others.
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n SID

Service Instance ID

A unique identifier generated for each subscription

n Billing - The license billing types are as follows.

Paid

One bill at the start of the license

Monthly

One bill for each month of the license

Trial

No bill because the license is a trial license

n Classification - The license usage model classification.

Concurrent Users

Refers to the total number of end users accessing or using the software at any given time 
to maintain an active or idle connection to their desktops or applications from an endpoint 
device. See the following examples.

n A concurrent user running three desktops at the same time via three different endpoint 
devices is counted three times, once for each of the three concurrently connected 
desktop sessions.

n A concurrent user running three desktops at the same time via the same endpoint device 
and the same client is counted only once.

To see concurrent-license usage details, on the Subscriptions page, click the Concurrent band 
of the Total User Licenses circle to open the Concurrent Licenses page.
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Note   Click Refresh to update the peak usage statistics.

The Concurrent Licenses page displays information about your concurrent licenses, such as 
the total number of concurrent licenses available and the peak usage statistics. The peak 
usage statistics show the highest number of concurrent licenses in use during specific time 
periods. Notice that the "This month" statistic displays the highest number of concurrent 
licenses in use so far for the current month.

Managing Horizon Agent Software

Horizon Agent is the required agent software that allows VMs to pair with Horizon Cloud. You 
must manage the agents to ensure that they are up-to-date with the newest features and bug 
fixes.

On virtual machines, this agent communicates with Horizon Cloud Service to provide features 
such as brokering, connection monitoring, integrated printing, and access to locally connected 
USB devices.

Keeping Horizon Agent Versions Current

Horizon Cloud uses different methods to inform you that the Horizon Agent software deployed 
on VMs is not the most current version available.

Several Horizon Universal Console pages related to pools, pool groups, and images inform you 
when the associated Horizon Agent is out of date. As a best practice, keep the agent version 
up-to-date.

Horizon Agent Version Labels

The Horizon Agent version labels indicate if the agent version is up-to-date or not on a resource 
(pool groups, pools, or images). If the agent is not up-to-date, the labels further indicate the 
significance of how outdated the agents are.
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Horizon Agent Version Labels Description

Latest The latest agent version is installed on the VMs.

Out of date Some VMs have agents that are out of date.

Unsupported Some VMs have agents that are out of date and unsupported.

At risk Some VMs have agents with critical security or functionality issues.

Example of the Horizon Agent Version Information

The following screenshots provide an example of how Horizon Agent version stat information is 
presented. This particular example is of the Pool Groups page.

Pool Groups Page Example

The Pool Groups page includes the Agent Version Status column. In the screenshot that 
follows, each of the pool groups has an Agent Version Status label of Unsupported. 

Hover over an Agent Version Status label to view the description, as indicated in the 
following screenshot.
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Update Horizon Agent Software on Dedicated Desktops VMs

Periodically, VMware makes Horizon Agent updates available to include new features and bug 
fixes. Use this procedure to update the Horizon Agent software installed on your dedicated 
desktop VMs.

Use this procedure to update the Horizon Agent software installed on your dedicated desktop 
VMs

To update the Horizon Agent software installed on your dedicated desktop VMs, you use the 
Horizon Universal Console. You start the agent-update process on the Pool Groups page and the 
process focus moves from pool groups to pools. You then activate the agent update at the pool 
level and the system updates the Horizon Agent software on your dedicated desktop VMs to the 
latest available version.

Caution   While the update agent operation is in progress, you must ensure that you have no 
other planned activities that might cause any of the pool group's desktop VMs to experience 
a power change operation. For example, notify your other administrators to avoid manually 
powering off or on one of these desktop VMs, and ensure that any power management 
schedules configured in this pool group will not cause the desktops to power on or off while 
the update agent tasks are running. If a desktop VM experiences a power-change operation 
while the system is running its agent update tasks on the VM, unexpected results can occur and 
leave that desktop VM in a state that requires manual recovery. 

A best practice is to edit the pool group and remove any configured power management 
schedules to eliminate the chance a power-change operation will occur while the agent update 
tasks are running.
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Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, navigate to the Pool Groups page.

The following screenshot is of the Pool Groups page and illustrates the Need Agent Update 
option.

2 (Optional) If you want to ensure the latest agent update is available for the Need Agent 
Update filter, you can scan pool groups for agent updates.

Note   A scan for updates can take a few minutes depending on the number of pool groups 
and pools.

Horizon Cloud automatically scans desktops across pool groups daily for the agent update. 
The Scan for Updates action label displays the last-scanned time. If you want to scan agents 
immediately for pool groups, use the Scan for Updates action as follows.

a Select Agent > Scan for Updates.

This process runs in the background. The status is shown on the Activity Log page.

b To view the progress, go to the Activity Log page.

See Monitoring Administrator and End User Activity from the Activity Log Page for 
information about the Activity Log.

3 To filter the list so that it consists solely of pool groups that contain desktop VMs eligible for 
agent update, click Need Agent Update.

If you scanned for updates in the preceding step, the data in this list includes updates 
discovered during the scan. Otherwise, the list consists of data computed from previous 
scans, such as from the automated daily scans or for specific events.

4 Select one or more pool groups.

5 Select Agent > Update Agent.

The Update Agent wizard starts and presents a page that divides the selected pool groups 
into a list of corresponding pools, each of which contains one or more VMs eligible for agent 
update.

6 Select the pools in the list that contain the VMs you want to update and click Next.
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7 Complete the Details form and click Save.

Option Description

Skip VMs with Active Users Select to skip the Horizon Agent update for active or disconnected 
sessions. If this option is not selected, users logged in to VMs when 
the update begins will receive a 5-minute warning and then be 
forcibly logged off.

Job Timeout Set the time period over which you want the system to continue 
trying automatically to update agents. If you want to run updates 
only during a specific period, you can set a short time period even if 
you select multiple templates and VMs. One batch of VMs can take 
20-60 minutes depending on the VM state and any other wait time 
and retries in process.

For example, if you have more than 600 VMs to update with 30 VMs 
as concurrency, then you would calculate the time period as follows:

n Number of batches: 600/30 = 20 batches

n Job timeout: 20*60 = 1200 minutes

You would set the job timeout to be 1200 minutes which is a much 
longer period than usually required for running updates.

Note   The system does not retry updating VMs that encounter an 
error during the update process.

Concurrency Set a limit to the number of VMs that the system attempts the agent 
update on simultaneously.

This setting works in parallel with the Failure Threshold setting. 
Ideally, you should keep the Concurrency setting lower or equal to 
the Failure Threshold setting.

Failure Threshold The number of VMs for which the agent update is allowed to 
fail before the update process is stopped. Setting this threshold 
prevents mass failures from occurring.

When the update process stops due to failed VM agent updates, 
you might observe a number of failed VMs that is higher than the 
set Failure Threshold value. If you need to ensure that there will be 
fewer failures than the number specified for the Failure Threshold 
setting, then set the Concurrency value to 1. This also means that 
the agent update process will take a long time as it will be updating 
one VM at a time. It is recommended to set Concurrency and Failure 
Threshold appropriately for optimal results.

Command Line Arguments In the Command Line Arguments text box, add any command-line 
options that might be relevant for this update.

What to do next

The Agent Update process runs in the background and the status is shown on the Activity Log 
page. Go to the Activity Log page to view the progress. For information about the Activity Log, 
visit Monitoring Administrator and End User Activity from the Activity Log Page.
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Tracking Monitoring Events

You can use the Horizon Universal Console to locate users, view their desktop and application 
data, download VM logs, and review collected event information, such as notifications, audit 
events, and system and user activities.

Help Desk Features in Your Horizon Cloud Environment

The Horizon Universal Console allows you to monitor an end user's use of virtual desktops and 
applications and troubleshooting issues. Administrators of the Horizon Universal Console can use 
the console's Search feature to look up users. Administrators can look up sessions for particular 
users to troubleshoot problems and perform specific desktop maintenance operations.

In your organization, you might have administrators with access to the Horizon Universal Console 
who help end users with various activities, such as using virtual desktops and remote applications 
provided by your environment. Those administrators might also monitor end users' sessions or 
monitor the desktop instances to identify issues that might potentially impact the sessions.

In the Horizon Universal Console, the following items support performing those help-desk-related 
tasks:

n The search feature of the Horizon Universal Console. Your help desk workers can use this 
feature to search for a specific end user.

n The user card feature. Using a particular user's user card, help desk workers can examine 
that user's sessions to troubleshoot problems and perform specific desktop maintenance 
operations.

Using the Console's Search Feature

Use the search feature in the Horizon Universal Console to locate a specific end user in your 
environment by name. You can search users by first name, last name, or display name.

On any page in the Horizon Universal Console, enter your search term in the search text box. 
When you have entered at least three (3) characters in the search text box, names that begin 
with those characters are displayed. To narrow down the results, you can continue entering more 
characters .
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When you see the name of the user you are searching for, you can click it to get more details 
about that user. For details, see Using the Horizon Cloud User Card, or Help Desk, Feature.

Using the Horizon Cloud User Card, or Help Desk, Feature

Use the user card feature, accessible with the Horizon Universal Console, as a dashboard to work 
with a specific end user's assigned resources, such as that end user's desktops. People also refer 
to this user card feature as the help desk.

You use the search feature of the Horizon Universal Console to display the card for a specific end 
user. See Using the Console's Search Feature for how to search for an end user. When you click 
the name of an end user in the search results, the system displays the card of that end user.

You can see informational data in context of this specific end user, about that end user's virtual 
desktop and applications, by navigating through the user card and following the on-screen 
prompts. You might have to click through from one information area to another to see different 
types of information and data.

Sessions

To obtain information about the user's active sessions, navigate to the user card. To view 
session details, click the Computer Name. Information is shown about the VM, session, CPU 
usage, memory usage, and Logon Segments brokering statistics for the latest active session, 
logon duration, and so on. You can perform other actions on this page. For details about 
these actions, see Actions You Can Take on Sessions.

Entitlements
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To obtain information about the entitlements in which this user participates, navigate the user 
card. In Horizon Cloud, an entitlement is the entity by which a user gets entitled to a virtual 
desktop or application.

n Expanding an entitlement lists all the assigned desktops and applications for end users.

n The administrator can act on those desktops.

n The administrator can obtain information about dedicated desktops assigned to this end 
user, even when the end user does not have an active session to that desktop.

n You explicitly assign that specific dedicated desktop to this particular end user, using the 
Entitle action, such as on an entitlements page of a dedicated desktop.

Actions You Can Take on Sessions

You can take the following actions on a user's sessions as listed in the Sessions tab.

Action Description VDI Desktop Session-Based Desktop

Logoff Logs the user off the session. Yes Yes

Restart Restarts the VM that underlies 
the end-user session.

Yes No

Refresh Refreshes the session data Yes Yes

Monitoring the Status of Horizon Cloud Resources from the Home 
Page

When your Horizon Cloud deployment is integrated with Workspace ONE Intelligence, you can 
use the Horizon Universal Console Home page to monitor resources.

In terms of monitoring, the goal of the Home page is to focus on information that helps 
administrators quickly determine the following.

n The overall health of their Horizon Cloud deployment.

For example, by providing the following information.

n Horizon Edge infrastructure errors

n Pool provisioning errors

n Horizon Agent errors, for agents running within multi-session and single-session VMs

In terms of monitoring the overall health of their Horizon Cloud deployment, the Home page 
helps administrators determine what types of issues exist, if any? Such as the following types 
of issues:

n Issues that are clearly identifiable

n Issues that indicate more investigation is necessary

n Issues that indicate administrators can take a monitoring approach in the short term
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n Issues that require immediate corrective action

n The real number of connected sessions and disconnected sessions.

n The real number of VMs experiencing performance issues, such as high CPU, memory, and 
disk issues.

n Capacity usage data, including usage of the top 3 pool groups, pools, and Unified Access 
Gateways.

From the Home page, you can view or easily navigate to data that indicates end users are 
currently experiencing issues accessing desktops or applications, or that end users might soon 
experience issues unless you take action.

You can start viewing and interacting with the resource-monitoring data on the Home page after 
you deploy Horizon Edge and after Horizon Cloud integrates with Workspace ONE Intelligence. 
More resource-monitoring data becomes available as you continue deploying Horizon Cloud.

The Home page consists of two sections. The top of the Home page consists of resource 
buttons. The resource buttons are direct links to your Horizon Cloud resources. Below the 
resource buttons are data about your resources, with which you can view and interact.
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The information that follows explains how you can interact with the resource-monitoring data 
that is available on the Home page.

Select the Horizon Edges to Monitor

The Home page displays resource-monitoring when you use the Select Providers, Horizon 
Edges filter. You can filter by Select Providers and Select Horizon Edges that belong to the 
selected Provider and click Apply to display, Errors data, and live information about Sessions 
and VM Performance for the end user for both Microsoft Azure and Horizon 8.

By default, the Home page displays resource-monitoring data, with the exception of the Pools 
data, for all of your Horizon Edges.

Note   The Pools box in the Utilization section applies to all pools across all of your Horizon 
Edges, regardless of which Horizon Edges you select with the Select Horizon Edges filter.

The Horizon Agent Monitoring data is conveyed to Workspace ONE Intelligence and is integrated 
with VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen, or Splunk depending on the licensing. The 
Workspace ONE Intelligence data integration with VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-
gen is activated after you enable the Horizon Agent Monitoring. For more information, see 
Configuring Horizon Edge Agent Data Monitoring for Horizon Edge with Workspace ONE.Data 
integration of VMware Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen with Splunk needs to be configured. 
For more information, see Configuring Horizon Edge Monitoring with Splunk Enterprise.
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Resource-Monitoring Data: Errors

The Errors section of the Home page lists Horizon Edge errors, pool provisioning errors, single-
session VM errors, and multi-session VM errors.

For each resource-error type, the Errors section displays a fraction, for example 2/10, which 
indicates that two instances of that resource, out of the ten available, are experiencing errors. 
The following generic example provides more details.

Generic Resource-Error Type Example

For example, if the Errors section lists a resource-error type followed by the fraction 2/10, 
the 2/10 indicates that for the Horizon Edges selected with the Select Horizon Edges filter, 
ten instances of the respective resource type are available and two of the ten instances are 
experiencing errors.

Note   The fraction, such as 2/10, gives no indication of the number of errors.

To obtain more details, such as exactly which two resources (for this example) are 
experiencing errors, the total number of errors, and precisely what the errors are, click the 
resource-error type link and navigate through the objects on the next page to learn about the 
various options available to you for that particular resource-error type.

When applicable, the next page includes links to other pages in the Horizon Universal Console 
or the VMware Cloud Services Console that might be of use to you.

The following table lists the resource-error types as they appear in the Errors section of the 
Home page. The table provides specific examples of each resource-error type. The example 
column includes an example fraction and provides details for that example.
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Table 18-1. Specific Resource-Error-Type Examples

Resource-Error Type Description Example

Horizon Edges with 
infrastructure errors

Horizon Edges experiencing infrastructure errors. These 
errors do not include Horizon Edge deployment errors.

The Horizon Edges with Infrastructure Errors page includes 
errors sent from the following components.

n Horizon Edge Gateway in a Microsoft Azure 
Environment

n These error messages involve a Horizon Edge 
Gateway in a Microsoft Azure environment and 
include errors about deployment of services 
in Horizon Edge Gateway and connectivity of 
services in Horizon Edge Gateway to the Horizon 
Cloud Services control plane.

The following error messages serve as an example.

n Failed to pull module image
n Module is terminating multiple times
n EdgeDevice is disconnected from IoTHub

n Unified Access Gateway in a Microsoft Azure 
Environment

n These error messages involve a Unified Access 
Gateway and include errors about the UAG and 
related technologies, such as the Edge service, 
Auth broker, UT server, Blast service, PCOIP 
protocol, and Tunnel RDP.

The following error messages serve as an example.

n Tunnel Rdp is down
n Failed to fetch UAG certificate

n Active Directory

n These error messages involve Active Directory 
related connection errors, and include errors 
with Active Directory server, bind account, 
and join account. The following error message 
serves as an example.

Failed to connect to AD Server 
{domainName}

The Horizon Edges 
with infrastructure errors 
resource-error type 
followed by the fraction 
2/2.

For this 2/2 example, 
two Horizon Edges are 
available and both are 
experiencing errors.

To obtain more details, 
for example the total 
number of errors and 
precisely what the errors 
are, click Horizon Edges 
with infrastructure errors 
and navigate through the 
objects on the page.

Pools with provisioning 
errors

Pools experiencing provisioning errors. The Pools with 
provisioning errors 
resource-error type 
followed by the fraction 
3/16.

For this 3/16 example, 16 
pools are available and 
three of those pools are 
experiencing errors.

To obtain more details, 
for example which pools 
are experiencing errors, 
the total number of errors, 
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Table 18-1. Specific Resource-Error-Type Examples (continued)

Resource-Error Type Description Example

and precisely what the 
errors are and when they 
occurred, click Pools with 
provisioning errors. You 
can then navigate through 
the objects on the page, 
which includes filtering 
which pools are displayed 
on the page.
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Table 18-1. Specific Resource-Error-Type Examples (continued)

Resource-Error Type Description Example

Single-session VMs with 
agent errors

Single-session VMs that are experiencing agent errors.

In terms of VMs with agent errors, the following error-
severity levels apply.

Critical

Requires immediate attention. A service within the 
agent has potentially stopped and end users might not 
be able to connect to their desktops.

Warning

Indicates a potential connection problem.

The Single-session VMs 
with agent errors 
resource-error type 
followed by the fraction 
4/34.

For this 4/34 example, 
34 single-session VMs are 
available and four of those 
VMs are experiencing 
errors.

To obtain more details, 
for example which VMs 
are experiencing errors, 
the total number of 
errors, the severity of 
each error, the agent 
version associated with 
each error, and precisely 
what the errors are and 
when they occurred, click 
Single-session VMs with 
agent errors and navigate 
through the objects on the 
page.

Also, the page offers a 
convenient method for 
collecting an agent log per 
error, with the Generate 
Log option, visible when 
you click the three vertical 
dots. For related agent-log 
information, see Collecting 
Agent Logs Using the 
Horizon Universal Console

Multi-session VMs with 
agent errors

Multi-session VMs that are experiencing agent errors.

In terms of VMs with agent errors, the following error-
severity levels apply.

Critical

Requires immediate attention. A service within the 
agent has potentially stopped and end users might not 
be able to connect to their desktops.

Warning

Indicates a potential connection problem.

The Multi-session VMs 
with agent errors 
resource-error type 
followed by the fraction 
5/52.

For this 5/52 example, 
52 multi-session VMs are 
available and five of those 
VMs are experiencing 
errors.

To obtain more details, 
for example which VMs 
are experiencing errors, 
the total number of 
errors, the severity of 
each error, the agent 
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Table 18-1. Specific Resource-Error-Type Examples (continued)

Resource-Error Type Description Example

version associated with 
each error, and precisely 
what the errors are and 
when they occurred, click 
Multi-session VMs with 
agent errors and navigate 
through the objects on the 
page.

Also, the page offers a 
convenient method for 
collecting an agent log per 
error, with the Generate 
Log option, visible when 
you click the three vertical 
dots. For related agent-log 
information, see Collecting 
Agent Logs Using the 
Horizon Universal Console

Resource-Monitoring Data: Sessions and VM Performance

The Sessions and VM Performance section of the Home page displays both session data and VM 
performance data. The section separates session data by session type, such as connected and 
disconnected, and separates VM data by performance categories, such as high CPU, high disk 
latency, and high memory. To obtain more details about the type of session or VM performance 
data listed, click the link to the specific session type or VM-performance-data type you wish to 
monitor and navigate through the objects on the next page to learn about the various options 
available to you.

When applicable, the next page includes links to other pages in the Horizon Universal Console or 
the VMware Cloud Services Console that might be of use to you.

Sessions

The following details apply to the session data available in the Sessions and Performance 
section.

n Session types:

n Connected sessions

Indicates that an end user desktop or app session is connected. Connected sessions 
include both active and idle sessions.

n Disconnected sessions
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Indicates that an end user desktop or app session is disconnected. A disconnected 
session differs from a logged-off session in that a disconnected session continues to 
consume capacity while a logged-off session does not.

n Session fraction example, 5/37 (13%):

The 5/37 (13%) example can apply to both connected sessions and disconnected 
sessions. To make the example more specific, assume the session is connected. 
Therefore, of the total capacity of 37 sessions, five are connected (includes active and 
idle session states), which represents 13% of total capacity.

n Sessions per pool type:

Clicking a session type brings you to the sessions page for that session type. At the top 
of the sessions page is a chart that displays the sessions by pool type.

Continuing with the preceding example, where Connected sessions are listed as 5/37, 
when you click Connected sessions, the connected-sessions page displays a chart 
illustrating how the five connected sessions are divided among the pool types. The 
breakdown might be something like the following:

n RDSH Desktops = 2 sessions

n VDI Desktops = 1 session

n RDSH Apps = 2 sessions

n Session data:

The sessions page also presents a variety of session-related data, such as pool type, 
session state, username, and login time, among others.

Tip   You can change the way the page presents the session data by using one of the 
many filters available on the page, such as the Pool Type, Session State, Username, and 
Horizon Edge filters, among others.

The filters start filtering your input after you enter a minimum of two characters.

n Log off disconnected sessions:

You can log off disconnected sessions directly from the sessions page.

VM Performance
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The following details apply to the VM performance data available in the Sessions and 
Performance section.

n VM performance types:

Tip   For the following VM performances types, you can change the way each page 
presents the performance data by using one of the filters available on the page, such as 
the Desktop, Pool, and Horizon Edge filters.

The filters start filtering your input after you enter a minimum of two characters.

n High CPU VMs

Displays VMs with CPU utilization greater than or equal to 80%.

n High Disk Latency VMs

Displays VMs with disk latency greater than or equal to 20ms.

n High Memory VMs

Displays VMs with memory utilization greater than or equal to 80%.

n VM Performance fraction example, 3/42 (7%):

The 3/42 (7%) example applies to all the VM performance types. Of the 42 VMs, three (or 
7%) trigger the flag for their respective performance type.

Note   For each VM performance type, if any of the VMs trigger the flag, a color-coded 
bar accompanies the label that correlates with the respective percentage value as 
follows.

n 0-60% is green, which might indicate relative safety regarding that performance type. 
You must determine if the percentage is problematic, given the specifics of your 
deployment. To make the example more specific, assume the VM Performance type 
is High CPU VMs. Therefore, 60% or less of the VMs are experiencing CPU utilization 
greater than 80%.

n 61-80% is yellow, indicating a potential problem regarding that performance type.

n 81-100 is red, indicating that immediate attention is required.

Resource-Monitoring Data: Utilization

The Utilization section of the Home page displays the top, or most utilized, three instances of the 
respective resource.

The following details apply to the Utilization section.

n In-Use/Maximum Sessions fraction example, 4/42:
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The 4/42 example indicates that for the resource types listed in the Utilization section, four 
sessions are active, idle, or disconnected, while 38 are available but not utilized.

n Resource types and totals:

The label, Total, that accompanies each of the resources indicates the number of instances 
of that resource type that are available. For example, "Pool Groups Total 4" indicates that 4 
pool groups are available.

Note   The Pool Groups box always applies to all pool groups across all of your Horizon 
Edges. However, the Pools box and the Unified Access Gateways box apply only to the 
pool groups and the Unified Access Gateway instances associated with the Horizon Edges 
selected using the Select Horizon Edges filter on the Home page.

n Resource instances

n Each resource box names the three most utilized instances of the given resource type. 
The box includes a bar chart that presents the number of sessions for each resource 
instance.

The session metrics for Unified Access Gateways differs from the session metrics for pool 
groups and pools, as follows.

Pool Groups

The session count is the sum of active, idle, and disconnected sessions.

Pools

The session count is the sum of active, idle, and disconnected sessions.

Unified Access Gateways

The session count is the sum of active and idle sessions.

Tip   Hover the pointer over an instance bar to view session details about that resource 
instance.

Configuring Horizon Edge Agent Data Monitoring for Horizon Edge 
with Workspace ONE

For Horizon Agent version 2212, you can enable Horizon Agent monitoring for Horizon Edge 
(Horizon 8 and Microsoft Azure) to collect metrics from the VMs that are displayed on 
Workspace ONE and Horizon Universal Console.

Procedure

1 Log into your vCenter console.

2 Log into the virtual machine.
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3 Download and install VMware Horizon Agent.

n For Horizon Agent version 2212, download VMware Horizon Agent and perform a silent 
installation that includes passing the parameter HORIZON_MONITOR_ENABLED=1, for example, 

horizon.exe /s /v “/qn HORIZON_MONITOR_ENABLED=1”. For more information, see Silent 

Installation Properties for Horizon Agent.

n For Horizon Agent version 2303 or later, download and install VMware Horizon Agent. 
For 2303, Horizon Agent version monitoring is enabled by default and your data will be 
sent to Workspace ONE cloud.

Note   If you do not want the agent to collect metrics and deactivate monitoring, contact 
VMware Customer support. See Contacting VMware Support.

4 Restart the virtual machine.

5 For Horizon Agent version 2212 only, go to the registry and check if the flag, 
HKLM\Software\VMware, Inc.\VMware HzMon\enabled=1, is enabled.

6 Confirm that you can see the session and VM utilization data on the Workspace ONE 
dashboard and Horizon Universal Console.

Monitoring the Infrastructure Data of Horizon Edge Gateway and 
Unified Access Gateway in a Horizon 8 Environment

When you have a Horizon Universal license and deploy a Horizon Edge in a Horizon 8 
environment, you have access to the Infrastructure Monitoring tab, which allows you to monitor 
the infrastructure components of that Horizon Edge. The infrastructure data currently consists of 
information about the Unified Access Gateways and Horizon Connection Server instances for that 
Horizon Edge.

To access the Infrastructure Monitoring tab, select Resources > Capacity, then on the Horizon 
Edges page, click the name of a Horizon Edge that has a value of “Private data center” in the 
source column. On the Horizon Edge details page, click Infrastructure Monitoring tab. To make 
changes to that Horizon Edge, see To View Details and Perform Actions on a Specific Horizon 
Edge.

Connection Server

The Connection Server section lists all of the Horizon Connection Server instances deployed 
for that specific Horizon Edge. To view infrastructure data about a specific Horizon Connection 
Server instance, click View for that instance. A page opens that provides details about that 
Horizon Connection Server instance.

The data includes the following information for that specific Horizon Connection Server instance:

n For a specified period of time, up to 24 hours, the percentage of available CPU in use

n For a specified period of time, up to 24 hours, the percentage of available memory in use

n The current number of sessions in use
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n The current number of users

n The status of the Horizon Connection Server services

n The status of the Horizon Connection Server certificate

The data can help you determine the health and usage of the Horizon Connection Server 
instances and associated services. Also, the data can help determine the sizing requirement of 
individual Horizon Connection Server instances and of the cluster for that Horizon Edge.

Unified Access Gateway

You can view UAG appliances and their overall status.

Monitoring Administrator and End User Activity from the Activity Log 
Page

The Activity page shows data regarding current and past events in the system.

Access the Activity Log page by selecting Monitor > Activity Log. The page contains the Admin 
tab for audit logs and system activities and the End User tab for user events. You can perform 
the following tasks:

n Filter the events displayed using the filter tools available on each tab.

n Refresh the list.

n Export the event log to a CSV file that you can download.

Administrator Events

The Admin tab displays a table of information about both administrator and system initiated 
events. Expand an event to view details, such as information about related events, resource 
event history and subtasks.

The table of events consists of several columns, including columns with titles such as Operations, 
Status, and Type. The Type column lists two types of admin events, as follows.

System

Indicates system activities.

Audit

Indicates audit logs.

The following filtering options are available on the Admins tab:

n Display events for only a certain time period or a certain operation name using the filters at 
the top of the tab.

n Filter events shown in the table using the filter tool in each column.

User Events

The End User tab displays username, action, status, and time logged for end-user events.
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These filtering options are available on the End User tab:

n Display events for only a certain time period using the filters at the top of the tab.

n Filter events shown in the table using the filter tool in each column.

Exporting Activity Logs

Administrators can export activity logs for administrators for up to the past 90 days. Logs are 
saved in CSV format. The file name includes a timestamp by default but you can customize the 
file name as needed.

1 On the Horizon Universal Console Home page, click Activity Log in the left menu.

2 Above the Events table, select whether to view all events or a subset of events.

3 Select the table column filters and the time period to view, from the Last 24 hours to the Last 
90 days.

4 Click EXPORT.

5 In the Export Events dialog box, type a name for the exported csv file and click EXPORT. 
You are returned to the Activity Log page where a status message appears at the top of the 
page.

6 To download the file, click Downloads in the left menu.

7 In the Action column for the exported file, click the Download link.

8 To view the file contents, double-click the file in the Downloads list. The event name, 
description, type, initiated by, status, site name, edge name, time, resource name and ID, 
and severity fields are included in the file.

Collecting Agent Logs Using the Horizon Universal Console

You can use the Horizon Universal Console to generate, download and delete logs for specific 
VMs.

Administrators typically use this feature after filing a technical support request (SR), and in the 
course of responding to that SR, the assigned support team determines that diagnostic log 
bundles from specific VMs are required to diagnose the issue. Existing log entries are replaced 
with newly generated logs. You may wish to download the existing logs if they may be needed 
for future reference or to delete logs that are no longer needed. The term DCT bundle (Data 
Collection Tool bundle) is often used by the VMware support team in reference to this type of log 
bundle.

Prerequisites

n Use the Horizon Universal Console to obtain the value of the Management IP.

For example, select Resources > Capacity > Horizon Edges, click the name of Horizon Edge 
instance, and navigate to the Horizon Edge Gateway section. Take note of the values for the 
FQDN and Management IP items. You will use these values in the following prerequisite to 
create an additional DNS record.
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n Create a Type A record in your DNS server mapping the FQDN and corresponding IP address 
of your horizon edge instance obtained in previous step.

n After you add the DNS record, restart the virtual machine.

n Verify that the Horizon Edge Gateway instance, Unified Access Gateway instance, and pools 
are in a ready state.

n Verify the agents on the VMs are available.

Procedure

1 Select Monitor > Log Collection.

2 Click New.

3 Select a pools for which to generate a log and click Next. You can select from single-session 
or multi-session pools. Only VMs in ready state are available.

4 Click Next.

5 Select all of the VMs for which you want to create logs and click Generate.

You can select from one to all of the listed VMs that show a green checkmark in the Task 
Status column. The task status spins during the log-creation process. The process can take 
several minutes.

6 Click Download log for each log you want to download.

The logs are downloaded using your browser.

7 If you want to delete log entries at any time, select a log entry that you want to delete.

You can select multiple logs if they use the same pool.

8 Click Delete and then click Delete again.

Monitoring Your Network Based on Horizon Agent Data

End-user desktop network issues are detected by the Horizon Cloud infrastructure based on 
communication from installed Horizon Agent instances. Horizon Cloud uses notifications to 
communicate those network issues with you.

Horizon Agent communicates network traffic data, such as network packet loss, network latency, 
and so on, to Horizon Cloud. Horizon Cloud analyzes the data and sends a notification directly 
to the Horizon Universal Console. For general information about notifications, see Viewing 
Notifications .

When a network-related notification, such as "Network degradation detected," appears in the 
Horizon Universal Console, you can click the notification to learn more about the number of 
impacted desktops. You can view the impacted desktops on the Workspace ONE Intelligence 
report. You can access Workspace ONE Intelligence from the Horizon Universal Console 
Home page. To resolve the network issues, you can look at your end-user desktop network 
infrastructure and apply fixes.
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Diagnosing Horizon Edges - Active Directory Connectivity for 
Microsoft Azure Deployments

You can perform on-demand diagnosis on your Horizon Edges. Active Directory diagnosis is 
supported. If you detect a problem with Active Directory linked to the Horizon Edges, you 
can use the Horizon Universal Console to help diagnose the issue, especially on the Monitor > 
Diagnosis page. Next, you can go to the Active Directory configuration directly to determine 
what is preventing a proper connection and fix it.

You set up Active Directory for Microsoft Azure early in the deployment. See Active Directory 
Requirements and Setting up your Active Directory Domain. If a configuration problem exists with 
Active Directory, you can run a test from the Diagnosis page of the Horizon Universal Console 
that does the following.

n Tests Active Directory (which can be one or multiple instances) connectivity to Horizon 
Edges.

n Checks Domain credentials (primary domain, auxiliary domain, and SSO) of Active Directory.

Access the Diagnosis Page

After you detect an issue with Active Directory, visit the Diagnosis page for further investigation.

To access the Diagnosis page, in the Horizon Universal Console, select Monitor > Diagnosis.

Note   You can view historical information about Active Directory related errors on the Home > 
Horizon Edges with Infrastructure errors page. See Resource-Monitoring Data: Errors.

View the Diagnosis Page

The Diagnosis page lists all Active Directory instances found, if any.

When test groups (Active Directory instances) are listed, the following information is provided.

n The name of each test group

n The overall diagnosis status for a test group.

The overall diagnosis status provides an overview of the connectivity between the Active 
Directory and all the Microsoft Azure Edges. If one or more Microsoft Azure Edges is in an 
error state, the status appears as Error. To review the status of each Microsoft Azure Edge, 
you must expand the test group.
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Run Tests

On the Diagnosis page, you can run diagnosis tests on any of the listed test groups across all 
Microsoft Azure Edges.

1 Select the check box next to the name of the test group that you want to test.

2 Click Run Tests.

Tests run for each selected test group.

Review Active Directory Connectivity Results

On the Diagnosis page, you can review the status of each test group one at a time.

The following status descriptions are helpful in distinguishing the status types.

Success

Connectivity successful (no connectivity errors).

Error

Connectivity issues exist. The error message explains the exact cause of the error. Use the 
information in the error message to make the required changes to the Active Directory 
configuration.

Run failed

The test did not finish. Run the test again.
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1 Click the double arrow next to a test group that you want to review.

A pane opens that displays the diagnosis status for every Microsoft Azure Edge in that test 
group.

2 To review an error, click Error in the Status column for the Horizon Edge for which you want 
to reveal the error message.

Several different types of error messages exist. The following is an example of an error 
message about the primary bind account, which is an indication to check the credentials 
entered for the primary bind account: Error connecting to AD server using Primary Bind 
Account

3 Use the information provided in the error message to help you troubleshoot and fix the issue 
when you later access the Active Directory configuration.
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Viewing Notifications

Horizon Cloud uses notifications to inform you of when an important event occurs.

Note  
n This topic describes reviewing Horizon Cloud notifications using the Horizon Universal 

Console. You also have the option of reviewing the notifications using the VMware Cloud 
Services console, also known as the VMware Cloud Services Engagement Platform. However, 
when you act on the notifications, use the Horizon Universal Console.

n If you click View All Notifications from the bell ( ) icon located in the upper-right corner 
of any page, you are redirected to the My Notifications page in the VMware Cloud Services 
console.

The My Notifications page displays all of your notifications, including notifications generated 
from other services.

To view only Horizon Cloud notifications, click View Horizon Cloud Notifications to navigate 
to the Notifications page in the Horizon Universal Console.

Notification Type Description

Active Notifications that an administrator has not yet addressed

Dismissed Notifications that an administrator has determined need no 
further attention

The following filtering options are available on the Notifications page:

n You can view the list of notifications on the History tab with details like Notification, 
Description, Severity, Status, Time, and the Other Channels through which the in-app and 
email notifications were received

n You can view the details of a Notification by clicking on the icon next to it .
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Troubleshooting Documentation 
Pages - Horizon Cloud Service - 
next-gen

19
This documentation page provides a list of hyperlinks to individual troubleshooting-related 
pages. Use these pages when run into difficulties in a Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen 
environment.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Edge deployment troubleshooting guide

Edge deployment troubleshooting guide

If you experience any issues or errors during the Edge deployment workflow, you can refer to 
the following guide for troubleshooting and diagnostics.

View old flow where connection server details are required during 
the provider creation

Problem

The customer sees the old flow where connection server details are required during the provider 
creation itself, or the customer sees the below API failure.

domain:  SG_ADMIN
code:    PROVIDER_INSTANCE_CREDENTIALS_ERROR
message: Credential service error for Provider Instance
details: Cannot create a provider instance without any sensitive data!

Cause

Feature flags ‘astro-cs-sync-validation’ for UI and `cs-sync-flag` for API, might be disabled for the 
customer.

Solution

This can be checked in the public-flag API call. If these are disabled, the customer sees the old 
flow, which requires CS details in the provider step. So make sure these feature flags are turned 
on for the customer's org.
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View edge gets stuck in Connect Pending state

Problem

View edge gets stuck in Connect Pending state

Cause

Connection string was not provided while deploying the edge gateway in vCentre, which is 
required to create the Kubernetes namespace in the edge gateway that has the required 
modules to mark the edge in other states (It can take up to 15-20 minutes sometimes). The 
connection string is present on the second screen in vCentre, below the root password.

If the connection string was provided correctly, verify the edge-deployments API call, which 
looks something like.

admin/v2/edge-deployments/63da2d9216884348cf96a0f5?include_reported_status=true

On the UI, this will be called when the detail page of an edge deployment is opened. 
Make sure view-cs-module is under registeredModules and inside reportedStatus > 
moduleConnectionDetails, view-cs-module should be present and be in the CONNECTED state.

For more information, see https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/92056

Solution

Make sure view-cs-module is under registeredModules and inside reportedStatus > 
moduleConnectionDetails, view-cs-module should be present and be in the CONNECTED state.

Also,

1 Make sure the edge gateway is correctly deployed and is in the powered-on state. If there is 
some issue in deployment, check networking, storage, etc.

2 Use edge gateway OVA versions 2.3.1.0 or later, if you want to specify public key for 

ccadmin user to login. Older versions of OVA have an issue while initialising Kubernetes when 

public key for ccadmin user is specified.

3 Run the diagnostic script in debug mode. For more information, see https://
kb.vmware.com/s/article/92056. In the `Kubernetes Cluster Section` You should see a 
namespace created around the time when the edge gateway was powered on the first time.

a If this is not the case i.e if name space is not created, this could be because of the step 2 
or network was not configured properly or the connection string was not provided during 
edge gateway creation while deploying edge gateway OVA.

The connection string can be configured after deploying edge gateway appliance, if 
it was not provided while deploying the edge gateway appliance. Copy the pairing 
code from Horizon Universal Console and run the following command to configure the 
connection string after deploying the edge gateway appliance.
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b If the namespace was created and edge is still stuck in connect pending state, this could 
be because of some network connectivity issues or because of cloud urls not reachable 
from the edge (this might be due to proxy configuration or some other network-related 
issues) or because the proxy configuration is updated in the edge.

c After this, if the namespace was created successfully so after this it might take 15 
- 20 minutes for the edge to come in Not Configured state as seen in UI or 

POST_PROVISIONING_CONFIG_IN_PROGRESS in API, if that happens, now you should be 

able to configure the connection server.

If that still doesn't happen, run the diagnostic script and under Kubernetes Cluster Section 
and wait for view-cs-module pod to come up in the running state. Run the diagnostic 
script in debug mode. For more information, see https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/92056.

4 Download the logs from the ops console, and analyze it to see any obvious issues , otherwise 
raise a bug and attach the logs there. Steps to download logs:

a Login to ops console, navigate to the specific customer, and verify customer info tab.

b Go to Edge Deployments and get the deviceId from edgeGatewayLocation field in API 

response of edge-deployment.

c Go to Edgehub management and search with deviceId.

d Click log collection and click prepare latest logs, which will prepare the latest logs.

e Click logs to download the diagnostic logs.

f Unzip the file and go inside log folder to find the relevant module logs.

Connection server credentials provided are incorrect error

Problem

The customer gets an error, for example, VIEW_INCORRECT_CS_CREDENTIALS

Cause

This will most likely happen because of the wrong connection server details provided.

Solution

u

Solution

Make sure the following conditions are met:
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The username and password of the connection server should be correct. FQDN should be the 
actual URL, like `https://cs83.hzeccad.com`, and not the IP of the connection server. An example 
of the connection server details:

{
    "providerDetails": {
        "data": {
            "domain": "hzeccad.com",
            "viewPodURL": "https://cs83.hzeccad.com",
            "username": "Administrator",
            "password": "ca$hc0w",
            "thumbprint": "E4:3B:70:DE:AF:0F:44:F8:6E:87:0C:F1:F6:2D:09:2F:A5:E3:4A:4B"
        }
    }
}

Connection server timed out error

Problem

You get an error, for example, Unable to validate connection server credentials 
because request to connection server timed out.

Cause

Connection server is overloaded.

Solution

u

Solution

1 Make sure the connection server is not overloaded.

2 This error might also come if wrong CS details are provided, so try again after some time.

Everything was working previously and now it is not

Problem

Everything was working previously and now it is not

Cause

Connection server details were updated in VMware vCenter® and not in VMware Horizon® Cloud 
Service™ - next-gen.
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Solution

Make sure that connection server details are updated in VMware vCenter® and not in VMware 
Horizon® Cloud Service™ - next-gen. Also, check the certificate expiration date and make sure 
that the thumbprint was not changed.
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Tips for Using the Horizon 
Universal Console and Your 
Horizon Cloud next-gen Tenant

20
This documentation page collects together various pages that describe helpful features that the 
Horizon Universal Console provides, such as how to submit feedback to VMware directly from 
the console.

As described in Chapter 1 Introduction to Using VMware Horizon Cloud Service - next-gen, the 
console dynamically displays elements for features based on up-to-the-minute conditions in your 
tenant. These conditions include things such as what your subscription provides for, what your 
purchased add-on services provide for, the types of edge deployments in your tenant, and so 
on. For the types of things governed by your subscription, see the VMware Horizon Subscription 
Comparison Matrix. You will not see elements in the Horizon Universal Console for features that 
your subscription does not support or for features that are provided by add-on services that are 
purchased for use with the Horizon Universal subscriptions.

Use the following topics and their subtopics to learn more about the listed console features.

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Using the Help Button to Access Documentation and Support

n Navigating Away from a Page

n Cookie Usage and Third-Party Analytics Tools

n Sharing Your Feedback with VMware

Using the Help Button to Access Documentation and 
Support

With the help button, you can explore VMware documentation to find the answers to your 
questions and access Customer Connect to get support, open tickets, and view your ticket 
history.

Prerequisites

The onboarding process is complete

Procedure

1 Log into the Horizon Universal Console.
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2 Click on the Help button on the Home page.

3 Enter your keywords in the search field to find relevant and related topics.

Document links related to the current page populate in a list when you click the help 
button. For example, if you are on the pools page and click the help button, then all related 
document links related to pools are listed on the help panel.

4 Click VIEW MORE IN VMWARE DOCS to navigate to VMware Docs.

5 Click on the Create a Support Request tile to navigate to Customer Connect to open a 
support ticket.

6 Click on the View all my Support Requests to view a list of all your support requests.

7 Click PROVIDE FEEDBACK ON YOUR SUPPORT EXPERIENCE to provide your feedback.

What to do next

Navigating Away from a Page

If you try to navigate away from a page without completing the workflow, then you will receive a 
notification to alert you to stay on the page or you might lose your work.

Procedure

1 If you click Back or any link before completing all the steps on the page, then a dialog box will 
display to remind you that your changes might be lost if you leave. Click Cancel to stay on 
the page, or Exit to exit the page.

2 If you click Refresh to refresh the page before completing all the steps on the page, then a 
dialog box displays to remind you that your changes might be lost if you leave. Click Reload 
to refresh the page, or Cancel to stay on the page.

3 If you try to close the tab or window before completing all the steps on the page, then a 
dialog box will be displayed to remind you that your changes will be lost if you leave. Click 
Leave to leave the page, or Cancel to stay on the page.

Cookie Usage and Third-Party Analytics Tools

Horizon Cloud collects data to observe and enhance the customer experience and for other 
purposes.

Horizon Cloud collects the data according to VMware's Privacy Notices. Some of this data is 
collected using cookies and similar technology such as Pendo.

Pendo is a third-party tool integrated with Horizon Cloud that collects cookies to determine how 
product features are used by tracking how administrators interact and use the features.
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To Opt Out of Pendo Analytics and Guides

You can opt out of Pendo analytics and guides using Workspace ONE as described in the 
instructions that follow.

Procedure

1 In the Horizon Universal Console, click the VMware Cloud Services Applications Menu ( ) and 
select Workspace ONE.

The Workspace ONE Cloud Admin Hub console opens.

2 In the Workspace ONE Cloud Admin Hub console, click the down arrow, which is the User/
Organization Settings drop-down menu, and select View My Profile.
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3 Scroll to the Cookies section and click Cookie Usage.

The Cookie Usage page appears, as illustrated by the following screenshot.

4 Perform the appropriate step if you want to opt out of both Enable Analytics and Enable 
Product Guides or if you want to opt out solely of Enable Product Guides.

n To opt out of both, click the Enable Analytics toggle.

n To opt out of Enable Product Guides, click the Enable Product Guides toggle.

Sharing Your Feedback with VMware

VMware In-Product Feedback is a feature you use to share your feedback directly with the 
VMware team to help us improve the product you are using.

Two ways are available to share feedback with VMware:

n At any time, you can click the Feedback icon  at the top of the console to open the 
Feedback panel, which opens on the right side of the console.
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n The Feedback panel might appear after you log in to the console. The panel opens in the 
center of the console.

The following screenshot is of the Feedback panel that appears when you click the Feedback 
icon.

When the Feedback panel is open, you can take the following actions.

Raise a support request.

When you click the link to make a support request, if you are not logged in to VMware 
Customer Connect, you are brought to VMware Customer Connect to log in.
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After you log in, you are brought to the VMware Support page where you can choose from 
different support options.

Submit an idea.

When you click the link to share an idea, if you are not logged in to VMware Customer 
Connect, you are brought to VMware Customer Connect to log in.

After you log in, you are brought to the feature request portal where you are prompted to 
select a workspace, such as Horizon, and to share an idea for that workspace.

Rate the product.

When you select a face icon from Extremely Dissatisfied to Extremely Satisfied, the panel 
expands, allowing you to provide specific feedback and to indicate if you are willing to 
participate in a follow-up conversation.

The following screenshot is of the Feedback panel with the center rating selected.
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